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LOCAL AFFAIRS

BANK, of

for

Pilgrim Publicity association.

Merchant*' association.
E K Robiaaon—Jewelry.
New England Tel A Tel Co.
Ellsworth Greenhouse.
Wanted —Hay.
Bulla—For sale.
Notice of Foreclosue—Alvarado Qray.
—Mary J Crossley.
In bankruptcy—Herbert E Tracy.
Exec Notice
F.at Richard A F Penrose.
Est Clara J McKenney.
**
E*t Sarah M McCluskey.
**
Est Clarence 8 Snowman.
Admr notice— Est Mary M Harper.
**
Est James A Butler.
Probate notice—Est Mary C Kaighn.
—Est John H Littlefield.

Ellsworth

$3

August.
Ralph Carlton, a tramp, drifted into
Ellsworth last evening, add was taken
into custody by Night-Officer Mitchell.
He pleaded guilty to charge of “drunk and
disorderly” when arraigned in the Ellsworth muncipal court this morning, and
was sentenced to ten days in the county
jail.
The memorial pamphlet descriptive of
the centennial exercises of the Congrega-

—
—

—

—

i>er year.

—

Don't risk valuable papers-in your own home or store
when so small a sum—less than a cent a day—will insure their absolute safet).
Inspection invited.

Wanted—Agent
Portland. Ms:

tional
and

Call

Arrives 8.11

a m;

ties, making

m.

leaves for west,

hour before mall closes.

Percy

Agents, Executors,

The festival chorus will hold
at

«—

Society

a

hall to-morrow

a

rehearsal

evening.

has Ellsworth on its dateabout the middle of June.

for

Ground

was

Morang’s
street

new

broken last week for C. L.
garage west of the Main

bridge.

Edward McDonald, of Boston, is spending a mouth in Ellsworth, his first visit
here in five years.

oexiui

Mayor Cunningham has ordered 500
gallons of oil for experimental use in

sprinkling

Well-baked, top, bottom and centre; every loaf
alike—is now assured with our new oven.
Mixed clean, sold clean, every loaf wrapped
after baking. The

wilt

pleas?

Try

you.

popular priced,

one; It’s

j

Loaf

Holz Cream

too

—

10 cents

Call at my new location on Main street. You're sure
»■> tind something good to eat.
Everything under glass.
Watch my window.

only.

j

HOLZ’S SANITARY BAKERY.
-.

—.

.._

“The Quality Store”

Refrigerators Refrigerators
We

are

complete

a

line of them in both

Eddy and White Mountain

the
Th<-

>howing

Kdd\|ms slate shelves which insures a polar temperature.

The White Mountain is pure white
very

inside,

which wakes it

sanitary.

f

HARRY C. AUSTIN & C0.f undertaker
HARRY

f1«

C. AUSTIN,

Mgr. and

Coroner.

i > I • I ♦ I ♦ l » I ♦ I»I • l • I ♦ I » l

*

Telephone Connection.

El vert E. Parker of Lewiston, formerly
of Ellsworth, was elected grand master of
the g/and council of Royal and Select
Masters, at the meeting of that body in
Portland last week.

George
peculiar

I > 1 • I »I • I • I • I • I

and

Get in touch with E. L. Smith who

;;
;

opens

a

—Wednesday.

;;

i;If

YOU

to-day
Odd Fellows’Bldg.

In

Can’t COME,

* * I > I « I Of I 0 f |

10

11 0 | > I » f

Wedding Gifts and Graduation

•

-I-

Presents

IT IS TIME TO PLAN FOR THOSE GIFTS
a very large line of Silver, Cut Glass and line China,
which,with Diamonds and Jewelry, will furnish all your wants.

We h&Ye

OIR NEW SCHEDULE OF PRICES WILL ATTRACT YOU.

The E. F. ROBINSON Oo.

MONEY to LOAN
Oi

In,roved.

"soldpal

Predictive Red Estate;

aad Other Boada of

c- c. BURRILL &
SON,

on

Collateral and Commercial Paper,

approved "legality and ascertained strength.
16 State St, Ellsworth, Me.

•

•

accident

painful
Sunday, slipping in

tub, breaking

across

a

He will
time.

two ribs.

oonflned to the house

some

Urcely, who has been in poor
health a long time, the effects of partial
paralysis, had an ill turn last week, and
for several days was in a critical condiArthur W.

He

rallied,
improving.

has since

as

and

to-day

is

T. 8. Roes, pastor of the Methodist
church, has been invited by Wm. H. H.
Rice post, O. A. R., to deliver the sermon
at the union service at Hancock hall Sunday evening, May 25. The Memorial day
address will be by Dr. N. C. King.
At the Methodist church next Sunday at
10.30 a. m., the pastor, Rev. T. 8. Ross,
will preach on the subject, “The Church
and the
Community.” Sunday school
at 11.45.

Evangelistic

service at 7.30.

A

condial welcome is extended to all.
The Thursday club will resume its
weekly meetings at the Congregational
chapel to-morrow afternoon at 2.30. It is
hoped that the ladies of the club will renew their interest in the work, and that
there will be a full attendance, as special
business will

come

before the

IKTBIID AS SHOOBTO CLASS MATT]
AT THR ELLSWORTH POSTOFF1CR,

■
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Union Trust Co.
OF ELLSWORTH.
:

STRONG BANK

A

•tima

strong bank must have a record for honest dealings and ability to
good all promises. It must be able to serve all patrous alike,
with large or small accounts, and help them in the transaction of
their business.
The Union Trust Co. of Kllsworth represents all these qualities;
during the many years of its existence it has demonstrated ability to
protect, help and make convenient all business transations passing
through this bank.
The continued growth is positive proof of a well-regulated method
of exchanging safe banking service. Confidence in the bank has been
inspired through the rigid supervision of our strong board of directors.
Uvery customer who has had dealings with this bank has helped to
bring another, until to-day this bank stands for good, safe, serviceable
banking for tbe individual or firm which has money passing through
its hands.
If not already a customer of this bank, communicate with us, and
we will tell you how to become one.
Opening accounts either In savings or checking by mail or in person is a simple matter.
UNION TRUST COMPANY.
A
make
those

“Look
much

T. H.

ELLSWORTH,

Dodge, and

in,

if

more

forty

the

leaving

here

some

He has not been very neighbut during his visit yester-

borly since,
day tie renewed

old

some

acquaintances.

William

numbers of houses will be sent to houseowners

L.

by

city government.

the

Hooper, of Ellsworth,

Harold

arranged

has

to

MAIN

Established 1873.

Borne of the young
are arranging for a

Hancock hall

evening

some

next

—

will

be

for

the

fund for

meeting.
distributing

Clifton Woodward, local
agent for the Standard Oil Co., has received from the company a new pair of
black horses, weighing 3,300 pounds. The

of

Ellsworth by

she reached

|

It is

Village improvement
beautifying the streets
cleaning-up campaign.

Only Two Weeks

to

family.

extremely regrets to hear that
Harry L. Crabtree, attorney, is to leave
this city to practice his profession in New
Ellsworth

never get what
associated with the thev want tor that
day because they
&
i wait till the last
Burlingham, Montgomery
minute before planBeecher, at 27 William street. Mr. Crab- j ing their order.
was
from
the
Ellsworth
tree
graduated
have been early
high school in 1896.
Following gradua- j
he
tion
taught school,
incidentally and picked outThe'Test.
Why not
reading what law he could while teach- be one of the OTHER PEOPLE this
ing. Later he finished reading in the year, and be sure of satisfaction?
office of L. F. Giles; he was admitted to
the Hancock bar in 1900, and has pracYou can now get the finest of Pansies
ticed here ever since, and has been in finest condition; plant them right
out
and have them well established
successful.
Mr. Crabtree is a
man of
and in full beauty by Memorial Day.
high character, of great industry, and has
Come and see them at the
taken deep interest in the civic and
social sides of life in Ellsworth. He is at
York.

He

is

to

be

law firm of

present a member of the school board.
For fifteen years he has been the secretary
and treasurer and a valued member of
the Ellsworth festival chorus.

Ellsworth Greenhouse
1

He leaves

this month, and will
assume his new duties on June 1.
The
family will remain here until September,
when they will join him in New York.
here the last

of

COMING KVKNTS.
ELLSWORTH.

Annual basket
Wednesday, May 28
meeting of Woman’s Baptist foreign
missionary society of Hancock county, at
—

Lamoine.
and Wednesday, June 3 and 4,
Annual meeting of
Ellsworth Falls
Hancock association of Congregational
churches and ministers.

Tuesday

at

—

Friday, June 20, at Baptist church
Annual meeting Hancock county W. C.
T. U.

week,

imunder the auspices of the Village
provement society. The committee in
charge hopes to make it one of the most
a
enjoyable social events of the season
sort of “food-fair reunion”. The proceeds

society’s

it is not known whether

p

2

Healthy Hens

full of life and vigor, are
the producers.
Hens cannot lay heavily unless kept
in prime condition.
Use

and

you

T pr&2T

S

Poultry
Regulator

will

never

Colds, catarrh
cause worry and

com*

and

loaa.

R0Up

roup

cure

is the greatest preventive
and cure. 25c, 50c, SI.
“Money back If It fails.”
Get Pratts FrofU-aharirug
Booklet. Poultry book Free.
At dealers everywhere.

G. A. PARCHER
CALL

—

and place numbers upon houses.
people of Ellsworth
dance to be given at

furnished

:

spending.

daughter’s side before her death. The
sincerest sympathy of all here goos out to
her

Ellsworth,

:

E

HANCOCK CO. SAVINGS BANK

for many years the barber at the Penobscot exchange. Mr. Dodge formerly lived
in

I

No matter how
goes out, you will always be

most to your

comes

Among the Bangor Foresters who visited
was

[

poor.”
Start a Savings Account NowandLe tthe Interest Help You.

missionary society of the Congregational church met last week at the
home of its president, Mrs. A. H. Joy.
The
following officers were elected:
President, Mrs. F. W. Rollins; vicepresident, Mrs. J. T. Giles; secretary and
The
treasurer, Mrs. J. H. Brimmer.
meetings adjourned until November.
evening

:

i

The

Ellsworth last

No. 20.

”(

AX

A. E. Moore’s Store

atjbntisrmmta.

and see the new

SUIKIER STYLES in

New Stock of Spring
Ladies’ and Misses’

SHOES

C OATS

for MEN, WOMEN and CHILDREN.
You will find the prices low and the
Some Great Bargains.
Thursday evening
quality good.
of the Ellsworth festival chorus, Harry L.
be
All quotations withdrawn exMAIN STREET,
ELLSWORTH
Crabtree resigned as secretary and treas- unnnc.
HIIIIKN cept tor 44s; will pay *2.75 for
1 ■

the side of

Rev.

June is the month (or Weddings and Commencements.
—

the

reported

WRITE

fffffft

Parcher met with

bathtub and falling

tion.

creamery in Ellsworth

coun-

the

Miss Nancy M. Dutton has found among
the papers of her father, the late Samuel
Dutton,^ copy of the Ellsworth Herald
of the date of April 20, 1856, and has presented it to the Ellsworth city library.
It contains several items of interest at the
present day, which will appear shortly in

years ago.

George H. Grant arrived from Boston
yesterday. Mrs. Grant, who has spent
the winter here, ex|tects to open her
Hancock Point cottage this week.
At the meeting of Lejok lodge, I. O.
O. F., Friday evening, there will be work
in the third degree, followed by a banquet. A large attendance is desired.

A.

Farmers of Hancock County

summer

Conary was arrested in Orland
M. B. Smith, who has spent the winter last week, on complaint ot his wife, Charin New York with his daughter Florence, lene Smith Conary, of Ellsworth, charged
with non-support. He was arraigned bearrived home Friday.
fore Judge Hall in the Ellsworth municiIrene chapter, O. E. 8., will serve a circle
pal court Wednesday afternoon, and helda
supper Friday evening at 6.30 at Masonic for
the October grand jury under f300
Work will follow.
hall.
bonds, which were furnished Thursday.
Mrs. E. K. Springer is home from MidFrank J. Dunleavy and Robert Mullan
dlebury, Vt., where she spent two months attended a convention of the Knights of
with her daughter, Mrs. George Porter Columbus at Lubec
yesterday arriving
j
Paine.
Fred E. Doyle, of Milhome to-day.
Mrs. >Jarion I). Higgins, who was taken
linocket, with his wife, spent Sunday
suddenly ill last week at the home of her with his parents, Daniel Doyle and wife,
son Charles on Central street, is now imin Ellsworth, leaving Monday for Lubec
to attend the convention as one of the
proving.
Charles B. Partridge, of the post-office grand officers.
Local fishermen are picking up quite a
staff, has been laid up for the past week,
quite seriously ill. He is reported now as number of trout and salmon below the
&
Union River Power
Harbor
Bar
improving.
The local W. C. T U. will hold a meet- Co.’s dam, almost iu the heart of the city.
2 1-2 pounds was caught
ing for the election of officers in the par- A trout weighing
lors of the Baptist church next Friday, there Sunday by II. M. Campbell, and a
1 1-4 pound salmon was caught yesterday
May 16, at 2.30 p. m.
byJ. B. Holmes. Several smaller trout
will
Blanquefort commandery, K. T.,
have been caught.
work the orders of Ked Cross, Temple and
Ira B. Hagan, Jr., is busy making a street
Malta next Monday, work beginning at 5
survey of Ellsworth, preparatory to dep. m. Banquet at 6.30.
the proper numbers for houses.
Joseph A. Phelps and Amanda F. Bailey, signating
The numbering of houses is necessary if
both of Bar Harbor, were married at the
free mail delivery is established. When
Methodist parsonage in Ellsworth Saturthe Burvey is
completed, notice of the
8.
Rosa.
Rev.
T.
day, by

a

‘

streets.

Charters W. Hopkins, of East Boston, is
here for his annual spring Ashing visit of
two or three weeks.

The Loaf I’ve Wanted

a

Washington

these columns.

A circus

sheet,

EASTERN TRUST ft BANKING COMPANY
mac bias

is in

d»yi.

Miss Eva M. Leighton
spending
vacation in Bangor.

wonderfully simplified. Ask us for detailed suggestions regarding this very important matter.

town.

few

two-weeks’

the care of funds

ou>

•

is

administrators, guardians or others who hare trust as well
as private funds to care for. will ilnd It decidedly to their
advantage to maintain separate accounts with this bank
for-ach trust. iiy this method confusion la avoided, and

BANGOR .ME.

Higgins, of Limestone,

E.

Ellsworth for

for

or so

and

first stop at Franklin.
The car is 8x26 feet in size, mounted on
He will close his
steel running-gear.
studio here.

m.

Registered mail should be at postofflee half
an

has had a photoby Frank R. Moore, and

week

a

tonr in Hancock

POSTOPPICR

Got kg Wrst— 10.30, 11.30 a m; 5.15, 9 p
Gouro East—6.45 a m; 8.45, 6 pm.

Sundays:

book

Stan wood
built

will leave in

MAILS RBCBIVRD.

From Wrst—7.13am: 4.14,6.25 pm.
From East—11.06,11.57 a m; 5.47,10.52 p

^

sale at the

on

store of

news

Harry B.
graphic car

effect March .91, 1073.

MAIL CLOSB8 AT

now

last

church.

AT BLLSWORTH POSTOPPICR.

In

is

Ellsworth

Miss J. A. Thompson,
at fifty cents per copy. The proceeds will
be devoted to the benevolent work of the

Bibuhamptok, Mass:
Dr Williams' treatment.

Write for Particulars.

or

of

church

September,

Men wanted.

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

23 Main St.

I

rtjKtttetmmtc.

in

**

We rent Safe Deposit Boxes in our
fire and burglar-proof vault as low as

bay. Arrangements have been made
a conference with the secretary of the
navy at Washington to-morrow, when
an effort will be made to have the battleship Maine ordered here for a definite date

)

1913.

14,

the

NEW ADVKKT18BMKNT8 THIS WEEK.

burrill national

MAY

a

meeting

At the

last

urer, and Miss Agnes A. Lord was elected.
Mr. Crabtree has ably filled the offices he
has

relinquished

now'

for the

wthose.

The merchant toko does not advertise

past fifteen

years, and resigns because of his early departure from the city for New York. The

H. P.
38 Main St.,

CARTER,

...

a

dull

Ellsworth those

season

who do

makes it

more

advertise.

regretfully accepted
resignation, and expressed its profound appreand
faithful
service.
long
his

chorus

ciation of his

Narramissic court of Foresters, of Ellsworth, entertained visiting Foresters from
Bangor and West Sullivan last evening.
Old Town Foresters, who were expected,
failed to make train connections.
The
visitors

were

o’clock,
posed of

at

entertained at supper at 6.30
A team com-

Odd Fellow s hall.
visitors and

the

CARLOAD OF

Fancy SEED OATS
Just Received

regular Ells-

worth team worked the degree. Dancing
followed, ladies and friends of the Foresters

participating.

most enjoyable
A telegram
nouncing the

Tne

evening

was

a

one.

received this

morning, anSomerville, Mass., of
Addie M., wife of Harry L. Vincent, and
daughter of Arthur W. Austin and w ife,
of Ellsworth, brought sorrow to all who
knew her. Death was due to childbirth.
death at

was
born
here th.rtyVincent
Mrs.
eight years ago, and was always, during
her life here, one of Ellsworth’s most
popular and most lovable girls. She was
other pair, which was too light for the for some years employed as operator in
work here, has been sold to Road-Com- the Western Union
Telegraph Co.’s office
missioner Lewis B. Googins, of Trenton.
here, later going to Boston. She was
There will be a special meeting of the married. June 7, 1904, to Harry L. Vincent,
Ellsworth Merchants’ association this and they have since made their home in
evening at 7.30 o’clock, to decide whether Somerville. She leaves, besides her husband and parents, one brother—-Harry H.
or not Ellsworth will have a celebration
in August, when it is reasonably certain | Austin, of Brooklyn, N. Y.
Her mother
that warships could be secured to visitj left here yesterday noon for Somerville,

Pillsbury’s Best Flour
$5.75 per bbl.
C.

W.

or

75c per

GRIN DAL,

BARGAINS

IN

bag, 1-8 bbl.

wfif.rw5!Ar£**-

CARRIAGES

For the next thirty days all secondhand carriages of the
H. E. Davis estate will be sold
REGARDLESS OF COST.
Come In and »ct the Price.

Harriet C.

tu

profitable for

Davis, Admx.

atmmusmim*,

fRutual Bmrfit Cetera.
EDITED BV

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

Its Motto:

Toptc.—"The Stature of Christ"—Growing Up Into lo.—Eph. iv, 11-16. (Union
so-

H

nitrations, and Its sucre*** depend* largely
the support gtven it In tM* reifSCt. Com
munlcations must be signet), but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of ihe column, but none
will be rejected without eood reaeon. Address
comma

all communications

brought

to

perfect spiritual

ham's

eompounu ana mm
I feel better than I have for years. I
recommend Lydia E. Pink ham's Yrgrtable Compound to all srho suffer as I
did.”— Mrs. M. Zeunkr, IMS New Jersey Street, Lawrence, Kansas.

acquireiuem

ui

Master, the servant like his lord. All
of these things require time. Knowledge is slowly acquired. Stability of
character is a matter of development.
Hie child is easily influenced, while
the full grown man stands firm and
We are not, therefore, to
steadfast
become discouraged if onr progress is
In all
not all that we might desire.
growth there are difficulties to overThe one
come, obstacles to be met.
supreme necessity Is perseverance, continuance in growth.
Christ ITimself is the Meal toward
We are to
which we are to grow.
grow up to “the measure of the stature
of the fullness of Christ.” We are to
grow “up into Him in all things.” The
degree of our Christian progress is determined by onr nearness to Christ.
The most nearly perfect Christian is
be who is most Christlike In character
and is nearest to Christ in communion.
The perfect Christian must be absolutely Christlike. But there is no perfection In character in this life, and
hence we cannot attain absolutely unto
It Is at
the stature of Christ here.
death that "the soul of the Christian
Is made perfect in holiness.”
But at the same time perfection is
the goal toward which we are to strive
even here. and. trusting in the Lord
Jesus Christ for strength.” we should
always aim to “grow in grace and in
knowledge” and in Christlikeness.

BIBLE

READINGS.

Ps. xcii, 1-4; Isa. vi, 1-8; Matt,
vi. 33: Mark tv, 1-20: Luke ii, 4052; John xv. 1-8; Rom. v, 1-8; Gal.
vi. 0: Eph. ii, 18-22; I Pet 11, 1-5;
II Pet. Hi, 18.

Why 8ign tho Pledge?
Christian

Endeavorers should need

argument for pledges. We understand the importance of setting up a
standard. We know that if a thing is
worth doing it is worth promising to
do. We have learned how a promise
strengthens one in a good course. We
see pledges required of the strongest
men in all occupations—of onr judges,
of our executive officers, our lawyers.
We use pledges in the marriage ceremony and when men join the church.
■Why not then, in regard to this matter of so great importance sign a
pledge? Let us show our colors; let
no

However able we
take a stand.
may feel ourselveA to remain strictly
temperate without a pledge, let us remember that we may not always be so
strong and that In any case there are
Let us st-t
many that are weaker.
them a good example.—Amos R. Wells.
us

Great and Mighty Army.
The Christian Endeavor movement
has been a never failing inspiration to
the young people, has rendered assistance to the pastor Inestimably beyoDd value, has nnited the young people of the world In loyalty to Christ,
and. best of all, has been a great and
mighty army used by the great bead of
the church In leading multitudes of
people to Christ.—Rev. J. Wilbur Chapman, D. D.
A

One-half cup each
X. Y. Z.’s Coox IK*
salt
sugar, molasses, and shortening, one egg,
and spice to taste (I generally uae casssa and
cloves), one level teaspoon soda, dissolve in
bake
very little hot water, mix hard, roll thin,
in brisk oveD.
—

We have enjoyed these very much thin win
Have had it some time, but never tried
it till this winter, so feel that we have missed
A"*a lot.
DU BH

Fidelity.
A universal essential of the Society
of Christian Endeavor Is fidelity to
Christ, to its own church and the work
of the church.—Francis E. Clark.

LL,

May

fate of

“Aunt Kate”,

river

a

few

mile*

a*

from

on

tbe

Huntington.

1

Dear .V
Your letter nailed the 34th arrived yesterday, the first 1 have received since tbe flood.
Words fail to express the pleasure it gave me
to hear from friend* beyond the flood district.
For Vhile we bad neither ruail, telegraph ncy
telephone communication, and our loca>
printing*presses were out of commission, so,
though a very wet time. It was a very dry
time as far as Information was concerned.
Some of our railroads were ao severely

washed, bridges swept away and the roadbeds ao unsafe for travel, that usual business
was not resumed till this week.
In Ceredo
many small dwellings were taken from tbeir
foundations, and several were carried entirely
away, but the losses here were small compared with neighboring places. Catlettsburg
was fearfully wrecked. Those who saw it say
“words fail to describe it", aud Z tbiuk that
might be aaid tbe length of the river.
My imagination never would have reached
the condition that realisation shows to be
1 think exaggeration is out of tbe quest:ue.
tion. As to ourselves, the U*4 flood lacked
nine inches of our first floors; this time the
four or five inches over the
was
water
floors, but no serious daxnsge was done.
It did not get over the
baseboards, ao
Our furniwe
have no papering to do.
was
either
carried to
the secture
ond floor or up on trestles. Nothing was
The gas-pipe* were useless, so
hurt or lost.
heat and light were lost and the electric
street-lights were out of commission, as the
dynamo* were flooded. All the old ooal-oll
lamps that could be found were bought into

ovmevDioi

some

BUIUIB

—

MARI AVI LLE.

good of you to take time, when
you are so busy, to write us a letter with
And that baby!
helpful suggestions.
We will vote him in a member of the M.
was

right
reporting

B. clan

her show she

now.

We thank you,

too,
Your allusions to
exercising the M. B.

Idora.
is

motto.

were

very anxious

Don’t make nasty

|

PNELMATICA.

regarding

poultices.

the

Use

All druggists, 25c.

Daring recess games
enjoyed. There not being
One

work,
program
dered. The Mariaville grange circle will
and
a
sale
bold
aupper at the grange ball
Wednesday evening, May 14.
much

a

was

ren-

NEW CENTURY, 206, DEDHAM.
One application tor membership

was

Century grange May 10.
present from Cambridge,
Nicolin and Lakeview granges.
Quotations from Longfellow as the first number
received in New
Visitors

tbe

on

were

brought eighteen reof Longfellow was
lecturer; story, Maurice

program

sponses.

A sketch

by tbe
Millie; piano solo, Marcia Bam 11; recitation, Mary Burrill, also altalk on breadmaking; vocal solb, Ciffdrd Burrill; reread

question
at the

given out for discussion
meeting was discussed.

last

was

A LA M00*00K.

RANT ORLAXD, 409.

program consisted of a song by the choir,
readings by the master, overseer, sect rets ry and lecturer; and an original poem,
“House-cleaning Time,”
by Gertrude
Blaisdell.
_

HIGHLAND,

ting

KLLSWOIH'H

Country

They

fall

back

on

KAfter

Scott ft TWtrrrr BVv>fnrtf1d K, ],

i

years is something to be ignored. Age is
matter of temperament, of health, of

THE

a

circumstaneea-anything you like but the
mere fart of a dedoite number of years.
short, it

state of

mind, not an
a mere point
and the actual age of any perof view
son is to be determined by tbe freshness
and elasticity of the viewpoint.
The
In

a

is

physical condition

actual

—

presence or lark of this attitude is something that may be developed by antbsuggeslion, and to that end, it is desire
ble that tbe evil euggeetion furnished by
Time's recording marks should be Ignored

S«4i things

birthdays should

ss

be treated

with contempt and fosgotten. Birthdays
and all other purely personal anniversaries sre a species of malicious animal
magnetism in their recurring suggestions
of advancing age.
All of which baa been pretty generally
recognised in recent years, and it is easy
to see tbe rejuvenating effect on many
human documents that once would have
been considered
Ladles no
antique.
longer retire to s corner with their knitting when they come to forty or forty-five
idcj

ss

stmcst

mvariaoiy
bonnet baa

alu

a

Olure
A Scientific Treatment

Liquor
Drug Using
For

and the ONLY ONE that has steed the
test si time.
NO
heaseaa.

Mstheds

reOeeel

sad

SICKNESS. MENTAL
DERANGEMENT ON COLLAPSE.

The KEELEY INSTITUTE
151 CMgrau Strut

Pertlad, Maine

TELEPHONE 2224
Homo Remedies for Tobacco Using

half

me

1 ever used, and I advise everyone to us
them for constipation, indigestion and live
complaint." Will help you. Price 26c. Rec
ommended by all druggists.

15

Carrots, 4,

06

encumbers, each,

02
12

Beets.
02
2
Bermuda onions,
•7
20
Fro It.
3S««0 Lemons, dox
Oranges, dot
S6«40
Strawberries bx, 20422 Orape fruit,
10
aressrtss.
Rice, per 4
Coffee—per 4
20 tt» Vinegar, gal
Rio.
20#25
Cracked wheat,
06
Mocha,
04
Oatmeal, per 4
Java.
20
Buckwheat, pkg
Tea—per I—
45465 Graham.
04&06
Japan,
20466 Rye meal,
Oolong,
04&46
Gran meal, 4
02
Sugar—per •>Granulated,
Lin
65
Yellow. C
10
12
Powdered,
35&60
Molasses, gal,
Meats and Provisions.
Pork. 4:
Beef. 4:
26 945
18
Steak.
Chop,
12 420
Ham. per 4
24 425
Roasts.
15
Shoulder.
10415
Corned,
25 {| 80
Veal:
14
Salt,
Steak,
Lard
15
16418
15

Turnips.
Spinach, pk.

“5 Oil—perjral—

16420
Fish.
08
Halibut.
Cod,
28
Clams, qt,
Haddock.
20
12 Mackerel, lb.
Shad, lb,
Floar, Grain and Feed.
SO
bu
Oats,
PI our—per bbl—
6 00 46 60
Shorts—bag 1500165
1 26 Mix feed, bag 1 S&gl 50
Corn. >004 bag
1 35 Middlings,bg 1 50fll 90
Corn meal,bag
1 45
Cracked corn,
Fresh
12 4 25
08

aSti^KDlNO

WSIGHTS

AMD MKAfll'BBS.

bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turk's Island salt
•hall weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
in good order and At for shipping, is 60
pounds; of apples. 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans in
good order and At for shipping, is 60 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruts-bsga turnips and tees.
80 pounds; of corn. 56 pounds; of onions, 53
of carrots, English turnips, rye end
pounds;
lndiau meal, 80pounds;of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barley and buckwheat. 48 pounds; of oats
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement
A

BROOKS V1LLE.
L U. Billings has gone to Mt. Waldo.
James Roper, of Providence, R. I., is
visiting bis mother, Mrs. Abbie Roper.
Miss Rath

Orindle,

who

is

attending

Castine normal school, spent the week -end
with her cousin, Harriet Orcutt.
Mrs. Beatrice

em

Constipation Cared.
Dr. King's New Life Pills will relieve con
stipation promptly and get your bowele ii
heaithy condition again. John Bupsic, o
Banbury, Pa., says: “They are the best pill

10*19
16

Potatoes, pk.
Radishes, bunch
Tomatotes lb,

Roberts,

who

has

been

attending school in Portland, is spending
her vacation with her parents, £. L.
Roberts and wife.
A.
May 5.

brace you.

!

round

“I suffered habitually from constipation.
Doan’s Re gu lets relieved and strengthened
the bows hr, so that they have been regular
A. E. Davis, grocer, Sulphur
ever sip6e.”
Springs, Tex.—Adel.
—

riding

and
and

on

the

scenic

the

merry-go-

railway

and

rclreahing herself every ten minutes with
peanuts, ire-cream, pink lemonade and

sarsaparilla,

and sbe is

probably stronger

at the finish than anyone in tbe
party.
The general masculine contempt for age
is much tbe same. Grandfather wears

purple hosiery, snd sports his trousers at
nearly balfmast for tbe purpose of stnple
sock display, Just like any college
boy,
and tbe rest of bis spparei is of tbe same
passionate quality. And be stepa around
as

spry

■'(tripling.

ss

With

ail tbeae conditions spesking
loudly for themselves, and sartorially,
there are yet many who feel stirred to
remark

with

passionate emphasis that
tbey feel as young and lively as they did
twenty or thirty years ago. Tbeae emphatic protests are usually aroused by
to

casual and
with

age,

adjectives
to.s

ill-considered reference

objectionable, qualifying

attached.

Some

refers

writer

of sixty ss “(bis old man", or
aged sexton", or something of that

man

sort, snd immediately
approximately that age

a

doxen

men

of

riaa

indignantly
“old age".

to

protest that sixty is not
Tbe dispute in its various phases has
reached ridiculous lengths. Under simi-

lar

provocation a man
day oBering

tbe other
that
be

wrote to bia
tbe

be "feels

younger
than be did at

tometbing"

Baled.

—

chutes"

"tbe

Straw.

—

Then let

Prod nee.

Fowl.20425
Chickens.25*28

LAW

If you have a greatin your borne, if ia hardly
safe to invite her to accompany yon to a
shore resort for an afternoon. Once there,
sbe ia likely to insist upon "shooting the

grandmother

some

Hay.
Best loose, per ton...Itfl?
Baled.18 #20

That's
( at a masquerade ball )
singular-looking costume you’re wearing
She
What do you represent?
Oppor
—Indeed!

RKKTS.

Creamery per a.*0 945
Dairy.85 6»
Kggs.
22
Fresh laid, per dot.
Poultry.

bungalow*

He

A

Hatter.

Richard Grindle and wife visited Mrs
Qrindle’s mother, Mrs. Billings, in Souti
Brooksville last week.
Mrs. Violet Grindle, who has spent th<
winter with her mother, Mrs. Twining
in W interport, is home.
R.
May 12.

tunity.

M

The quotations below give the range of
retail prices in Ellsworth:

summer.

He

3*4, NORTH PKNOBSQOT.

There were forty-eight members and
four visitors from Alamooaook grange at
the regular meeting of Highland grange
May 9. The third and fourth riegreea
were given to two candidates.
A short
program was given.

_

The following personal letter will be
gladly read by many from Maine to California, for the writer has a large circle oi
relatives and friends who know her to be
a wonderful woman in many respects, and
on the Ohic
, when, among the list of places
! river devastated by the recent flood, the
I name of Huntington, W. Va., appeared,
many

441.

usual attendance.

—

it

soon.

much

ten.

years and

Sickness

any

Operation

or
doctor* prescribe SCOTT'S
EMULSION-it contains the
vital elements nature craves
to repair wasta, create
pure
blood and build physical strength.
No Alcohol or Opiate

good old reliable theory that "a man
is as young as be feels”, add a woman
"aa old as she looks”.
The mere testimony of the accumulated

—

Mariariile grange met May 3, with the
were

a

the

A
regular
meeting of Alamooaook
month, so me of you may with to tend her
'grange was held on the evening of May 10,
a card, ao, as »be will not mind,
I give
with thirty-two present, including four
Mrs. C. H. Osgood,
you her address:
visitors from Highland grange and one
Oeredo, W. Va.
The grange
from Penobscot
grange.
I voted to purchase a picture of I. U.
Cbkcoo, W. Va., April 29, 1918.
! Kelley, the founder of the grange. The

■ UU

and

given

which

Oredo ia

use very acceptably.
awi w oe aone.
We thought to live on the second floor, but
old aciaaora (my food pair has the water roae so
rapidly that friends insisted
recently been sharpened (or the spring sew- on my being away from over the water, having) and cut a strip off about a foot wide
ing been so recently ill. Their pressing inacross the width of the rug, getting rid of
vitations over came my plan to stay, and ao,
the two boles. Then I took the rug out on the on March
SO, as the water began to cover the
and
it
a
and
grass
good beating
clean- first floor, Mr. Carver
gave
(her daughter’s husinf. The color of it is two shades of green. band] took me from the first chamber stair
1 happened to have some green denim in the and carried me to a skiff at the back
porch
house among the left-overs. I cut this in
strips between three and four inches wide,
over
we
conld
not
rowed
but
fences,
They
and sewed them together on the machine. see them. About s quarter of a mile brought
Then Idora and I rolled the rug in a roll, as to the Wilson house, a fine new building
leaving only the raw edge, and lifted it onto three stories high, having, I think twentyIdora steadied it aDd seven rooms, built for a hotel but now octhe sewing machine.
I stitched the denim on one side sad then cupied
by a private family—dear friends from
stitched
it oa the other side their childhood. Mr. and Mrs. Brown were
turned it up aud
after turning the edge in.
our pupils in early days. He calls me his
I now have quite a nest-looking rug, and the first teacher. His wife was a Sabbath school
whole thing only took a couple of hours' time scholar in
life-long friends.
Catletteburg
From the piece which I
and cost nothing.
Although we had several invitations, they
cut off I got a door-mat.
I cut out the holes Insisted on
keeping us till our home was dry
and cut the remaining portion in halves and
We have not got settled yet. as W. had to go
stitched them together on the machine and to the frultTarm at Dixon. We are
getting on
bound tbe ends with some carpet binding
nicely. Expect a busy summer. I congratuwinch 1 bad in the house.
Would like
late you on the daughter's visits.
I suppme a good many of the sisters are to see
yon all. E. sends love.
ukii>K p'ttua for their flower-beds. I was in
Yours lovingly,
the live Kud len-cent store to-day, and they
Ac XT Kate.
bad one whole counter filled with packet
seeds of all kiuds. There were women seven
EAST BLUEH1JLL.
tiers deep around that counter.
John Tufts has gone to Hardwick, Vt.,
I fear you will be tired reading this rambling letter, so will close before something else to work.
pops into my head. Although we are back
Mrs. Hattie M. Cousins went to Suxrj
living in Maine, 1 will still sign myself
last week.
Nbw Jkhsby.
P. W. Cousins is here from Bangor getIt is a pleasure to hear from you again,
in readiness for th«
his
mere.

I took

to be

When you bear that she will be ninety
years of ag* tbe twenty-ninth of this

Bangor, May 6.
Dear Aunt Madge and all the M.
It has been some time since the cordial
greeting my first letter received from the
column. The arrival of a new baby may be
for
not writing more
sufficient excuse
promptly. He is three months old to-day.
and weighs sixteen and one-half pounds.
With house-cleaning and spring sewing, 1 am
busy every minute. Idora has been spending the winter with me. and her help has
been invaluable.
I enjoyed the long letter from Narcissus
especially, as she and I are old schoolmates.
Hope she will write again soon.
I may have one or two little helps for the
sisters. When you wish to melt cake chocolate. try putting a piece of butter in the bottom of the dish in which you melt it on the
stove. The grease will keep the chocolate
from sticking to the side and bottom of the
When yon wish to save the buttons
dish.
from an old garment, instead of cutting each
button off, try cutting a narrow strip of the
cloth on which the buttons are sewed. A
quarter of an inch is wide enough. Then
when yon wish to use second-hand buttons
on a garment, all of one kind will be together
on a little strip of cloth, and a good deal of
time and patience will be saved hunting over
the button-bag to find buttons alike.
In my dining-room I have a large Crex artsquare, and it had become badly worn in
places. On the end nearest the kitchen,
which had almost constant trafic, two large
holes not only looked badly but were dangerous, for several times I have stubbed my
w*

I

f

—

ft.

Dear Aunt Madge:
Do not think I have lost interest in the
column because I have not written for so long
When 1 read the letter Narcissus
a time.
wrote. I wanted to write at once, for I learned
many things about Aroostook I did not know
before, and gained many new ideas abont the
country up there. I have some relatives in
that section who have lived there many years,
but 1 have never visited them. I hope Narcissns will write another letter from there.
Best wishes to all M. H.'s, from
O.

|

|

#1

century ago. The
disappeared
John Francis, Bums. Montana.
marks from visitors and members. Ice- at an article ol headgear, and no longer
The makers of Lydia E. Pinkham's
served at tbe diatinguiabea the matron. Urandmothera
cream and cake will be
Vegetable Compound have thousands of meeting May 24.
are often positively kilteniah.
They wear
such letters as those above—they tell
bobble-skirts and floaay bate, and at a
the truth, else they could not have been
ex'KAN VIKW, 508, CENTER.
abort diatanre tbey cannot be distinobtained for love or money. This medView grange held its regular goiabed from their granddaugbtera.
Ocean
icine is no stranger
it has stood the
And'it ia not a mere matter of drcee,
meeting May 9, witb twenty-one present.
test for years._
After the routine business, the
but atao of action.

ter.

for

Potent Forces.
I believe that the Christian Endeavor
gndety. together with the Y. M. C. A..
Is among the most potent forces In
hastening the time when shall be fulfilled the prayer of the Master in the
upper chamber ‘‘that they all may be
one.”—Justice Brewer.

of awful
Vegetable Compound cured
backache which I had suffered with for
months. 1 was so weak 1 could hardly do
ray work and my head and eyes ached all
the time. Your Compound helped me
in many ways and is a great strengthened
I always recommend it to my
friends and tell them what a grand medicine it is for women. You may use my
name for the good of others.
M rs.

lowing recipe, which was printed some
time ago but which perhaps some did not
make use of:

«

j

—

me

grange,

HOME, 403. WKHT KU A WORTH.
Harvest Home grange con (erred the third
and fourth degrees at ito meeting May 10.
The reA good time was enjoyed by all.
The
oese hour was taken up in ainging.
grange is planning for an entertainment

Montana Woman’s Case.
Boras, Mont.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s

furnished by Ann,
and ia really a whole sermon in itself.
Not only does it preach contentment, but
helpfulness, for it means, let your light
shine wherever you are and a beacon-ray
is always helpful. We are also indebted
to Ann for sending, by request, the fol-

AJarooosook

_

HARVEST

Vegetable

>-■

Meeting of Han-

Thursday, May 22-Meeting of Green
Mountain Pomona with Seboodic grange,
j Winter Harbor._

nearly three years.
I took Lydia E. Pink-

Dear M. B. Friend*:
The poem above was

development In the Christian graces of
fidelity and of love and in all virtues
that tend to make the diseiple like his

ana

irregular. Dur-

—

lUUtr of Venn Only. but »
Condition of Hind.
lVrhapk Dr. Outer should have been
OsLrised or etherised before he had time
to otter bis alleged dictum eetabiishiag
arbitrary boundary lines for middle-age
and old-age. Ever since that time the subject seems to bare been a sore point with
At frequent
innumerable individuals.
intervals it is brought up in tetters to the
press by persons w ho indignantly protest
that they are Just as young as they used to
be. although by the record in the family
bible they haw reached the age of tbreeSlot

acore

East Oriand.

erish spells, nervousness and
bloating.
I had been married

hood and

an

pain

Pomona with

cock

ing the delay I suffered a great deal
with headache, backache, dizziness, fev-

The darkest regions afar.
8© fill for the day your roissien
By shining Just where you are.

man-

him.

Lawrence, Kan*. —“A year ago I was
suffering from a namberof aj’>n»enta. I
nan

eeuson.

Saturday, May 1?

Vegetable Compound.
always

There is need of the tiniest candle
As well as the garrish sun:
The humblest deed is enobled
When it is worthily done;
Yon may never be called to brighten

united together as harmoniously as the various parts of the human body the end of the ministry and
ordinances of the church will have
The Importance
been accomplished.
of the growth and development of each
individual Christian is therefore most
evident The perfection of the whole
is through the perfection of each part
The Individual Christian must grow
if the whole church is to grow. This
growth is gradual. The convert is "a
babe in Christ" and must develop from
spiritual Infancy to spiritual manhood.
But the growth of the child to manhood is gradual. He does not become
Nor is splritnal mana man in a day.
There must
hood attained in a day.
be a constant increase of knowledge.

good

Restored to Health by
Lydia E. Pinkham’s

was

unto

Thia colnmn l» devoted to the Grange, «•
to the grsages of Harcock county.
The column is open to nil grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, nod
for report# of grunge meetings. Mske letter#
short end conciw. Ail communications nnrt
be signed, but ombm will not be printed except by permission of the writer. AU communication# will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

pecially

From Headache, Backache,
Dizziness and Nervousness,

Don’t waste your time In longing
For bright, impossible things;
Don't sit supinely yearning
For the swiftness of Angels’ wings;
Don’t spurn to be a rushlight
Because you are not a star,
But brighen some bit of darkneas
By shining just where you are.

•
•
*
unto a perthe measure of the
It
stature of the fullness of Christ."
was for a practical and distinct purpose—“the building np of the body of
Christ," which is the church. For this
purpose ail the ordinances and institutions of the church are ordained.
But the church can be built np only
by the building up of the Individual
members of the church, and when they

are

AWXHH'A*.

KU‘•worth. Me.

all come

man.

to

TtlK

apostles, prophets, evangelists, pastors,
teachers. The object of the bestowal
of these special spiritual gifts was "for
•
•
•
the perfecting of the saints
we

KANSAS WOMAN
WHO SUFFERED

on

The church of Christ is a divine Institution, for it was founded by Him.
Nor is the organisation «f the church
Its offia mere human arrangement.
He
cers are of divine appointment.
bestowed upon certaiu men certain
gifts and gave them to the church—

till
fect

"Helpful end Hopeful."

Tbe purposes of this column are succinctly
stated lo the title and motto—it Ik for U»e mutual
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good, K is tor the com
inon use—a public servant, a purveyor of la
formation and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of ideas. It this capacity it solicits

Prayer Meeting Topic For Week Beginning May 18f 1913.
meeting with Junior and intermediate
Sherman
Edited by Rev.
cieties.)
Poyle, D. D.

MADE*".

.UKT

2Ujbrru**wnit*.

WHAT IS OLD AGE ?
_1_

3lmong tl)t Grangers.

objecta

to

described

ss

earnestly

thirties

being

paper
solemn protest

now

at

thirty-

seventeen, and
men

in

their

“middle-aged".
MUKUl wticII

Kmi

of their teen, because they
were “growing
o’.tf”. Of course they
were.
So ere children of six end seven
growing older, but ege ie only e relative
metier, end giving It the eeeeon'e quelitiee
of epring, summer or eutumn depend!
mostly on the state of mind.
The average person spends too much
time in meditating or worrying about the
We are apt to waste
question of age.
many boure in the first quarter of life
“wishing we were older”, and scarcely
have we attained an age that seems fairly
passing out

satisfactory
and

regret

before

we

begin

to look

back

vanished youth.

our

forward with eagerness is

Looking
pardonable, but

ooking back is a sorry business.
Age should not be mentioned In print
except in a statistical way, with a cold
setting forth of the figures when it is necessary. These vague adjectives should be

placed under the ban, and no person
should be placed in “middle-age" or “oldage” until tbe definite boundaries of these
estates have been established by competent authority. It is apparent that journalistic license lias been carried too far
when we are able to read of “the aged
clergyman” of sixty-two, the “middleaged man” of thirty-three and “the rising young lawyer” of forty-eight.

BUCKSPOKT.
been received here of tbe
death of Willabe Haskell, at New Haven,
Conn., at the age of seventy-five years,
News

has

Ur. Haskell

Bucksport

was

and

a

at

one time a resident of
teacher in tbe seminary.

He left here thirty-five years ago for New
Haven, where be was in charge of the
Vail college reading-room.

COODALL

Dress Goods
Prom Loom
to

Wearer

AT MILL PRICES
Palm Beach Cloth in Main awl
Fancy Weave*. Color Natural
Tan. Send for samples of this
cloth, and also our reRular lino.

Coodall Worsted
Salesroom,

Co.,

Sanford, Maine,

j

CATARRH GOHS.
SNUFFLES AND HAWKING
CEASE.
The be*t noa<* and throat specialists
in the world advise their patients t.>
breathe Eucalyptus to destroy Catarrh
germs and heal the sore, taw spots
Australian
Booth’s HYOMEI is
Eucalyptus combined with Thymol,
and
'some Listerian
antiseptics.
Jlreathe it through the little pocket
as
directed,
in
form
and
inhaler,
vapor
and this antiseptic balsam will surely
destroy all germ life and all Catarrh

misery.

It's guaranteed for Catarrh, Coughs,
Cold and Croup; It relieves stuffed-up
head in 5 minutes and refreshes the
entire nasal tract.
Complete outfit,
with directions for use, H.OO. If y>'U
own a HYOMEI Inhaler, get a bottle
of Booth's HYOMEI for SO cents .it
O. A. I'arcber's and druggists' everywhere. Just breathe It—no stomach

dosing.

Bank Cashier Endorses
Nnl 3-Oaf DrW Treatatit

**
From the testimony that 1 have received
this care acema to be really marrellou*. and
I aincerely truat you may be able to reach and
help many who are now under the »war oi thia
terrible ertl.” From caabter of Flrat National
Banh in a New England city. The

DRINK HABIT

be overcome by tbs SfKAt. S-DAY
K»TREATMENT. No hypodermic used
sulu absolutely certain. All dealings confldential. IIKI'O HABITS SlCCKSsrlXI.Y
TREATED. Call upon, address or phone

nan

THE NEAL INSTITUTE,
Maine.
147 Pleaaant Awe., PorUnzul,
Telephone 4410.

Ayer’s &

Away back in 1841. Old enough to remember those days? Still used for
coughs and colds. Sold for 70 years.
Ask Your Doctor.

The Ellsworth American
rThp onlv (vw’vrv r*«n*r

1

pasha.

huckwam

n» Turku vm irhut and
then was excitement in the
city.
Bo.knam was igmmoird into the imperial presence of “the old gray wolf” in
tbs Yikli* Kiosk. Abdul was so
impressed
by the bluff and Jovial sailor that be asked
him to enter bis terrier at naval adviser at
t huge salary.
His popularity with the .Sultan increased

warship.

for tb«
nuck.port Hoy T.rtlcla*
**
Turkish K*vy.
|prom the Beat York ITecUl.l
international limelight
Qact more the
mined upon Kern lord D. Buck
im, been
»
Bucksport
Bucknem Pasb*
•r,
of tbe Turkieb fleet
bcv head strslegish
Greek..
with
the
me belt lee
|n
ell his life, boy
Rover end edventurer
of s wbelebeck on tbe Greet
csplein
r< mmender of vessel, plying
iekes. leter
Boston snd Beltlbetween Sew York,
of big steemeblps
Uiore. Chief nevlgetor
oceen, Bucknem becemes
on the Psciflc
ol lbs cri^l end flckle Abdul
flrm fevorlte
admire! of tbe
H.mid, wno mede him
torki.h navy. But being a Yankee from
Buck.port, Bucknem clung to bis Ameriand when Abdul was
cn cilisensblp,
overthrown, refused to accept tbe ultimaSultan. Mohammed V.,
tum from tbe new
to the Ottoman
tbst be swear allegiance
of Abdul’s sucflag snd become a subject
—

_

r^eni

to such
snd

sn

extent that be

vice-admiral,

was

made

a

pasba

Saltan conferred on him the order of Osmanlieh and
> distinguished service medal.
Bucknam distinguished himself at the
lime a bomb intended for tbe Sultan was
exploded near Yildiz Kiosk.
It was the
itultan’t habit to go every Friday from bis
palace to tbe Hamldieh mosque, about a
tbousand yards from the palace.
Diplomats and other privileged visitors view
the procession from a terrace under the
palace windows, and the rest of the route
Is filled with troops.
Just as tbe Sultan
was
leaving the mosque there was a
terrible explosion, Scores of men were
killed or injured. Bucknam was uninjured
cessor.
Buck nam Pasha was “ace-high” with the though a man at his right fell dead with
and also strong with the bis head crushed.
young Turks,
The Sultan
Old Adhul Hamid supporter*, but be quit
stepped back Into the
tne Turkish service rather than become a mosque when he heard the explosion and
his
But
conrestless,
tbe irregular firing in tbe air that was beTurkish subject.
structive mind was not to be curbed, and gun by tbeipanic-atricken soldiers, but in
D.
of
John
Rockefeller
a
sort
now
a few minutes came out again and tottered
he is
snd William C. Whitney in Constanti- toward bis carriage.
concessions
in
oil
obtained
Bucknam drew his sword and, rushing to
nople. He
lands ss well ss in street railwsy routes, tbe side of tbe despot, stood ready to repel
s
fortune.
to
pile up big
snd has begun
any attack. Tbe American was the Drat
It ws* to Hocknsm, now sn oil magnets to reach tbe frightened monarch's aide,and
• traffic expert, thst tbe Turks turned
directed the soldiers in drawing lines and
when tbe Oreeke began to threaten tbe pressing back the rabble. Sword in hand,
Vi
hen
Dardanelles with their (Kioadron.
Bucknam walked beside the carriage all
the Ottomans made a neaperate and dash- tbe way beck to Yildir.
“When the Sultan reached the safety of
ing »‘>rtie and, in attacking and driving off
the Greeks, followed a tactical plan of on- bis palace," said Bucknam, in describing
usual skill, the Greeks were astonished. tbe event later, “he became much more
Only when their apiea inside Constanti- agitated than he had been immediately
nople reported, did the besiegers under- after tbe explosion. 1 told him of my
stand what had happened. It was Bock- observation, and added that in my opinion
Yankee, who tbe bomb or infernal machine had been
n«m l'a»ba, the down-east
drvwnpthe elaborate plan! IVnring the buried underground.
tattle he watched and advised by wireless
“Afterward the palace people and the
from the heights behind Fort Kura Kaleb. commission which was apponinted to inBuck bam couldn't keep out of it. He vestigate tbe affair maintained that tbe
cs-td much to his Turkish friends, even explosive must have been brought in one
though under a new regime. And al- of the carriages, but it was naturally their
though not in active command. It was an policy to take this view, as nothing could
American brain tnat furnished tlie strategy
of what Turks hailed as a brilliant naval

achievement.
Bucknam doesn’t need any three-sbeet
advertising on the billboards of tbe world,

forty-nine years old, hard as
and shrewd as a storekeeper at tbe
lie is

steel
four

He la abort,
a
long, undershot Jaw
regular human bulldog. It was lucky fate
h r him that Mohammed V. tried to force
in hia native Hlate.

corners

broad

he

as

is

—

up hia American citizenship.
Otherwise he might not have had the op-

give

him to

portunity to develop,as tha chief exploiter,
some

the

of

valuable

moat

a

ceotree

without gross carelessness on the part of
the palace guards.”
To-day Bucknam can be seen dally in
the Club de Constantinople, and save that
be wears a fee, looks little altered since
tbe days he wss know around New York.

Invariably

be may be found at
in tbe club, seated before

noon

each

a cocktail
himself invented, and which is
known all over Turkey as the “Bucknam
cocktail”.

day

which be

in-

CANNING AND

In

America
Husaia, Koumama and
every year. Bucknam'e Anglo-American
syndicate owns enough oil landjto supply
not only tbe wints of Turkey,Cbut to export large quantities to foreign countries.
Au

source 01

important

is most

important

that

it should

be

Lose, |4,000.
John Mahoney, a
fell from the hayloft
breaking his neck.
A daylight burglar

tree

fruit.

running

^be

can

a

farmer,
Friday,

entered the

express

noon

supply

is

me

port near Kodosto
oo the European shore
of the 8ca of
Marmora.
He has negotiated the exploitation of 50,000 acres of this oil land
bye British company capitalized at fl,100,000

Kucknam

s

also

Pasha

controls

oil-producing territory

of

acre*

xond, the chief Turkish port of the Black
The oil found on the Buckman
possession excels the Russian product as a
fine paraffine oil, and also ia three to five
day# nearer the European markets.
This is the new phsse of sn amazing
career tbst
Bucknam has now entered.
His life has been replete with bold adventure that finally took him Into strange
service in a strange country. His exploits
sea.

bejfan

young.

When Bucknam’* father died at sea, the
lad ess fourteen and bis old grandfather
gave him the choice between farming and
the seafaring life. Young Bucknam had
»« instinctive love for the old ocean—a
love that helped him to pick up the
knowledge of a ship with little effort.
His first venture was made on the Orest
Lakes as cabin boy aboard a schooner.
W’hen he was sixteen, Bucknam sailed
from New York as quartermaster of a
Pacific. At
steamer
bound
for the
Manila the captain and mates died of

cholera,

and

went

Bucknam

before

JELLY MAKING.
Prof. Laura Comstock, in the
Maine Farmers' Week Course.]

Prof. Comatock stated that in discuss*
ing this subject, the drat thing to be considered is the composition of fruits. Ac*
cording to HutcnUon that of fresh fruits
as follows:
Water,86 to 90 per cent;
protein, 5 per cent; fat, 5 per cent; carbohydrates, 54 to 104'per sent; cellulose,
24 per cent; mineral matters, 0.5 per cent.

is

so

a

Miss

Beatrice

nineteen,

a

Alien,

student

at

of

Calais,

Machias

Living

little farmhouse at
East Oxford and caught at midnight with
her house aflame, Mrs. Ellen Russell gave
up her life in an effort to save some of her
alone

in

triumphantly, and was made a captain at
He brougbtjthe ship home.
Pbortly before the* World’s fair at
Chicago, in 1803, Bucknam went to that
seventeen.

city

and built the whaleback Columbus.
In 1807 be went to the island of Nsos, at
Panama, and it was there that be met W.
H. Ledbetter, formerly* an officer in the
Lotted States navy. Bucknam and Ledbetter became great chums. This friend-

ship has lasted, for Led bet Ur also became
•Turkish admiral through the favor of
ram and

quit the service with Buckhim in the latter’s oil

jolted

v*ntures.
About 1WI0 Bucknam was transferred
from Maos to the
City of Pekin, then the
Pacific Steamship Co.’a new traus-Paciflc
liner. It was not long afterward that he
engaged by the Cramps, of Philadelphia, to superintend the trial runs of new

battleships and cruisers.
The Cramps directed him

Philadelphia-built

Turkey

in

1904.

three months

in

to deliver

the

cruiser, Medjidieb, to
Bucknam was to stay

Constantinople

in order

Strain the crew. It was the Fourth of
July when the Medjidieh arrived in the
wden Horn, and the new comer, fired
with patriotic ardor,
began to aet off firecrackers and fireworka

on

board

the

esthetic

quality;

in this

instance is

and the date put on the
the name of tbe preserve.

label, as well as
Several other elements enter into the
matter of jelly-making. Fruit must contain some acid. Chief of the constituents
is pectin, which is developed greatly by
cooking. This constituent is found in
quantities in a little under-ripe
larger
fruit than in ripe or over-ripe fruit.
It
has been proven that this pectin can

She

As all

Fields Murray, once famous throughNew England as a railroad re-taurant
proprietor, died at Waterville Saturday,
aged sixty-three years, of heart trouble.
He once owned a chain of restaurants at
Portland, Brunswick, Waterville. Bangor
and Mt. Desert Ferry.
Ill health comJ.
out

pelled

his retirement two yearn ago.
born in Bangor.

was

He

Four Portland men were drowned Friday when a lighter of Randall <& McAllister, coal dealers, was overturned in a
heavy sea in Casco bay. The dead are Patrick H. Malia, aged about fifty, who leaves

hllXCTES.

AU

IN

druggists

do you leave at the

“Pay

I

How much time
to the

do you lose

the

making

trip

Pay Station?

I

|

How much money do you spend in twelve
months for car fare, in shopping or delivering messages that you could send

by telephone

if you had

one?
How much time and

nerve

force do yon

so

lose?

juice.

I

Apple

j

A few cents
and

saves

a

pays for telephone serviefe
Our Local Manager will talk the

(lay

all this.

matter over with you.

property

|

New

England Telephone

aSbtrtisniunta.

and

Telegraph Company

There is Comfort in
knowing that you can obtain one tried and proved remedy
thoroughly well adapted to your needs. Every woman
who is troubled with headache, backache, languor,
extreme nervousness and depression of spirits ought to try

jfteechamn tfiUti
rill* LtffMt Sal* of Any Modkin* Jo thm World)

Advertised Goods

The Unfailing Home Remedy
WMTwhar*.
Sold
Tha direction* with •▼•ry box

In boxm. 10c.. 25c.

«r« very

valuable—especially to women.

fresh

new

PNEUMAT
TWENTY
26e.

fruits

are

not available

Take

over-emphasized.

All

utensils

used

in

should
boiling
tor about five minutes before using.
Cloths should be immaculate.
The cans used in bottling the fruit
should be washed, placed on a trivet ia a
boiler with cold water to cover. Bring
be immersed in

water to the

hot water

boiling point

and allow

to

aimcrtisnnrnts

If Mothers Only Knew!
Nineteen-twentieths of the sickness of
children hate two causes: constipation
and worms!
The danger of constipation is understood, but there are 50 different kinds of
worms that may exist in the stomach and
bowels, and children are especially apt to
have them. Usually stomachand pin worms.
Signs of worms are: Indigestion, with
a variable appetite; abnormal craving for
sweets; nausea and vomiting; swollen upper
lip: sour tongue; offensive breath; hard and
full' belly with occasional gripings and
pains about the navel; face at one time
hushed, then pale and in a few cases the
face takes on a dull leaden hue; eyes
heavy and dull, twitching eyelids; itching
of the nose; itching of the rectum; short,
dre cough; grinding of the teeth; little
red points sticking out on tongue; starting
during sleep; slow fever; pulse quickened
and irregular; body may be hot; and
often, in children, convulsions.
Rid the child of worms and you will
have a healthy, happy child.
NOTE—Dr. True’s own prescription,
•old under the name of Dr. True’s Elixir,
is the best remedy in the world for worms.
It destroys all worm life, expels worms from
the body and makes thechild healthy again.
All dealers, 35c, 50c and $1.00.

Notice.

Pauper
contracted with the City of Ellsfor thoee who
worth
support and
HAVING
five
need assistance daring the
and are legal residents of Ellsworth,
forbid all persons trusting them on my account, as there is plenty of room and accommodations to care for them at the City Farm
J- DacmiaY.
tionae.
rears

—

a

Why?

large New England

concern.

Their

|

peat orders.

Quality is that element which makes an article distinctive; quality
is absolutely necessary to advertised goods; quality in an article induces the consumer to buy again.
Every progressive
business.

manufacturer sees this value to himself and his

He is square and above board in his advertisements and

wants your confidence.

Tobacco That Comes To You
Cut Up, Comes Pried Up
Nature never intended anything she grows to be cut
knows that
up until just before it is used. Everybody
food should be fresh—and so should tobacco.
to you fresh—with all the original

Sickle Plug comes
You slice up
flavor and moisture pressed into the plug.
the tobacco as you use it, and the last pipeful smokes as
cool, sweet and satisfying as the first—because the natural
leaf wrapper keeps Sickle Plug fresh. The chopped-up
tobacco that comes in packages cannot help getting dry,
smoking hot and scorching.

Try a plug of Sickle today—get more tobacco, by
having no package to pay for—and get more enjoyment
by smoking fresh tobacco. At all dealers.

It is the aim of the

Pilgrim Publicity

Association to forward

BUSINESS PROMOTION and HONEST PUBLICITY in every
Facts and statistics relating to New England
way possible.
business or New England conditions will help.
Communications will be very welcome.

THE TRADE EXTENSION COiiniTTEE
PUBLICITY ASSOCIATION,
PILGRIM
Boston.

Trade Extension Talk—No. 4.

Series of 1913.

Every Can of

M

Mustard Is Dated f

si

s

before it leaves the STICKNEY & POOR factory at Charlestown,
Mass. This is done for your protection as well as our own. In connection with our system of records, it tells where the seed comes
from that goes into each can of mustard. If any
complaint arises
concerning the quality and flavor of the mustard, it can be traced
to
its
instantly
original source—the mustard seed itself.
This is only one of the precautions
taken to make sure that

Stickney

Stickney & Poor’s

peers

Mustard
shall

special
clipping

FILL THIS OUT
Please send the

Hangor Daily News

for three months to

Same.-.-.-.—
Addre*»...—.—.
ENCLOSED PLEASE KIND 91.00 FOB SAME.

rnm

tXUiA

*

always

be

uniform

In

character,

in

color and taste.
It shows you why you can
cook with It and always feel sure that
you
will get the same result each time.
It Is
one of the benefits that grow out of our
continuous f^cperience of nearly a century
of satisfactory

$1.00 for Three Months.
offer to new subscribers, first
The Bangor Daily Sews is making a
out the enclosed coupon and sendthree months tor fl.00. Any person
will be sent the first three
the
Seas
to
$100,
Daily
us,
enclosing
Bangor
ing
months to any address.
The Bangor Daily News is the home paper of Eastern, Northern and Central
Maine, first to reach the home field, tull Associated Press reports. Alt towns in
Eastern, Northern and Central Maine lully represented by regular correspondents. Alter the first three months the paper is sold at 50c a month.

care

next

specific example

a

known

advertisements appear in almost every newspaper and magazine in
the United States. Their product possesses quality. They write re-

the

connection with the work should be absoWhen practicable, they
lutely clean.

are

to possess quality.

)

learn what a difference they will make.
By purifying
the ay stem they insure better digestion, sounder sleep, quieter
nerves, and bestow the charm of sparkling eyes, a spotless rosy
Thousands upon thousands of
complexion and vivacious spirits.
women have learned, happily,that Beecham’s Pills are reliable and

and

thecai

round, we have had to resort to
means of preserving them, and canning
and Jelly-making are two forms chosen
for consideration.
Cooking softens the cellulose and renders fruit more digestible. It changes the
flavor, and many times makes it less deThe
sirable.
It also affects the color.
application of heat is used for sterilizaIn the canning of all fruits the
tion.
ueed of thorough sterilization cannot be

may
use

How many nickels
Station” during the year?

was

year

to

For Rheumatism
RELIEVES

j

a

most treasured belongings.
about seventy years old.

labeled,

wrong from the start

Consider This:

aged

and drowned.

and the

are

you

The expense of telephone service is not figured by
what it costs for a whole year, but by how much
it saves each time it is used.

normal

school, fell into the mill pond at Machias
Thursday, while attempting to cross on a
boom, was carried over the dam and falls,

silver

is,

few minutes.

It may be noted that fruit is eaten not
much for its nutmi'e value as for its

a

special board to be examined for a master’s certificate, as he was the only remaining member of the crew who bad
studied navigation. Ha passed the test

Bucknam, and

Matter of Cost ?

a

If you think it

half in cash and halt in stamps.
Albert B. Chase, of Old Town, while
eating breakfast one morning last week,
choked over a piece of beefsteak, which
became lodged in his throat, and died in

^hydrate, which
larger sugar. However, there is no question as to the
near the northeast shore of Lake Van in
Eastern Asia Minor, and another 15,000 desirability of incorporating a goodly
•crea about eighty mile* south of Trebi- portion in our daily diet for other reasons.

000,000.

Is it

Friday,

Burglars blew the poetofflce safe at Winn
early Monday morning, wrecking the
massive iron door and securing about $400,

Fill jar full to overflowing. Adjust
rubber and top, and 9«al air-tight. Jars
should be

his farm

gettusg away with flSk

Borne rules to be followed in canning
various fruits are: First, w ipe the fruit and
then proceed to remove stein, if desired*
Soft fruits, such as plums and cherries,
should be cooked in tbe syrup until soft.
Hard fruits, as quinces, should first be
parboiled; then cooked in syrup.
A syrup made of one cop of sugar to two
cups of water is excellent for such fruits
as peaches.
If a richer fruit is desired,
more sugar should be added.
Fruit is
added to this syrup after it has cooked
about ten minutes. Use a knitting needle
fer testing, as it breaks the fruit less than
a fork.
The fruit, when cooked, should
be packed in sterilised jars. All air bubbles may be removed by
knife between the side of

Lincoln villa
at

Fort Fairfield at

office at

from blemishes.

and tbe

from

region of MenotUo,

SbbnistmcnM.

TO CARIBOU.

utilize a certain amount of sugar profitably. If it is increased, the jelly will be
soft. Long cooking will simply produce a
More sugar and longer
gummy mass.
cooking will make it syrupy. The only a wife and four children; John Connelly,
thing to do is to boil it up with more aged fifty-three, who leaves a w ife and six
fruit
children; Carl Peterson, aged about thirty,
who leaves a wife and three
8uch juices aa currants and partiallychildren;
Festus S. McDonough, aged about forty,
demand
one
ripened grapes usually
cup of
who leaves three children.
sugar to one cup of juice; but red raspberries and blackberries will take but
A corporation has been formed in Banthree-fourths cup of sugar to one cup of gor for the purpose of purchasing and
juice. Rather take lesa sugar than too operating the steam saw-mill plant of the
much.
juice is so excellent that it Sterns Lumber Co. The new company is
! may be made the basis of several different composed of Charles L. Swan and Harris
flavors. Mint added to apple juice makes O. Poor, of Boston, John A. Smith, of
I ideal mint (?) jelly to be served with lamb. Brewer, and Thomas R. McDonough, of
An ideal jelly should be transparent, Hampden, and will continue the corporate
I
beautiful of color, and of excellent flavor. I name Sterns Lumber Co.
The
When turned out into a dish it should rehas for nearly a century been used in the
1 manufacture of
tain
its
not
and
and
in 1863 was
have been
buried
beforehand in the \
shape, quiver,
lumber,
separate,
when cut should leave “sparking cbaracpurchased by the late Charles G. Sterns,
palace grounds without the connivance teristic faces”.
> who founded the
present business.
of somebody in the palace, or at least

European and
Hit opportunity is a
Asiatic Turkey.
wonderful one, because Turkey baa in tbe
Lecture by
past imported 400,000,000_ gal Ion s of oil University of
oil

KITTEKY

The Hillside creamery at Exeter, owned
by L. R Brown, ‘wae burned Thursday.

petroleum

of the Ottomans.
Bucknam has the rights in three

resources

portent

boil
Iva minutes. Tha glass covers
Hnold be similarly treated.
Rubber
rings ought not to be Lolled but dipped
into boiling hot water jast previous to adjustment. The bands should come in
contact with stertilixed utensils as little
aa possible.
Fruit to be used for canning
should be ripe, but not over-ripe, firm and
of excellent color. If preserved whole, it
•

INI

mustard-making

Mustard

Nearly every grocer sells It in 14 and Vilb. cans at 10 cents and, 20 cents.
Writ®
for our book of receipts and you will be
surprised to learn of the number of ways In
which you can use mustard to add to the
pleasant variety of your table.

Among the other Sticknei £ Poor Products are: Pepper. Cinnamon,
Cloves, Ginger. Mace. Pimento, Sage, Savory, Marjoram,
Celery Salt, Curry
Powder, Paprika, Tapioca, Nv tmeg, Cassia. Allspice, Whole Mixed
Spice,
Pastry Spice. Turmeric, Thynu tSoda, Cream of Tartar, Rice Flour. Potato
Flour, Sausage Seasoning, Pou try
and
Seasoning
Flavoring Extracts.
wh*° ord'rtni-,our «row w4n «**•
u

&VK ^ktnA*Y uoorV'

STICKNEY & POOR SPICE CO., 184 Stute Street, Bo.ton.
Jk

dk

Jk

J*

At

Jkr

Jk

sttttstl
THE NATIONAL MUSTARD POT

Talk of a government wireless station
Green mountain has been revived.

n

▲ LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
FDBUHOB
EVERY WEDNESDAY AfTERNOON

Now it is said the auction sale of the

coaling-station equipment at East Lamoine
has been called off by the secretary of the
navy until be can make investigation and
citizens,
inspection of the property.

AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
BY Tint

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
t. W. Rolliws, Editor and Manager.
W. H. Titub, Associate Editor.

Trenton will receive

$3,500

▼ear.

Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on application.

special

State road work.

This week's
American is !i.5oO copies.

The

Average per week for 1912,

2,460

GRAND MASONIC LODGES.
Elected at Annual Meetings
Portland Last Week.
At the meetings of the various grand
bodies of masonry in Portland last week,

Officers

officers

WEDNESDAY,

were

elected

as

follows.

Grand master, Elmer P.
Grand lodge
Spofford, Deer Isle; deputy grand-master,
Thomas H. Bodge, Augusta; senior grand
Bangor;
warden, Fred C. Chalmers,
junior grand warden, George A. Gilpatrick, Kennebunk; grand treasurer,
Millard
F.
Hicks,
Portland; grand
secretary, Stephen Berry, Portland.
The grand lodge appointments include
—

MAY 14, 1913

STATE OF MAINE.
|

following of special interest to HanDistrict deputy
county Masons:
grand masters, Thomas C. Stanley, Brooklin, and Archie L. White, Bucksport;
grand chaplain, Rev. K. B. Mathews, Ellsworth; grand sword-bearer, Moses D.
Joyce, Deer Isle; grand standard-bearer,
Arthur H. Sargent, 9edgwick; grand
pursuivant, Edwin F. Ciapbam, Sullivan.
Grand Royal Arch chapter—Grand high
priest, Frank J. Cole, of Bangor; deputy
grand high priest, Wallace N. Price, Richmond; grand king, Albert W. Meserve,
Kennebunk; grand scribe, James A.
Rockland;
treasurer,
Richan,
grand
Leander W. Forbes, Porland; grand secrePortland.
tary, Stephen Berry,
Grand Council of Royal and Select Masters-Grand master, Eirert E. Parker,
Lewiston; deputy grand master, James A.
Richan, Rockland; grand P. C. of work,
Charles B. Davis, Waterville; grand treasurer, Leander W. Forbes, Portland; grand
recorder, Stephen Berry, Portland.
the

cock

A PROCLAMATION.
In compliance with a recent and well-established custom, baaed upon a modern statute
of the State founded in a feeling of appreciation of the return of spring, I do hereby ap-

Friday, the sixteenth day
May, as Arbor day,by

oi

th«
and recommend that it be observed
people of the State, especially by all teachert
and students in oar common schools ami
other institutions of learning; and by ooi
benevolent and charitable institutions; and
by the family in the borne as a day for th<
planting of trees, shrubs and vines, the setting out of flowers, and the sowing of seeds foi
the adornment and beauty of the State, thu*
making it more attractive to all our people.
As nature assumes new life and beauty, sc
let our people assume new life and hope
with an enthusiasm which comes with the
proper observance ef this day by such appropriate exercises as seem tilting with the
return of spring.
Make it a day particularly to be remembered by the boys and the girls.
Oiven at the Executive Chamber at Augusta,
this first day of May, in the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
thirteen, and of the Independence of the
United States of America the one hundred
and thirty-seventh.
William T. Hsinks.
By the Governor.
J. E. Alexander,
Secretary of State.

Determined effort has been started
to secure a referendum on the public
utilities commission law, enacted by
the last legislature. Blank petitions

requesting

referendnm of the act have
been sent broadcast through the State
to various attorneys and others, with

requests that they

secure

signatures

to the same.
A

Washington dispatch says there is
much quiet comment at the capital
because Senator Martine, of New Jersey, has introduced a bill to increase
the salary of the collector of customs
at Portland, Maine. He says he did
this simply because he thought the
salary too small for so large a customs
district. Incidentally it may be mentioned that Senator Martine is a friend
of ex-Senatar Obadiah Gardner, slated
for the Portland berth.
l ne h orth tils worth r armers’

club,

through its secretary, H. F. Maddocks, in a communication this week
its acceptance of the genoffer of 0. P. DeLaittre, of
Aitkin, Minn., for cash prizes for boys
and girls in corn and potato-growing
announces

erous

Grand commandery—Grand commander,
Charles W. Jones, of Augusta; deputy
grand commander, Ralph W. Crockett,

Lewiston; grand generalissimo, Arthur
W. Littlefield, Rockland; grand captaingeneral. Edmund B. Malle:t, Freeport;
grand senior warden, Franklin R. Redlon,
Portland; grand junior warden, J. Fred-

Hill, Waterviile; grand prelate,

erick

Kev.

F. Albion, Portland; grand treasurer, Leander W. Forbes, Portland; grand
recorder, Stephen Berry, Portland.
Janies

crops.
Miss M. A. Greely, secretary of the
sanitary committee of the Village
improvement society, in a communication elsewhere in this issue, makes
an appeal for a cleaner Ellsworth.
Prom another source, in a communication headed “Arbor Day”, a similar

appeal is made, with the added suggestion that Arbor day, next Friday,
be devoted to the cleaning-up work.
This is a matter that should need no
to the householders and property-owners of Ellsworth; a hint

appeal

should be all that is necessary.

There
'are many pretty and well-kept homes
and grounds in Ellsworth; there are
other spots that mar the whole. It
each would do his or her part toward
cleaner Ellsworth, these spots would
disappear, and the compliment!
Ellsworth by summei
now paid to

a

•oon

-visitors would be multiplied man]
fold.
_
She was a rather plump old lady, am
had always tried to be accommodating ti
her neighbors; but even her obligini
spirit bad to refuse a request from
neighbor who sent by her little boy th
ma’am
“Pleeae,
following message:
mother seal me over to see if I oouldn'
a coup!** pounds of lard off of you.”

get

preceding years whereby a card sent
F. D. Smith, K. F. D. 3, will secure the
in

removal of

a

reasonable

sum

Within

forty cents.
days the V. I.

of

few

a

of rubbish for the very

load

A.

barrels

placed on the streets, and the
committee urges that use be
made of them as receptacles for waste
paper, fruit peelings, etc. It would also

respectfully

call attention to the fact that

city ordinance against expectorating
on the sidewalks is still in force, although
notices to that effect may not be posted.
A little thoughtfulness in thee; matters
the

the

on

part

will do

each man, woman and child
to bring about the result we

on

more

will the expenditure of a
large sum of money for street-cleaning.
We realize that each year brings an increasing number of summer visitors to
Ellsworth. The admission of automobiles
a
much
Harbor will insure
Bar
to
all desire than

of

strangers than ever
greater
before, passing through our streets and
oonnty roads, and the Merchants' association tells ns “there Is going to be something doing in Ellsworth this summer”;
number

“get ready

it is time to

so

We like to hear
scenery,

grounds;

our

let

now

company”.

visitors praise

give each

us

our

well-kept

homes and

pretty

our

for

one

reason

to say that Ellsworth ia celebrating her
150th anniversary by h*?ing the cleanest

England.
that this cannot be

streets and vacant lots in all New
is

There

no

reason

done, and to that end the sanitary
mittee not

only

asks the

co-operation

of

plans, but invites correspondence, either private or through the
press, with any well-wisher of Ellsworth,
residing here or elsewhere, who will suggest any means of accomplishing that
end.
M. A. Quickly,
Chairman Sanitary Committee.
Arbor Day.
Ellsworth Mem May 13,1913.
To the Editor of the American:
Tins ii it plea for a Ion? pull, a strong
pull, a pull all together (or a thorough
cleaning of all the streets of our city on

Friday.

Tlae governor has appointed Friday,
May 16, as Arbor day. In his proclamation he says: “As nature assumes new
life and beauty, so let our people assume

hope with

life and

new

which

with the

oom^s

make

that

bat

nurse,

Medicine

as

develop along

lines that

presence in the aick
rather than an annoyance.

Joy

a

Mt. Desert Island Teacher*.
The Mt. Desert Island teachers’

conven-

will be held at Northeast Harbor,
Friday, May 23. A Urge attendance is
expected.
Following is the program:
tion

forenoon

Prayer
Social Chemistry.W 8 Knowlton, Manset
Use of the Talking Machine in Public
School Music,
Miss Louise M Fernald Bar Harbor
Measuring Results. State 8u pi. Pay son Smith
Dinner
Afternoon
Music
A New Standard of Reading for Grammar
Schools.Miss Msude Adams. Portland
Medical
Inspection and Hygiene in
Schools,
Dr Prank R Ober, Southwest Harbor
The High School and Over Age Grammar
School Pupils,
Supt E L Palmer. Bar Harbor
Discipline in High Schools,
Prin W E Stusrt, Southwest Harbor
Opportunities of the Rural Teacher,
Prof A J Jones, Orono
Music
Question Box
r

our

room

an enthusiasm
proper observance

plnm,
TRKRS
UMpbtrr,, bUekfxirrT. curnnt. «oo*f8arubbery and ornamental

ask him what he wanted to eat.

der*

In contrast
to these
methods, my
mother’s gentle touch, soft step and unobtrusive attentions left their impression
Instead of
on me even at that early age.

snnoying
he

w

the

anted to

time

patient by asking him what
eat, sbe would appear from

time

to

something daintily

with

cooked and served, and many times could
the failing appetite without the
worriment of selection or decision.
real
Trained nurses are made, but
nurses are born.
After ail, the best nurse

coax

is the

temporarily adapted
prime

one

service.

to

Gentleness is tbe

All fussiness should be left at

portals

the

of the sick room, and unmoved
a valuahle asset.

the

factor.

serenity is

also

This is perhaps the hardest of ail qualito cultivate,
particularly if the

ties

patient

is

and dear.

one near

is

beerminess

potent

an

as

medicine

one it nervous and filled
ith alarm and grim forebodings.
It often happens that the woman who

when the sick
w

has

been in

never

self in

an

tick

shows her*

room

emergency better

experience

and

This fact
to

a

qualified

as a

than those who have had previous

nurse

training.

recently

me

forcibly

brougnt borne

was

when

a

dear

Evening
Music

Reading...Miss Andrews
Address, Hon H C Morrison, state superintendent of public instruction for
New Hampshire
Music
Moos head l>ake Steamer

Burned.

The

largest

most

steamer

powerful

Co.’s fleet

on

KaUhdin,

and

Coburn Steamship
Moose head lake, caught Are
of the

while well out in the lake

morning.

the

With

early yesterday

full pressure of steam
and her upper works a mass of flames,
Capt. Robinson stood fast at the wheel,
and the steamer raced for the shore to save
a

Fire at Trenton.
The old Brown place st Trenton,
the bridge, owned by E. E. Emery,
burned Friday.
How to

near
was

Fly Flag.

Tbe following circular has been issued
State superintendent
of schools for the guidance of all confrom the office of the

give §20

in cash

prises

to the

boys and

between the ages of twelve and
seventeen who will grow the most corn or

girls

cne-quarter acre of land.
As this is the first public prise offered
to the girls and boys in farming, we wish
to make the conditions of the contest
plain. At Mr. DeLaittre’* suggestion we
make the prizes on corn $5 to first, {3 to
second and §2 to third; on potatoes, §5 to
first, S3 to Becond and %t to third; lor
field corn or potatoes grown in Ellsworth.
Each boy or girl must notify the secretary of the North Ellsworth Farmers'
dob that be or she is to enter this contest
when the one-fourth acre is
planted.
They must help plow the land; they must
drop the seed and cover it, or hold the

potatoes

on

fractured his skull. He was carried
residence, there being at that time
only the two housemaids at home.
Without a murmur they went about his
care, following the doctor’s orders implicitly. They did not shriek at the awful
to bis

sight of blood-besmeared stairs an-i pillows, and one knell for two hours by the
bedside holding the fluttering hands that
in delirium endeavored to tear away the

bandages.
Wbat those maids did wa« prompted by
their regard for the sufferer, not through

professional knowledge
required.

any

of wbat

If the crop is potatoes, they must cut
the potatoes, drop and cover them. If a
potato planter is used, they must drive
the team that hauls

the

planter. They
If the potatoes
mix the liquid

most hold the cultivator.

sprayed, they must
used in spraying.
They must exhibit a sample

are

of their

Farmers’
club fair in September.
They must write
an essay on how they grew the crop, and
file it with the club's secretary by Septemthe

North

Ellsworth

must

notify

the

crop at

ber IS.

They

I. Under

no circumstances, either in raising
lowering a flag, should it be allowed to
touch the ground.
II. Care should always be taken that the
union is at the top of the flag. In hanging a
flag horizontally from a building the union
should be on the aide away from the building.
III. Tbe national flag should be above the
State flag when both are displayed from the

secretary one week before crop is to be
harvested so the club can delegate some
person to measure the crop as it is
harvested.
H. Fremont Msddocks, Sec.
N. E. Farmers' Club.

staff.
IV. When a flag is displayed at half-staff
it should first be raised to the top of the staff
and then lowered to the proper position
which is half way between the top and the
middle of the staff
literally at three-quarters-staff.
V. A flag displayed at half-staff as » mark
of respect should be returned to the top of
the staff at the conclusion of the funeral services of the person thus honored.
VI. For Memorial day flags should be at
half-mast from sunrise until noon.
At noon
they should he raised to the top of the staff
and remain there until sunset.
VII. Flags should not be allowed to remain
5
flying at night.
»
VIII. The union of the national flag now
t consists of forty-eight stare, in six rows,
eight stare in each row.
same

—

desperately men will strive
public office and then complain
they get it that the salary is too low.

Curious how

for

lues Watts and Roacoe Grover,
of this town, were married last week

Bangor, returning

a

when

And we understand you
Press
self-taught as well as a self-made
1 ham, sir. At
man? The Personage
twenty-one I knew nothink. Then I set
to work, and at twenty-two I’d taught
The

—

are a

—

Fraud Paint
The worst mistake one is likely to make
in painting is wrong paint; it is easy to
make.

all say “Ours is the beat"; and there
of us. One is best; but a dozen are
near on a level that no one knows, foi

We
so

Thursday.

place.
Mrs. Lester Bartlett and children, who
visiting her sister, Mrs. J. A.
Ritchie, returned to her home in Hampden Friday.
have been

given a surprise
party by hit friends one evening last
week. A social evening was passed with
Andrew

Gregg

was

music snd refreshments.

Lura

Mrs.
sons,
been

Dunham

Reginald
living

in

and

and

two

Corydon,

little

who have

Lincoln several months,
for the summer.

have returned here

and wife and Mrs.
Bar Harbor, were the
Mrs.
guests of W. H. Dunham Sunday.
Henry Law ford will spend the week with
relatives in town.
C.
May 12.
Law ford

Arthur

Law ford, of

Henry

FRKNCHBORO.
Clarence Mclntire
week

on

was

Warren Higgins and
congratulations on the
ter, May 6.
Alex

here

one

day last

business.
wife

are

birth

of

reoeiving
a

daugh-

Davis and Valeria Lunt, both of

place, were married at Swan’s Island
May 8, by Rev. F. N. Johnson. They will
live with the bride’s sister, Mrs. Jessie
Perkins, for a while.
GMay 12.
this

When cream is too thin to whip, add the
unbeaten white of an egg. You will have
no trouble whipping the cream.
How's This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
Hall’s Catarrh Core.
F J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney for the last 1$ years, and believe
all business
him perfectly honorable in
transactions and financially able to carry out
any obligation* made by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE..
loledo. O.
Hall’s Catarrh Core is taken internally,
acting directly upon the blood and mucous
Testimonials sent
surfaces of the system.
free. Price 76 tcenta per bottle. Sold by all

Druggists.

Take Hail's

meself ail 1 know!

are

home

N. H. Grover and family have moved to
Eddington, Mr. Grover having bought
the farm there known as the Jack Davit

______

Farmers’ club's

cerned :
or

in

1,000

sure, that his is the
The worst paints

one.
are

worst

liars; they

they are, put-on a bold face,
and brazen it out.
Their one true argument is low price:
but low-price paint is always, must be,
fraud; it is made to cheat cheatablt
DEVOE.
people.
Morrison, Jot A Co., sells it.
know what

S. J. CLEMENT, MUSIC STORE,

Family Pills for constipation.

lO0t
r OST
Bank-book No. 4864 issued by the
JU Hancock County Savings Bank. Finder
is requested to return same to its treasurer.
Hancock County Savinos Bank, by Chas. C.
Burrill, its treasurer.
Ellsworth, Me., May 7,1913.
—

Jox Sail.

FOR—SALE
RAI8ED DECK CRUISER
37 feet long, 7 feet beam, 34 inches draft. 8-H
H. P. 3 cylinder, 3-cycle Smalley engine, reverse gear. Good sea boat. Inquire of

Isaac L. Hodgkins, Ellsworth, Me.

lUgal Sot i«6.

Jfor Sal*.

cock

ellher'^'TT,

Bdutae,:

p«*r.

ADPle,

tree*.
to or-

berry, rote.
Maine-grown stock.

|

Prompt attention
mail. Write lor particular*. Hah*
Oo. NrmsKKY Co.. Sorry.

ro*n peraon. tntereatedln
* et*
tatr# hereinaflrr nam.’d
At a probate court held at Ktl.worlh,
tor the county of Hancock, on th. to
,l«h
day of May. a. 0. ItlJ.
following mailer* turn. been
tented for toe action
thereupon
after ladicated. It It hereby ordered tha,
lice thereof be clean to All percent
e»0*,n* • 'OPT of thla order InterMtd
to be pah.'
tithed three weeka auccetaleely In the fin.
worth American a neteapaper puhli.hd
„
Kllewortb. in taid county, that they
«"« « • probatecourt to be held at
worth. In laid county, on the third
dar
of June. a. d. Ida, at ten of thr
clock
In the forenoon, and be heard thereon tl
that
ur/
##• CfittM
1

bv

TUK

Me._

TUM-Ib North Sedgwick known *a the
r John A. Staple* homestead, containing
&3*cre*. Also two adjoining wood-lot* contain*
in* » acre*. Will sell low for cash, or will■»!.71
take mortgage. Addree*. W. O.
Cottage street. Bar Harbor. Me.

herefT
«!:

El£

Readr for deTRAW BERRY PLAJfTS
livery. Inspect roy plants If yon are
about to bay. G. B. Balboas, Ellsworth. R
F. D. ♦.
—

John 3. Uttlefleld, late of Penobecot
|,
aaid county, deceaaed. A certain
ln.tr,,,urnt
purportlnit to be the laet will and leatament
of aald deceaaed. tocetber with
petition for
probate thereof, preaented by Irtrla W. Little,
field, the executor therein named.
lift.
Melinda Pbllllpa. late of Eden. In
uld
county, decenaed. a certain inatrument D
par line to he the Inat wilt end teetament of
shop-Fully equipped, two •aid
Aill I'.PI'Ottta-.)
lAMt
hae
it
k
deceaeerl,
loaelher with pellllon
I,.-,,lion for pro.
electric blower forges, and electric drill;
-,
■- *.
bate --*
thereof, -preaented by William H.
I rttlu
can be used a* repair stop for carrlsge* and
Also It pa. the executor therein named
automobiles; also for horse-shoeing.
Charles Nelaon Leach, late of Penoh.c,.t in
or
be
let
In
connection
to
separpaint shop
aald county, drcaaaed. A certain initrutneni
ately. Hsftftv K. Davis E«tat«.
purporting to be the Inat will and taaiamant
Oak Point. In Trenton, If mUa; of aald deceaaed. together with petition )or
below Ellsworth, with good sired lot#
probate thereof, preeented by Kverrtt L
fine location for summer residence. Apply to Leach, the executor therein nam'd
i.liman B. Hodchlna. late of Lamoine, in
Ellsworth Loan ft BvitUia Ass n. Ellsaald county, deceaaed. A certain Inalrumrnl
worth. Me.
purporting to he the laat will and le.ian ent
of aald deceaaed. toother with petition for
there Of, preeented by Fred I. H odeprobate
thr tsecttlor therein
I kin*,
Hannah Pbinnemor*. lat« of KUaworth. in
at once:
A few more re- eaid
I
county, deceaaed. A certain Inatrmnent
liable men to learn to repair and drive
purportinc to he the laat wtll and testament
auto* and fill vacancies at salaries of §I8 to
of aald deceaaed, tocether with petition for
*10 per week. Writ*, stating age, and give
thereof, preaented by Alice M (ioodMains Acto
Con r a by, Taylor probate
reference.
I win, the executrix therein named
street
Portlaod, Me
_____

__

yearling bulla. Apply to or
Hcblky, Ellsworth.

address Jbkkmian
BULLS-Two
Me.

Co

.“

Blacksmith

war
"or

1

ararfrl...

a

H'oui£=Ai

ftclp f&UntO.

AUTOS—Wanted

Oarage.
SUABLE ^AOBHT»-To sell high grade
nursery stock, fully guaranteed. Part

or

\#lmn

all your time. Outfit free. Commissions
Homu
Write for term*.
weekly.
Co.. Auburn. Me.

task

\

GENTS-(Men

or

women,

are

making

from $25 to ♦ » a week wiling well ad
vertlsed household specialties, ton per cent
profit. -‘Get busy/’ Address, F. J. Lokvkt,
Medford. Mass.
in

Middle-aged
fatnile of
HOUSEKEEPER—
capable of taking general
Address
Fair
woman

3;

wages to rlgnt party.
Huxtt**, Hurry, Me., H. F. IX l.|

charge.

J.

Vi

HOUSE

KB RPER-

Mlddie-»g*d "woman

In

Kroaihk

lain

ii.mrhiu

SDinted

family of taro; capable of taking general
charge. G. II. W’awor, East Hurry, Me.

Spcifal 2&8iwa>.
HANCOCK COUNTY SAVINGS BANK,
And corporator*
1ST OF OFFICERS
AJ elected at annual mooting of Hancock
County Sating* Bank. Ellsworth, Maine. May
12.1911:

•y

ment.

ornrni:

Cbarlas C. Burrill, Treasurer.
Charles R. burrill, Assistant Treasurer.
Augustus K Moore, President.

A

county. tieceased. A certain i»«truu:ent purporting to he the lut will nod testament of
•4id 4rc»«M*I. together with petition for
pr >hole thereof, presented by Osman I * reethy
and Nellie A. Freetby, the executor and
executrix therein named
Wlliiam A. Keener, late of (’amine, in said
county, Uecaaaed. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament *nd
two codicil* thereto of said deceased. together with petition for probate thereof, preaented by Frances Smith Keener, executrix
therein named.
William C. Straw, late of Caetine, in «tid
Petition that Henry M.
county, deceased.
Hall or some other evitable peraon be
apadministrator of the eetaie of Mid
rceased. presented by John M. Vogel I. admlniatrator of the estate of Fred K. Strsw.
•aid eetate being a creditor of eaid deceased.
Jane B. Witherle, late of Caetine. in said
connty. deceaaed. First and final account of
F.rneet Q. Adame, executor, filed for settlemenu
I.oroan Warren, late of Bucksport. in ss:d
countr. deceaaed. Fourth account of Theodore H. Smith, administrator, filed for eetite-

Kid

was

Miss
both

planter.

corn

Talking Machines

SMALL INSTRUMENTS OF ALL KIND8

friends fell

and

people._H.
Farmer*’ Club Aocepta.
Ellsworth, Mb., May 12,1913.
7o the Editor of The American:
The North Ellsworth Farmers’ club bu
voted to accept the generous offer of C. P.
DeLaittre, of Atkin, Minn., wherein he
stated in your issue of April 30 that he

EDI80N

VICTOR and

remember when 1 was a little girl, at
of my father’s laat til new, that
grandmother came from the country with
every intention of being of service, aaya a
writer in tbe Daily Mirror and American.
Part of her equipment waa a pair of slipper* that squeaked so loudly that the attending physician* bad to tell the old
lady she must keep out of the room or get
noiseless footwear.
With the beat motive* in tbe world she
would beat up my father's pillows just as
he was dosing off into a fitful sleep.
Equally solicitous, she would constantly
the time

It resolves itself, therefore, into a creed
of this day by such appropriate exercises
of kindnesa and consideration if the best
fitting with the return of spring.”
service is to be rendered in the sick room.
Many of the towns have planned sysKemember the few points I have given
the
tematic work, organizing
school
for vre never know at what moment
for
children and boy scouts
regular you,
we may be called upon to act as nurse to
cleaning.
friend or stranger.
While it is too late for us to do that,
let every citixen—man, woman, boy and
AMHERST.
girl—lend a hand; let every individual
Roger, little son of Irving Sumner and
make an effort to clean up the back yard
wife, has been quite ill of pneumonia.
as well as the front lawn, and the street in
front of the house or store, on
next
William Davis and wife, of Ellsworth
Friday, thus making our naturally Falls, spent Sunday with Mrs. Davis
more
beautiful city
attractive to all parents, E. It. Giiea and wife.

will

PIANOS

profeeaional

eat 1*factory

a

we can

will make

com-

the citizens in its

next

Potent

an

—Serenity Kssentlsl.
We cannot All lay claim to theme qualities

1

arrangement has been made

same

Cheerftilcieaa

as seem

The value of such a contest goes far deeper than the prizes to the lives of the ten members of the crew.
be earned.
Its greatest value is in
An explosion of the boilers was momenstimulating the young people on the tarily feared, but the steamer was successfarm to larger interest In farming, fully beached near the Nelson farm at the
which will result from their individ- East Outlet, where she burned to the
ual efforts to raise the prize-winning water’s edge.

contests.

to

its

«anitary

In

of

as

in

co-operation

Ellsworth?

cleaner

a

have been

other year.

Business communications should be addressed
to, and all checks and money orders made pay
Able to Tine Hancoc* Couktt Publishiwg
Co., Ellsworth. Maine.

edition

The

from the State

To this add
Eden's
the town’s appropriation and
rock-crusber, and it looks as it autoists
would finu a decided improvement in the
Ells worth-Bar Harbor road before anfor

a

a

and ask their

efforts for

year; fl.OOforslx
months; SO cents for three months; If pa.d
strictly In advance, $1 50, 75 and 88 cents
respectively. Single copies 5 cents. All arpai
rearages are reckoned at the rate of

Subscription Price—-$2.00

Cleaner Ellsworth.
Ellsworth, May 10,1013.
To the Editor of The American;
Through the columns of your paper,
may the sanitary committee of the V. 1.
A. extend its usual spring greeting to the
For

SbfwrtittmmM.

TACT IN THK SICK ROOM

Corrcftponornct.

COUNTY GOSSIP.

$t)c <£tl9tDortl) American

|

Daniel W. Winchester, late of Horry, In *sld
county, deceased. First account of George H.
Wasson, administrator. Ailed for settlement.
Amanda Ftficld. late of Htonington. in said
county, deceaaed. First and final account f
Daniel M. Ftfleld, executor, filed for setilement.

coaroasToas:

Lewis A. Williams, late of Bncksport, in
Charles C. Burrill, F. Carroll HnrrtU. Har- I
vard C. Jordan. Augustus K. Moore, Albert K. 1 said connty. deceaaed. First account of Myra
Burnhem, Geo. A. Parcher, A- W. Curtis. A-Williams, administratrix, filed for settle*
meat.
Chaa. R. Burrill. Chaa. J. Treworgjr, John H.
Edgar H. Good ale, late of Bucksport. in
Brimmer. Schuyler Clark. Harry E. Rowe, O.
W. Foss. A. T. Stewns. 8
8. DeBeck. said couaty. deceased. First account of Preston
A. Goodaie, executor, filed for settlement.
Lynwood F. Giles, Chaa. H. Griadal, Frank 8. | Calvin
O. Page, late of Bucksport. in said
Lord. M. D Chatto. Chaa. I. Staple*. John M
H.
First account of
Whitmore. F. O. Silsby. Lewis Hodgkins, W. connty, deceased.
France*
Page,
administratrix, filed for settleO. Emery, W. K Hsslem. W. A. Aleaander. P.
H. Shea. Harold P. Carter. P. H. Kearns. ment.
William H. Colson, late of Castine. in ** 4
Chaa H. Preble. W F. Chute. J-T. Giles.
county, deceaaed. First account of Nora E.
AUest:
Cans. C Bi aau.u Clerk.
Conner, executrix, filed for settlement.
Lewis A. Williams, late of Bucksport. In
CARD OF THANKS.
said county,deceased. Petition filed by Mjrt
desire to express our heartfelt thanks A- Williams, administratrix of the estate of
through Thk Ambsjcait to all those said deceased, that the amount of fnheritancs
who an kindly assisted us during the sickness Ux upon said set ate be determined by ths
and bnrial of oar beloved wife end mother; the Judge of probate.
Anne C. Emery, late of Rlleworth. in said
also to Greenwood grange and friends for the
beautiful floral tributes.
county,deceaaed Petition filed by Luciiius
J. R. Bctui and Family.
i a. Emery, executor of the last will and testaF. set brook. MSy 11,191S.
ment of said deceaaed. that the amount of inheritance tax upon said estate be determined
by the Judge of probate.
SColxctt.
Eiihu T. Hamor, a minor of Mount Desert,
in said county.
Petttion filed by Ha ph
Hamor, guardian, for llcenae to sell or exSTATE OF MAINS.
change certain real eetate of eaid minor, as
IIancocb ss.—At a probate court held at described in said petition.
EHsworlh. in and for said county of Hancock. JEROME H. KNOW LBH. Judge of said Court.
the sixth day of May. in the yaar of
A true copy of the original order.
O
r Lord on* thousand nine hundred and
Attest:—T. F. Mauosav. Register.
lrteen.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be a
A
NOTICE or rOKEaCMl KK
J V copy of the last will and testament of
H EREArt, Frank E. Re*, of Castlnr,
MARY C. KAUiHN. late of the city and
Hancock county. Maine, by bU mortgage deed dated July 11. a. d. 1906. and recounty of PHILADELPHIA,
corded In Hancock county registry of deed*
and state of Pennsylvania, deceased, and of the book *«.
page IS®, conveyed to Alvarado Gray,
probate thereof in said state of Pennsyl- of Brooksville. Hancock
Maine, the
vania, duly authenticated, having been pre- following described real county,
estate situated in
sented to the Judge of probate for our said aald
t.'astine, to wit: Beginning on Perkins
of
Hancock
for
the
of
county
being 8l. mid wav between the house of A. J. Wardpurpose
allowed, filed and recorded in the probate well and tne house herein
conveyed: thmee
court of our said county of Hancock.
N. R. about sixty four feet to land of Mn.
That
notice
thereof
be
riven
Ordered,
to
Moon; thence N. W. on said Moon lot about
all persons Interested therein, by publishing one hundred and
twenty feet to land of Prank
a copy of this order three weeks successively
Hooper; tbence 8. W sixty-four feet sol
In the Ellsworth American, a newspaper four
inches to S. corner of said Hooper s land
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Han- thence on said Hooper land N. W. fort)cock, prior to the third day of June, three feet to land of W. H- Hooper; thence
a. d. 1918, that they may appear at a probate
W. H. Hooper land 8. W. six feet to
on
court then to be held at Ellsworth, in and for
stake and stones; thenc* 8. E. parallel with
said county of Hancock, at ten o’clock in the said
Moon line fifty nine feet to the driveand
show
forenoon,
cause, if any they have,
way around said Ward well house; thence
against the same.
easterly on a line with the W. corner of house
JEROME H. KNOWLES. Judge of Probate. herein
to a point mldwsy between
conveyed
A true copy of the original order.
same and
Werdweli bouse; theuce 8- E- to
Attest:—T. F. Mabonky, Register. first mentioned bound. And whereas the condition of said mortgage has been broken, now,
subscriber hereby gives notice that
therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of said
she has been duly appointed adminismortgage.
tratrix of the estate of
Dated May l®. a. d. 19U.
JAME8 A. BUTLER, late of MOUNT
ALVASADb Gray,
DESERT.
by W. P. Jude, his attorney.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
Notice of First Meeting.
given bonds as the law directs. Ail persons having demands against the estate of
In the Dietriot Court of the United States for
said deceased are desired to present the same
the Hancock District of Maine.
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
In the matter of
) f
requested to make payment immediately.
**
Hbrrwrt E. T«acy,
TeMPBBANCB F. HCTLBB.
\ y°' yss6‘
Bankrupt,
Northeast Harbor, May 6, 1918.
To the creditors of Herbert E. Tracy, of
Winter Harbor, In the county of Hancock
subscriber hereby gives notice that
and district aforesaid, a bankrupt:
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
■^TOTICK is hereby given that on the lOth
il
day of May, a. d. 1918, the said
MARY M. HARPER, late of CASTINE,
Herbert E. Tracy was
adjudicated
duly
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and bankrupt; and that the first meeting of his
given bonds as the law directs. AH per- creditors will be held at my office. Ellssons
having demands
against the es- worth, Me., on the 96th day of May, a. d.
tate
of
said deceased are
desired
to 1918. at one o’clook in the afternoon, at which
time
the
attend,
said
present the same for settlement, and all increditors may
debted thereto are requested to make payprove their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
merit immediately.
the bankrupt, and transact such other busiCha*ibs W. JELabpbb.
ness as may properly come before said meetCastine, May 6,1918.
William K. Whiting,
ing.
Referee in Bankruptcy,
Ellsworth, Me.. May 14, 1918.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has'been duly appointed executor
of the last will and testament of
iborrtustmniu.
SARAH M. M’CLUSKEY, late of CASTINE,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, ana
asthe law directs.
All persons
given bonds
demands
against the estate of said deare desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Cbablbs E. McClcsbbt.
Castine, May 6,1918.

WE

JLqjal

w

THE

J

tvt i^ei?****

THE

I--

THE

having

Wm. O.

EMERY

TITLES

subscriber

hereby gives notloegthat
she has been duly appointed executrix
THE
of the last will and
of
testament

CLARENCE 8.

SNOWMAN, late of BLUEHILL,
In the county of Hanoock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the estate of
said

deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are requested to make payment

immediately.

Bluehiil, May 6.1918.

Saoib L. Snowman.

ILLSWOKTH,

MAIMS

••arches mads and abstracts
and eepiss fiirnlshsd on abort
notice, and at IUHMUHU PBCtt.
OFFICKi

MORRISON. JOY t CO. BLOCK,
•tatb
124-2.

m.rr.
P-t.tH.TN

usually the mult of faulty methods of
KLUWORTH FALLS.
application.
THE POTATO. One spray nozzle per row and fifty A baby boy wu boro to Ira Maddocks
gallons of spray is not enough when the and wife last week.
Dr-*” 1 Morwt, Pinn«ri’ tops cover the ground. At the rate of
Henry Moore was home from Bar Harrfffml«n',byWeek.
?
Orouo ]
fifty gallons per acre, one quart of spray bor over Sunday, returning Monday morno( diseaae*. Mel no, for must cover from sixty to 100 or more
,be matter
ing.
»
pecolUr plants, varying with the closeness of the
r,l reason*, occnple*
Miss Emma Wood, of Bangor, was here
reference to the other rows and the distance apart the
with
are
**ui0D
plants
Sunday, the guest of C. J. Treworgy and
section. of the country. in the row.
Sot.to-lfrowln*
family.
more pot»toe,
When the plants are large, at least two
0tB«r *tata» produce
Mrs. Mary D. Jordan, of Bangor, is
of
poaalbly or three nozzles per row—four would be
With the exception
visiting here with her daughter, Mrs.
here »uch targe ere., ex- better
should
be
none
and
the
used,
spray
Mor.dc,
to thle one crop.
driven into the interior of the hills, cover- Asa C. Flood.
Ijl.lvely devotedebett,
cotton or potetoee, ing sll of the leaves. This will
Mrs. James Patten, of Bangor, spent
be
it
Whether
require
of one crop over targe eree. 150 to 200 or more gallons per acre, and if Sunday here with her son, Clifford J.
the gro«ing
provide this is used at the right time and evenly Patten and family.
exclueion of other*
to the
for the introduction distributed over all parts of the plants,
W. M. Davis and wife were in Amherst
Lar«t>l« condition*
dieeeee*.
Geographically there is little danger from late blight and over Sunday, the guests of Mrs. Davis’
d „jre.d of
Metue occuple* the rot in any season, even if it is wet.
parents, E. C. Giles and wife.
.nd commercially,
with reference to
Early blight does not clause rot, but
Colon L. Frazier returned Saturday from
oofitiou of »n outpoet
disuse*
ere
Potato
country.
sometimes, particularly io dry seasons the Eastern Maine general hospital at
the rext Of t he
into
Heine
introduced
and association with the attacks of the
likely to be
Bangor, where he has been for treatment.
then i* small black flea-beetle, it
may cause
(fpmtanede, eleo front Europe,
Edward White, of Bar Harbor, has
inlend.
nearly aa much reduction of the crop as rented the C. W. Dunham house on the
,he caw further
becoming e greet the late blight. Ordinary poisons appear
jiame i* repidly
Bangor road, and is moving here this
for supplying »tete* to have no effect on the flea-beetle, but
ooteio eecd garden
week.
Tbi* eeed must be of the very thorough spraying with bordeaux
ftrtber South.
Mrs. Nettie DeBeck, of Waltham, who
»"* ,rom dieeeeee if mixture will usually keep them off. The
high**: duality end
has been here for a few days with her
same treatment is necessary to hold early
trede te to be retained.
Southern
the
sister, Mrs. Parker E. Clough, returned
to cover the whole aub- blight in check.
Ii it impossible
one lecture, so
One difficulty in carrying out these home Saturday.
w.tofi>oteto dieeeeee in
Charles A. Higgins has been in Bookwill be limited largely to recommendations is that most traction
the divruesion
dieeeeee which ere sprayers will not supply sufficient power land for several days, returning Tuesday
the more threatening
of which we to
spray four rows at a time with the with three fine-looking horses which be
oerrted by eeed tuber*, *otne
of which we tney required number of nozzles. We are now purchased there.
already b*ve, »nd any
at work on a two-wheeled gasoline-power
contend with at any
George Grindle, of West Surry, is here
be ceiled u|>on to
sprayer and an improved arrangement
of the nozzles of the spray boon) which with his team making a fill around the
timis i we hope will meet the requirements.
buildings of Frank E. Cottle, and preparThe wart dleeeee, or potato canker,
dteceee which!
ing the grounds for grading.
the roo-t dengerone, potato
thie country. If it
Miss Lillis J. Phillip*', of East Holden,
be, ..vet thr.ietened
THE OPEN MOUTH.
in Maine it
wr.s here Monday and Tuesday attending
ebould become established
It
the
mdnetry.
principally
mtgh' ruin
Cause* That Induca It Whan Wa Ara to her music pupils, and conducting rein *evere cane* is
hearsals on Monday and Tuesday evenings
eti*.-k* the tuber, which
Intently Listening.
brown
;
an
rusty
irregular,
changed Into
Why do we open our mouths when for the operetta, “The Merry Milkmaids,”
tuber*
affected
coral-like mao*. Slightly
which will be given in the vestry Saturday
Intently listening?
m io«y
»rt tb« rncwt oangeroa*,
evening, May 24.
There
three
lnI
onuses,
nr*
iiach
entirely
of
tliffbtly
orcrJooked, The «y«
or eeveral
dejiendent of one another, but acting
protrude in the form of etnglo
WK8T KIjIjSWORTH

SOME

DISEASES

OF

—

white

being
•01*11 nodule*. and instead
will be
purptiab, aa in normal tuber*,
of

or

ruaty-brown.

The wart diaeano !» wldeapread and Tory
deetructlve In certain part* of Europe,
»od toil* once infected reUin The iprim
The disease haa not
for tome year*.
reached the mainland of North America*
but a short time ago It wai diacovercd in

Newfoundland.

hold our breath, and this jiermlts
sound waves to enter the mouth and
reach the eustachtan tube, and In this
way they reach the drum and re-enforce the sound waves that come
through the natural channel, the outer

Mrs. H. F. Carter and son Ralph and
Mrs. 11. H. Hooper, of Ellsworth, were
Sunday guests of James W. Carter and

46brrti*tmnUg.

Friday afternoon

was

mid-term decla-

day at school No. 2, and the pupils
furnished a tine program of singing and
speaking, which was enjoyed by pareuts
and friends.
mation

Prostrated Every Spring
Suffering from dyspepsia, weakness, general
exrun-down condition that some call ‘that
was
experience
my regular
treme tired feeling,’
until I began to take Hood’s Sarsaparilla. It
the first dose, and
gave me reli f almost from
to health and
soon I was completely restored
now for some years used this
have
I
strength.
unfailing remedy each spring, and have been
rewarded with good health in the summer and
winter.” Mrs. L. 17. Bickford, Gossville, N. H.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
t-ontams not only Sarsaparilla, but also those great Alterauves, oiniingia
Mandrake and
and Blue
Flag; those great Anti-Bilions and Liver remedies,
Berries, and
Uva
Ursi,
Juniper
remedies,
those
Ilandelion;
great Kidney
Pipsissewa; those great Stomach Tonics, Gentian Root and Wild Cherry
®erk; and other valuable curative agents. It will do you good.

Thro© Rendered Unconscious-Other Damage.
During the
Surry, May 12 (special)
thunder shower last Friday afternoon,
lightning struck in Surry, ontering three
; buildings, severely shocking three persons, and putting the telephone service of
the town out of commission.
The greatest damage and narrowest escape from fatal results was at the house
of H. H. Harden.
When neighbors entered the house after it was struck, Mr.
—

j

Harden,
scious

on

his wife and

the floor.

son

They

all

lay

soon

uncon-

recovered

consciousness, and Mrs. Harden and the
boy were soon fully recovered.
Mr. Harden, however, who apparently
had the narrowest escape, is not
yet fully
recovered. The lightning burned a bole
in his shirt, and also in the arm of the
chair in which he was sitting. He was
burned on chest and legs.
The lightning also entered the house of
Dr. Freeman, destroying one
door, and
doing other damage. The lightning followed the wires into Capt. McKay’s store,
burning out the telephone fuses and batteries, knocking the telephone from the
desk, at which Mrs. McKay had been sitting a moment before.
The lightning also struck an elm tree,
running down the trunk and splitting in
a base-ball bat that had been standing against the tree, as cleanly as it could
have been done with an axe.
All the
damage was done by a single bolt, the
only one in this vicinity during the

shower.

SUNSHINE.
J. H. Wales is painting B. A. Lufkin’s
house.
Melvin Conary is employed
Ford, of Brooklln.

by W. S.

Alden Stinson, of Sunset, who has spent
the winter here, has returned home.
H. S. Couarv took a party to Rockland
Saturday in his launch, returning Sunday.

Mrs.

w

ith relatives in Northeast Har-

Miss Madge Sparling, of Steuben, made
short visit here last

Mrs.

week

with

mother,

Phoebe Spurling.

Miss Hunt preached in the Methodist
church Sunday afternoon and evening
after and absence of two weeks. All are
glad to know- that Miss Hunt is to preach
here again this year.
Jen.
May 13.
_

The
the

eyes an advertisement catches
dollars it is worth.

more

more

THE GENERAL MOTOR CO.’S
Trucks from 1,000 lbs. to 5 tons.

Models of Above Cars carried in Stock

FOR

ing the work.
May 12._Pickle.

SALE

A desirable house and lot 2 1-2 miles from

Postoffice.

fine

and

repair

INSURANCE AND
REAL ESTATE

0. W. TAPLEY,

MAINE

ELLSWORTH,

Get on the Safe Side of the Pence,
Before it is too Late
Insure with companies that

reliable.

are

Insure with companies that are safe and sound.
Insure with companies that pay losses immedi

ately.
Insure with

only

C. W. & F. L. MASON,
Property

owners

companies—and
by

the best

best companies

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Seagirt grange met as ususal Saturday
10. Thero was a fair attendance.
At recess, fruit was served.
The
lecturer pro tem. furnished an interesting
program.

in

Buildings

well situated.

Bucksminster is having extensive
made on bis house. R. D. Eaton
and son Leslie, of Little Deer Isle, are do-

the

handled

are

Insurance, Real Estate.

will be protected from fire by placing their

evening, May

Fire

MARINE LIST.
Ellsworth Port.
Sid May8, sch Melissa Trask for Newark.
N J, staves C J Treworgy
Ar May 11. Ann O Stuart, Surry
Hancock County Porta.
Southwest Harbor
Ar May 7, ga s Helen
Frances
Ar May 8, fra s Balmas
Ar May 10, ga s Hilda Emma
81d Mav 8, ga s Copias for Westport, N 8;
Mary C for Yarmouth. N 8; Crustacean for
Grand Manan, N B; sch Genevieve (Br), lumber laden, bound west
Sid May 8, sch Damietta Sc Joanna, bound
—

BORN.
BYE—At Oceanville, April 22, to Mr and Mrs
Charles E Bye, a daughter.
COUSINS—At Stonington. May 8, to Mr and
Mrs Raymond L Cousins, a<son.
GOTT—At Southwest Hart or, April 21. to Mr
and Mrs Everton L Gott, a daughter.
At Stonington,
HOOPER
May 10, Sarah
Louise Hooper, aged 3 months, 5 days.
PERRY—At Stonington, April 14, to Mr and
Mrs Arthur Whitmore Perry, a daughter.

(Lydia Emily.]

PIERCE—At Southwest Harbor, May 6, to Mr
and Mrs Merton Pierce, a daughter.
At Ellsworth, May 10. to Mr
SALISBURY
and Mrs Roland 8 Salisbury, a son.
SARGENT—At Ellsworth (Lakewood). May
10, to Mr and Mrs Ralph L Sargent, a son.
TRBWOROY—At Bluehill, May 11. to Mr and
Mrs Maynard A Treworgy, a daughter.

WALSH, ELLSWORTH.

PLUMBING,

THE——

Hot Water Heating, Furnace

CLARION.

Work and
HONEST WORK;

Jobbing.

Whether It’s

HONEST PRICES

Twenty Years' Experience.
Personal attention to all d***' 9.
Teiephon
or mail orders promptly attended to.

J. P.

Main Street,

—

WATT8—GROVER—At Bangor. May 8, by Rev
LW Lott. Miaa Inez M Watts to Roscoe J
Grover, both of Amherst.
YOUNG-MOON—At Bangor, May 5, by Rev E
F Pember, Howard W Young to Miaa Effle
M Moon, both of Hancock.

EVERETT HALL,
TBACHBB OF THE

stitute. Will receive a limited number of puin Ellsworth on Saturdays.
For particuars inquire of Rev. R. B. Mathews.

f»ils

ALICE

H.

SCOTT

MADK OF

GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of Portland, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Cor. Mam and Water Sts. (over Moore's Druf
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

WILLIAM

1)R

IN ELLSWORTH TUESDAYS »nd FRIDAYS

office: The Colonial.
2 5 p. m.

_

CONM-^3.,

Veals and Lambs

Water St., Ellsworth,
Glen Mary St., Bar Harbor.

IRA B. HAGAN, Jr.,
Civil

Engineer,
Surveyor.

Comspondinct Solicrtad.
ELLSWORTH FALLS. ME. P. 0. Box 7.

Hours

—

in granite and marble furnished
in best material and workmanship at lowest prices. Work
set anywhere—in the State or
out. Shops at

Maine

....

Land

—

Memorials

3

Day : FRIDAY
Bangor Office : 12 Orove St.

SEMPLE,

ffUtrbants.

1913

Women

Dr.H.W.OSGOOD
New Location Manning Blk.
Office

OSTEOPATH.

—

1882

and

DAVIIDFRIEND.

At Ellsworth, May 10, Samuel
ASTBURY
Aatbury, of Hluehill. aged 60 years.
Commission
BOWDEN—At Castine, May 12, Mrs Clara Mi
Bowden, aged 69 years. 10 mouths.
UM advertisements below represent some of
At
CASTELLUCCI
Stonington,
May 6. the leading houses of New England. Our
Americo Castellucci, aged 2 years, 0 months. readers will doubtless find them of value.
FROST—At Bar Harbor, May 5, Mrs Eunice
Frost, aged 74 years.
At Lamoiue. May 9. Vandaiia A
HOWARD
Howard, aged 62 years, 10 months, 22 days.
JACKSON—At Bass Harbor (Tremot.t). May 5,
BOSTON
Fred Jackson, aged 28 years, 11 months.
JORDAN—At Surry, May 8, Mrs Hannah
B Jordan, of Bar Harbor, aged 75 years.
WANT
VINCENT —At Somerville, Mass, May 13,
Addle M Austin, wife of Harry L Vincent,
aged 38 years.

Sttmtiatnuras

Ellsworth.

GARMENTS
Men’s

Pipe Organ.
Organist and Choirmaster Unitarian
Church, Bangor.
Instructor in music at Higgins Classical In- Ellsworth,

Bangor

DIKD.

ELDRIDGE,

Repairing, Cleansing, Pressing

ijfrofteeional CarCe.

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND

BAILEY—PHELPS—At Ellsworth, May 10, by
Rev T 8 Rohh, Mias Amanda F Bailey to
Joseph A Phelps, both of Bar Harbor.
At Ellsworth. May 6,
HIGGINS— MURCH
bv John H Brimmer, esq, Mrs Meriam F
Higgins to Ephraim A Murch, both of Ells-

range or a fur-

“Clarion”, it is
sure to meet every requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.
Bangor. Sold by

Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 6— 5.

Xi.

a

nace—if it is a

EDWARD F. BRADY,

SPECIALTY

MARKIKD.

Insurance

with E. J.

—

bor.

a

Me.

THE COLE—Three Models

A. B.

Myra Rice, of Birch Harbor, is
L. H. Campbell’s.
Verna Perry has been spending a

few days

Street, Ellsworth,

THE BUICK—Five Models

repairs

employed at

j

Foundry & Machine Works,
Water

NEW TELEPHONE NUMBERS.

UOU LD8BOKO.
Miss

Ellsworth

tw'o

Carter and wife.

The corky or powdery »cab ia another
which baa recently croeaed the
ear.
Atlantic. Within a few month* we have
In concentrated attention the mind Is wife.
received apeclmen# of It from an adjoinIn the one subject, and
Mr. Dean and wife, Mr. Witham and
ahow ; fully engrossed
and
it
in
may
Canada,
ing couuty
tt lose* control over voluntary muscles wife and Isaac N.
ia
earned
Thi*
lime.
Avery, of Brewer, were
at
In
Main*
any
up
that
are not directly affected by the
guests of James W. Carter and wife Sunby an entirely different organism than
In
or
the
Involved
the
subject
process
inajl which cauaea our common potato motor activity that accompanies men- day
Mrs. Kubie Cunningham returned to
scah. although tbe disease* reaemblea the.
tal activity. The muscles are relaxed,
however, it ia not
Bluehill to-day, after being with her parlatter. Unlike it,
lower
and
this
the
Jaw drops,
opens
known to attack other plants. So far as
ents, James W. Carter and wife, several
the mouth.
weeks.
known, it la spread entirely by infected
The third cause Is referable to ataseed.
Howard Dollard, of Cherryfleld, and
vism. or the tendency to return in form
disease
ha*
Still another European
apwere here
or action to an early type.
man, Mrs. George Libby, of Bangor,
Early
Western
states,
peared in certain of the
like the animals, was urged to action to attend the funeral of their mother,
and it may reach Maine at any time.
Mrs. Lena
by the fundamental instincts, self Mrs. Florence Severance.
This is the leaf-roll disease. Tbe plants
and race preservation. Higgins, of Bar Harbor, sister of Mrs.
preservation
attacked appear unhealthy, usually of a
His two alms were to secure food and Severance, also attended the funeral.
decided yellow, but often the leave* have
Like the
avoid or destroy enemies.
A prominent ;
a reddish or purplish tinge.
MOUTH OK THK KlVICK.
animals, when his attention was atcharacteristic ia a pronounced upward
tracted by a sound he placed himself
Mrs. E. B. Holt went to Bar Harbor Satroiling ot the leave# at the midrib.
in the attitude for Instant defense, atGrowth ia checked and tha formation of
urday for treatment.
tack or securing food. In this attitude
tuber* i* prevented, except occasionally
Mark Milliken, jr., on the Shore road,
his mouth was open to grasp Instantly
small one# at the surface or above ground,
The tendency has moved his family to the Tribou house,
came In his way.
what
but the plants may lire nearly aa long as
vacated by Roy Kay.
to open the mouth when Intently lis- recently
Plants attacked by leefbaalt by one*.
Fred
B. Sadler was home from
Amerremains.—New
York
still
Capt.
tening
roil rminoit tboee anectea « uo
ican.
Bangor a few days last week while his
or (he Fusarium trouble, but they show
vessel, the schooner Eagle, was being
oanaiu differences wblcb readily distinmade ready for the season’s work.
THEIR
OWN
GRAVES.
DIG
another
(urniabea
diaeaae
tbeni.
Tbla
guish
Mrs. Dorm Betts Conant left for her
aeed
a«lection.
tor
to
oare
argument
English Army Methods In tho Execu- home in Dedham last Saturday. She was
The beat Uerman pathologists have come
tion of Condemned Spies.
accompanied by her mother, Mrs. Mary
to the coocloaloo that it la a physiological
The ceremony of dl*i>osing of a con- Betts, for a short atay.
trouble, and ia aaaociated with poor aeed.
Potatoes from a Held where the diaeaae ap- demned spy In the English army ai
Capt. Chaney Sadler left last Tuesday for
a definite precedent.
Winter Harbor to make his home with
peared will, it planted, produce a crop ways follows
The unfortunate man U surrounded his daughter, Mrs. Dana Frazier.
All
more effected than the Brat.
and after miss his frieudly
cordial
face
and
Blackleg, a bacterial diaeaae, which by a detachment of Infantry,
he Is provided with a plelc and shovel greeting.
oauae* a pronounced blackening of the
be Is marched ofT to a selected spot
baae ot the atem and the death of the
Mrs. Earl Smith was up from Bar
his own grave.
plant, aa well aa a aoft rot of the tuber, is, and ordered to dig
Harbor last week to return with her little
from
are
taken
tools
the
This
dons?,
Mr. and Mrs.
widely distributed in Maine. Thia alao
son, Willis Jefferson.
came to us from Europe. In some respect*
1^1 m and his eyes are bandaged. The Smith are spending the summer in Bar
sereads
portions
It U carried by infected tubers, and ia very attending chaplain
Harbor, where Mr. Smith has employdestructive in thoae Btatea where our po- lected from the burial service, and ment.
twelve
of
the
escort
ranks
from
the
tatoej are used tor planting.
The purchasers ot Maiue aeed potatoes men are selected at random by the
NORTH ELLSWORTH.
officer In charge.
are demanding that this disease be elimiThese men, having stacked their own
nated. Hince the bacteria which cauae it |
Mi** Frances Richardson is at home
do not live over winter in the toil in rifles, are led to where twelve other from KUsworth (or a short vacation.
Maine, si have been able to deviae effec- rifles are awaiting them, six of which
Forrest Moore was at home from Bar
are loaded with blank cartridges. One
tive preventative meaauree. This consists
iiarbor Sunday. A friend, Everett Lisso
Is handed to each man,
of aelecting for
aeed, tubera which are en- of these
comb, accompanied him.
tirely sound and perfect, and then diain- i that no one knows whether the rifle
E. U. Moore, while unhitching his
feeling them, with formaldehyde before he holds contains a bullet or not, and
horses from the wagon one day recently,
planting. The method ia fully described none can say for certain that the shot failed to unhitch one of the traces. The
ih bulletin 1M of the Maiue agricultural fired by him killed the prisoner. The
started for the barn, and Mr.
firing party then marches to an ap- horses
experiment station.
Moore was caught between them and
The same method of treatment that is pointed position. The commands “predragged some distance before he could
recommended for blackleg will do much sent!” "Fire!" are given, and almost
last word rings out the clear himself. He was badly bruised, but
to control
before
the
its
introand
will
scab,
prevent
no bones were broken.
duction into uninfected soils.
volley Is fired and the spy falls into luckily
Late blight, which ia commonly called the grave he has dug.
LAKE WOOD.
Nearly every man Is more or less af*'ruat”, ia alao carried by aeed tubera in
the form of ^>t, but ae ia well known, it fected on being selected to form one
Mrs. Abby Moore is at work for Mrs.
men
rapidly spreads from plant to plant in the of the firing party, and many
R. L. Sargent.
have been known to faint away on befield when it once gets started.
The
Delmar Garland is at H. H. Garland’s
are so
others
while
out,
singled
ing
efficiency of bordeaux mixture In the conwhile attending school.
trol of late blight baa been demonstrated overcome as to be scarcely able to
;
Mrs. Orrissa McFarland visited her aged
repeatedly. Where failure occurs, it ia ! pull the triggers of their rifles.
mother, Mrs. Charles Garland, returning
to her home in Trenton Saturday.
disease

Family of

Chuugc* and Aclilitions In Hancock
County Since Issue of Directory.
ELLBWORTH-Frank Cousins, res, 159-12;
Harriet C Davis, res, 69-3; J F Knowlton, res, 89-11; Luther Qiipatrick, res,
Lamoiue, 158-1; Frank S Lord, res,
76-3; M Y McGown, res, 42-2; A I
Saunders, res, 3-12; Mrs H E Vose, res,
Dorothy Taylor, of Sullivan, was a re112-3; Mrs A F Wiswell, res, 25.
cent guest of A. K. Uuptill and wife.
Blcehill-E E Mclntire, store, 26-6.
Fred Taylor, of Sullivan, spent Satur- Stoninoton—Carrie L
Small, res, 32 24.
day night with his sister, Mrs. Charles West Sullivan-Helen
M
Edmands,
Mitchell.
res, Sorrento, 5-21.
Clarence Carter,
of Ellsworth Falls, Winter H arbor—Mart ha
Pettee, res,
Birch Harbor, 23-23.
spent Sunday with his parents, C. J.

in unison, for this action. There Is a
passageway called the eustachtan tube,
connecting the back of the throat and
the middle ear, the part behind the
When Intently listening we
drum.

2UJtjfrti'*rmfnt0.

LIGHTNING AT SURRY.

Ask Dr. A. G. Young,
Sec’y State board of health,
Augusta, Maine, how to
comply with new law, and
then ship to us.

electrical ;r.<r
Ful
AND

FIXTURES.
on Wlriai
and Supplies Cbeerlullt Oiesa
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Eatey Building. state St..
KIN wort a
Estimates

KLLSWORTH

Steam

W. J. PHELPS,

Chamber of Commerce, Boston.
Reference: Beacon Trust Co.

H. W. DUNN.
Subscribe for The American

Laundry and

Bath Rooms.

PAY, NO WASHR1,"
All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
‘WO

Goods called

tor

and delivered.

B. ESTEY & CO.
Kstey Building, State St..
Ellsworth, Me
M.

Camden
Save money

suitings for

Woolens

by buying dress materials and

and children direct
from Camden Woolen Mill. Write for samples

F. A.

HAY WANTED

Lines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

men, women

Packard, Mgr. Retail Dept.,
BOX 35 CAMDEN, MAINE.

WANTED—LADIE8
To Know I Make Switches
From Tour Combings.

<P_

4) I

__

*§0

HARRIET N. MILLIKEN,
175 TREMONT STREET, ROOM 57

BOSTON, MASS.

COUNTY NEWS
Mrs. Martha Havey is visiting relative!
in Bangor.

Percy Hanscom, of Glen, N. H.
Is visiting home friends.
Mrs. James E. Parsons, of La bee, was})
Mrs.

George Laffln is .having extensive remade on his buildings.
Capt. A. I
Foss is doing the painting.
Mrs. Bernice Abbott has returned tc
her home in Hilmon, after a brief visit
with her parents, George P. Cline and

pairs
1

1

entertained a few
May 2, in honor of her husband’s
birthday. Delicious refreshments were
Mrs. Stella Stratton

Harvey Bragdon was in Bangor on buai
ness Monday and Tuesday.
Mrs. Asa S. Dyer is rallying from

friends

NORTH LAMOINE.

Capt.

last week.

Patchen, of West Suili
recent guests of the Youngs at

van, were
the Relay house.

foi

her

son

Presque Isle,
Harry and family.
Walter
in the

visits

Lawne, who will stock the store
block, will employ Miss

Bunker

|

j

12.

Ralph Saunders is ill.
Arthur Saunders has the measles.

Angelina
DEER

ISLE.

|

days,

Greenlaw spent Sunday with

slightly improved,
wile,

is

Charles Webb and

Iriends at Sunshine.

^

some

Into

moved

has

Durrell

Watson has gone to Bar Harbor,
where be has employment.

8cboodle

weekly

L. F. Gott and Benjamin Murphy went
to Bluebili Falls after lumber last week.

of Calais,

Kennebec,

and

invited to meet here

are re-

enjoying regular

is

grange

[Thursday;

spent

Hanson

Iran

the week-end at Corea, where they
pairing an automobile.

Robert Lawson’s house.

Schooner

Noyes

May

George Eddy Webb, of Bradley, returned last week after a few weeks at the
home of his mother, Mrs. James Jordan,
nursing an injured hand.

Pomona ia

meetings.
22.

Tbe many friends of Mrs. E. S. Drew are
glad to bear that sbe is recovering rapidly,
after an operation for appendicitis.
Sunday. April 37, was observed as Odd

laden

funeral was held Sunday afternoon, at the
church. Rev. Mr. McNevens, of Manset,
officiating.
Fred, son of T. W. Jackson and wife,
died May 5, of tuberculosis, after an illness of many months.
Mr. Jackson was
twenty-eight years and eleven months of

j

Verona to work in

I

Mrs.
some

and

one

brother

—

The

Richard.

NORTH SEDGWICK.

Urey, of Brookaville, it at work
for George M. Allen A Son.
Emma Allen baa returned from her visit
to Delia Allen at Sedgwick.
Chester

Austin, of Exeter, who has spent
L. Burrill and wife,

Monday
May 12.

Besides his parents, he leaves two
age.
Mrs. Herbert Condon and Miss
sisters

Helen,

Witbam’s milf.

weeks with C.

Northport.

lor

left

•he haa

*

George M. Allen A Son.

house at work for

Gapt. Mahoney, who has been very ill,
is improving.
Mrs. Flora Murphy has been visiting
her daughter, Mrs. Edmund B. Reed.
Mrs. A. A. Pomroy is visiting her

Curtis Pierce, with hi* family, spent
funeral was held Wednesday afternoon at
Bryant passed her nine- the home of his parents, Rev. Mr. Tingthe week-end in Brookaville with hi*
ton.
I tieth birthday May 5. She is quite ill.
ley officiating. There was a profusion of
Miss Lucy W. Haskell, who has been emMrs. Anthony Bye, who has been in beautiful flowers.
The bearers were W.
Maude Thurston was called to Portland
i poor health many months, is able to ride B. Watson, Barron Watson, Frank P. Rich
ployed at Stonington, is home.
Monday by the critical illneaa of her
mother, Mrs. Loia Bartlett, of Center.
out.
Benson.
and
Mrs. J. E. Lufkin returned Tuesday
Ralph
mother at the Maine general hospital.
W. H. Lunt, who ia working at NorthX. Y. Z.
from a business trip vo Boston.
May 10.
L. E. Stinaon, of South Deer, Isle and
Utile Howard Nevella bad a narrow eseast Harbor, spent Saturday night with
Mrs. Alma Haskell, who has spent the Floyd Colby, of West Stonington, visited
cape from drowning one day' recently,
his wife.
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
the grange at North Haven Saturday.
when be fell in the Allen's mill-stream
past year at Presque isle, is home.
Miss Julia Clark left Friday for Heel
Nat Worthing, of Heaton, spent a few
a
time.
from a raft. He ««» pulled out by Martin
Jasper P. Haskell left Mouday to join They report pleasant
she
has
for
where
last
week
with
then
Harbor,
employment
Clark,
Schuyler
daja
H.
May 9.
Clark.
the yacht Waconta, at New London.
a
short
time.
New
to
going
Hamspbire.
A.
May 11__
Mrs. SV. S. Pickering has spent the
ISLES FORI).
Mrs. Ethel Haynes and two children, of
Benjamin Mayo has had built for him a

E. A. Greene and F. L. Greene have gone
to New York on business.

William

Mrs.

H**»r the Testimony of
Ell»Worth
People and Decide the fa*e.
Doan'ft Kidney Pilla

Mr. Sawtelle, of Cambridge, Mass., was
in town last week to see to his new house,

nearly completed.
Mrs. Fred SpnrLing and

neat little

which he will open
store.

which is

near
an

hia

dwelling,

ice-cream and

in

con-

Rudolph

son

visit

Fed

her

Sargent

F. W. Lunt and wife went to Ellsworth
many improvelivery stable and

has made

ments about the Clark

Miss Elsie means to make good on that line of public |
Knowlt-on, who is employed in sister, Mrs. William Mayo.
Messenger office, had his foot crushed Stanley ia keeping boose for her.
service. Mr. and Mrs. Sargent are house- j
slightly in the machinery Thursday.
Several of the Rebekahs of this place keeping in the Seth Norwood building.
Mrs. W. L. Greene, of New London,
attended the lodge at Southwest Harbor
The new Methodist pastor here. C. E.
Conn arrived Tuesday to spend the sum- Saturday evening.
The president of the Jones, entered upon his pastorate Sunday, !
mer with her sister, Mrs. J. E. Lufkin.
assembly was there for the evening.
preaching stirring sermons both morning
M. D. Joyce and wife, E. W. Pickering
Burton Stanley and bride, formerly Miss and evening. As Mr. Jones is unmarried, !
and wife, Dr. Wasgatt and wife, Hon. E.
Anna Swanson, of New York, arrived last the parsonage will have no occupants at
P. Spofford and Dr. H. W. Small spent Thursday.
They will make their home present.
last week in Portland, where the grand with Mr. Stanley’s grandfather, Tyler
The Brooklin base ball team came here
masonic lodges were in session.
Stanley. Their many friends wish them on Saturday for a game with the SouthRkx.
a long and happy life.
May 12.
west Harbor high school nine.
After a
May 12.
well-contested game, the score stood 17
LAMOINE.
to 10 in favor of Brooklin. The cold high |
SOUND.
Louis King leaves to-day for Bar Harwind prevented the attendance of the
W. C. Wasgatt is ill of rheumatism.
bor, where he has employment.
usual crowd of spectators.
Miss Edith Rice is at home from an
Daniel Grace U having a house built.
The librarian of Southwest Harbor pubextended visit in Bangor and Levant.
Miss Vivian Havey has returned to Bar lic library has been much annoyed by the
Mrs. C. M. Stratton has returned from Harbor.
extremely careless handling of the books
Boston, where she been with relatives.
by some of those who are given the priviMrs. Lucinda Harmon, of Southwest
Stephen Young, of Ellsworth, and sons ; Harbor, ia visting her sister, Mrs. Clara lege of reading at a mere nominal coat.
To obviate this difficulty, a new regulation
Earle and El wood were cal led home by Murphy.
has been made by the trustees, and will be
the death of Mrs. Howard.
Mrs. A. A. Hanna and daughter Beatrice,
Mrs. Yandelia Howard, who for the past of Somesville, were the gueats of Claude enforced by the librarian; that is, books
shall not be passed from one person to anyear has lived with her daughter, Mrs. Murphy and wife Sunday.
other without first being brought in that
Stephen Young, died Friday, after a long
Sidney P. Bracy and Arthur Brown went the librariaa may see that they are in fit
illness, aged sixty-three years. There to Ellsworth
Thursday to have an engine condition to be circulated.
were prayers at the house and funeral serput in Mr. firacy’s new boat.
Sprat.
May 12.
vices at the church at Goose Cove, where
Bud.
May 12.
Mrs. Howard formerly resided.
HULL’S COVE.
NORTH DEER ISLE.
The morning service Sunday will follow
Shepherd Leland and wife were in Trena specially-prepared program,
Mrs.
and
a
Diana Hatch has returned from ton
Sunday.

program suitable for Peace day will be

i

Camden.

ary society of Hancock county will hold
its annual basket meeting in Lamoine

Afternoon and
Wednesday, May 28.
evening sessions will be held,andaflfteencent sapper will be given in C. E. ball
Miss Ryder, of Japan, and Miss Wright,
of South Carolina, will speak. The
public
is invited to the meetings and supper.
R. H.
May 12.

Mrs. U. A. Holt is ill of grip.

was

Mrs. Harry Maddocks, of Newport, ii
Yisiting her mother, Mrs. J. D. Springer.
Harvard Gatcomb and wife are home
from Portland, where they have spent tin
winter.
W. H. Grass loet a valuable [oow last
week. Only the week before he lost one
Of his best horse*.
Miss Linni* Tracy, who has been visiting her sister, Mrs. Charles Googins, hai

Brewer and family have moved
from Bar Harbor to their home here.

She

character.

was

a

leading

the

an

automobile.

their

Clark, sr., spent Saturday night
Sunday with his family, returning
Swan's Island Monday to finish hi*

W. A.
to

W. A.
Harbor
east

Clark, jr., and wife went to Baas

the

Chandler

wife have

and

Lucy iiamor cottage

for

summer.

Frank

Alley and Mrs. Winfield

move

there

soon.

Miss Mosley, of Brookline, Mass., will
arrive this week to prepare her cottage,
uThe Red House,'’ for occupancy.
Mrs. Jessie Higgins, who has had a food
store in Bar Harbor during the winter, is I

getting

her tea house here

ready

for

sum-

Charles

stay with her mother, Mrs. J. A. Sawyer,
while he ia

am

Miaa Leola

Richard Benaon and wife
move

T.

U.

business in

doing quite an extenboat- building. He has

one large boat and several small
past winter.

built
the

May

ones

Pearl Stratton and wife
few

days

are

May

12.

was

success

of the

play.
Anne.

12.

spending

is

ARE.

C. G. Brown, of Mil bridge,
ness

a

building a motorHodgkins
boat for Mr. Colwell, of Hancock.

May

£24

WINTER HARBOR.
the

with friends at Hancock.

Adelbert

served after the entertainment,

cleared, to be used to pay
j
I the expenses of the choir. Great credit is
due Kev. Mr. Smith and Mrs. Effie Hatnor

MARLBORO.
B. P. Hodgkins, who has spent
winter in Barre, Mass., is home.
I

were

About

for the

M.

11.

i coffee

was

a

busi-

visitor in town last week.

William Guptill has purchased an automobile, which he will use as a public automobile this summer.

Mias Stella Carter
had

a

party Friday

evening, her fifteenth birthday.
Many
young people were present, and she had
Refreshments
were
many
presents.
served. All report a fine time.
Tukuia.
May 12.
PROSPECT

to

a new

Ban-

employ of

Grace Chaito and little ton Lawvisiting her parents,

Mrs.

rence, who have been
Richard Benson and
borne to

May

wife,

have

returned

for

X.

12.

exhausting kidney bsekschc.
Reed Ellsworth

Ida Stinson ia home from Portland,
a

Freak Herrick end wife moved into
Mrs. Mead Carter's boaee lest week.

Miss Doris Colwell left Saturday lor
Steuben to spend her vacation with her
parents, Willard Colwell and wile.

Bowden end wife, of Brewer,
were ceiled here leet week by the illneee
of Mr.
Bowden's grandmother, Mrs.
Kits* Lufkin.

trainiug

for

a

nurse,

fur

short vacation.

El well Leech visited his coita^i, Mrs. W.
Leech, in Ea»l Orlend lest week.

D.

Will tern

Clarence Colwell left Monday for Hancock, where he has iraployment with hia
brother, C. S. Colwell, for a few weeks.
Mrs. Louise Wood, of West Gouidsboro,
was called to the Sands last week by the
illness of her daughter, Mrs George W.

A birthday party wee held at Mrs. Herbert Gasper’s home Saturday evening,
May 10, in honor of the sixth birthday of
her grandson, Fred K. Warren, of New
Jersey. Ice-cream, eake and fruit were
served at
colors.

Capt. Ira B.
May 12.

w

Wh,t

testimony

tirae
passed, tbs trouble bees me constant
condition
was
so bad that
Finally my
I
had to lay oil from work for several
days
When suffering In that way, I got
supply of Doan’s Kidney Pills at Moore’s
drug store, and the first.few doses helped
me.
After I had used two boxes of |hu
remedy, I was entirely cured, last fall i
caught cold and it settled on my kidneys,
causing another attack. I had not
ten whst Doan’s Kidney Pills hsd
preriously done tor me, and I began using the
remedy. I was quickly cured.” (Htatement given February 7, JBOfi,)
AFTKK MANY YEARS.
Mr. Franks wss interviewed several
years later, and he said: “I confirm >1! |
said in my previous endorsement ot
Doan's Kidney Fills, and authorize its
continued publication for the benefit of
other kidney-sufferers. I have never hsd
sny serious recurrence of my former comtime

i

forgot^

all dealers. Price 50 cents.
Foster-Miiburn CO., Buffalo, New York,
sole sgents for tbe I’niled Stetes.
Remember tbe name
Dan's
and
take no other.
—

May

a

national
enjoyable evening.

table decorated in the

Ail

report

an

L.

12._
NORTH PENOBSCOT.

Homer Lowell loot

Foes.

C.

—

NOT A TWINGE OF

RHEUMATISM
SINCE TAKING

RHEUHA
from Rheumatism for tit
tried different doctors, a ith no relief. I saw your advertisement and decided to try RHEUM A.
I have taken
**i

suffered

years;

am

entirely

free from the

I could not sleep
night*; now 1 sleep well, and my kidneys
work perfectly."—P. W. Miller, Gala* i*ea.
Fa.
“For 14 months l was so badly slflioted
with Rheumatism that much of the time
I was obliged to use a cane. I used one
bottle of RHJ9UMA and THE CANE IS
one
NOW.
No
IN THE CORNER
could be happier to be rid of the pain,
1

disease.

was

bad

so

swollen knees and

badly

swollen ankles.

certainly believe there is no remedy for
Mrs. Daniel
the disease like RHKl'MA.
8. Knox, .Severance, N. Y., Aug. 8, 1912.
G. A. Parcher guarantees RHKl’MA to
I

Rheumatism, Gout, Lumbago, SciaArthritis, Chronic Neuralgia and
Kidney disease or money back—and only

cure

50 cents

Hulehiaoo
spent the week-end
with friends in Orlaud.

where she la

_

kidney,

a

bottle.

WEST BURRY.

Earl Gordon, of West Sullivan, ia the
guest of Ralph Newman.
Mrs. Thomas Van Neaa, of Boston,
arrived Friday for the season.
M iaa

trial

tica,

Sedgwick.

automobile.

a

valuable

cow

re-

JOHNSONS
ware

LINIMENT
Used 102 yean
for internal and
external ills.
A

sure

sore

throat, cramps, cholera morbus, diarrhea,
cuts, burns, bruises,

sprains,

cently.

relief for

coughs, colds,

Snow, of Sedgwick, visited friends
here Saturday and Sunday.

etc.

J. W.

SEAL OWE.
Road Commissioner Hunuli
of

men

at work

patting up

has

a

to

Rev. H. B. Smith administered the rite
of baptism to a candidate, Jobs' W. Loot,
on Sunday evening. May i.
Mr. Lnnt in
quite ill at the home of hi* brother, E. P.
Lunt.
The many friends here of T.W. Jackson
wife, of Bernard, deeply sympathize

and

son

Fred

Watson K.

Springer

and wife and

Fred

C. Millikenand wife, of West Hancock,
visited Mrs. Wilson R. Butler, son and
daughter at Butler's point Sunday.
M.
May 12.
_

BLUKHUJL FALLS.
Dunham is ill.
The Wacooda is rented to California
parties.
Horace Du flee lost his work horse reHe has purchased another of
cently.
L 8. Candage, of Sedgwiok.
Crumbs.
May 12.
Fred

Throw

hot

water

PNEUMATICA.

bottles away.
All draggUts, |

work|for Robert Hinckley.
Raymond Hutchins and daughter

The Kind Yon Have
Bears the

Signature of

Always Bought

[I.S. JOHNSON

Mrs.

Bertha returned

«Uy.
George
He has

from

1. Soper is raising same tine celts.
three-year-old of especially tine

a

build.
Sabin

day.

Hutchins returned home Saturemployed on tha Bos-

He has been

ton boat.

May

k CO.,

Rock port Thun-

11._H.
WEST BROOKUN.

Mrs. Henry Bridges is quite ilk
Mrs. Carrie Closson has gone to Brooklin for the

summer.

Roland Carter has moved his family to
Brooklin for the summer.
Samuel Wardwell has moved bis family
from Brq^>kiin into Mrs. Mary Closson's
house.

HAKES UNDER FEET
STRONG AND VIGOROUS
Rob (Hi EZO and Pain
and Misery Vanish

It EZO awm l make your tired,
weary feet feel good and comfortable,
your money back,
aoothln* ointment
Ifa a pleasant,
at
that soaks right In and gets right
It removes the
the seat of trouble.
bunions
corns,
from
distress
burning
and callouses and is fine for •untmrrr,
15
chafing and after shaving
cents a Jar.
Druggists everywhere

°EI’L

Mrs. William Woliens, of Bluehill,
visited her mother, Mrs. Merrill Richards,

recently.
Harold

Seavey, who has been at the
hospital in Portland for medical treatment, came home Sunday.
May 12.
B.
Keep the Balance (Jp.
It has been truthfully said that any distnrbance of the even balance of health causes
serious trouble. Nobody can he too careful
to keep the balance op.
When people begin
to lose appetite, or to get tired
easily, the
least imprudence brings on sickness, weakor debility. The system needs a
tonic,
it, and should not be denied it; and the
best tonic of which we have any knowledge is
Hood’s Sarsaparilla. What this medicine has
done in keeping healthy people
healthy, in
keeping up the even balance of health, gives
it the same distinction as a preventive that it
ness

IA
CASTOR
For Infant* and Children.

25c ami 80c

Law re nee Cousins has gone to BluehiU

crew

the roads.

26c.

—

soon

is home from

gor, where she has been in the
Mrs. Curtis Durgain.

HARBOR.

Dr. C. C. Larrsbee has

on
mate
the steamer
Mr. McKay,
Use
Schoodic, with hie family, will occupy the

For the Weak and Nervous.
Best Medicine for Colds.
When a druggist recommends* a remedy foi
Tired-out, weak, nervous men SDd women
would
feel
ambitious, energetic, full of life
can
fee!
colds, throat and lung troubles, you
have a good appetite, if they
sure that be knows what he Is taking about ; and always
take
C. Lower, druggist, of Marion, Ohio, writes 01 ; would do the sensible thing for heslth
Nothing better for the
Dr. King’s New Discovery: “I know Dr | Electric Bitters.
King’s New Discovery is the best throat anc stomach, liver or kidneys. Thousands say
lung medicine 1 sell. It cured my wife of « they owe their lives to this wonderful home
severe bronchial cold after all other remedies
remedy. Mrs. O. Rhinevault, of Vestal Cenfailed.” It will do the same for you if you art ! ter, N. Y., says: “I regard Electric Bitters as
suffering with a cold or any bronchia), throa one of the greatest of gifts. I can never forGet a bottle
or lung cough. Keep a bottle on hand all th< ! get what it has done for me.”
what a difference it will
time for everyone in the family to use. It is
; yourself and see
make in your health. Only 50c and $1.00.
home doctor. Price 50c and $1.00. Guarantee*
by all druggists.
j Recommended by all druggists.

are

summer.

Guilford.

were

Mrs. Lena Ladd.

Emerson Ladd is
sive

remains

for the

Walter Clement ha* gone to Brooklin,
employed at Castle View

active member of

The

Cape

to the

where he will be

ay.
Kumill

on

l» the verdict?

three buttle* and

Mr*. Julia Garter has gone to South
Sunday. Mr. Clark went to NorthMrs. Clark will Penobscot to visit her daughter, Jennie
Monday.

with them in the death of their

mer.

Irving Carter is employed by
Dablquisl at North Uloehiil.

Harbor

William

T.

Eugene

work there.

Mrs. Charles Hutchings baa been in
Winter Harbor several weeks, called there
by the illneaa and death of her father,

moved into the

Clyde Gray is working for
Guilford at South Penobscot.

and

Allen.

store, and will

B. Jordan, for many yeara

for many years

iting

Thursday.
Z. L. Wilbur, of Franklin, and his
nephew, Charles Strout, of Lowell, Mass.,
called on friends here recently.
The minstrel show to be given at K. of
P. hall Friday eveniog. May 16, with a
cast of thirty-five, promises to be a deThe specialties will incided success.
clude “The Gold Dust Twins”, cotillion
Ash last

NORTH HANCOCK.

days

returning home with

WEST SEDGWICK.

Fred was weM known here,
The members of the vested choir in the on May 5.
church of Our Father gave a burlesque and liked both, in social and business
relations.
brought to Bar Harbor to the home of her entitled, “The Sweet
Family,” in the
N.
daughter, Mrs. Fred A. Jeilison, who was
Msy 10.
house last Monday evening.
Neighborhood
with her during the last of her illness.
The parts which were well carried out
EGYPT.
were taken by Mrs. Kffle Humor, Misses
F. G. Bcammon visited his sister, Mrs.
OAK POINT.
Tryphena Higgins,Helen and Marcia Uana- F. P. Goodwin, at Hancock Point SaturPalmer Seavey and Mr. Leighton were com, Dorothy Hatnor. Linda Leland, Alice day and Sunday.
and Mae Cbnningham. There were also
Mrs. P. H. Stratton, of Bangor, and her
here a few dayB last week.
recitations by Misses Esther Wood, Helen sister, Miss Abbie Hutchins, have gone to
Miss Carrie Haynes, of Ellsworth, is visSears port for the summer.
llanscom and Clarice Heed.
Cake and

Mrs. G. H. Welch and Mrs. Harry Hardison, of East Franklin, visited Mrs.

John Springer is in Portland attending
an automobile school.

high

the W. C.

E. F. Clapham and John Robertson attended the grand lodge of Masons in
Portland last week.

Dirigo.

HARBOR.

Methodist church, and
prominent in all church activities. She

with rheumatism.

_

been

where she

member of

Mr. Barcalow, salesman for the Coburn
spices, has been confined to the hotel here

12.

has

resident

Surry,

few

week

last

Orient

Mrs.

of Bar Harbor, died Thursday
was visiting, after a
abort illness. Mrs. Jordan was s woman
a

Dr. H. A. Holt went to Bangor last
week, returning with a new automobile.

May

12.
BAR

of

and tableau danceB.

on

Mrs. Hannah

home from

a

visiting |
Alley, of Bar Harbor, called on relatives
the schooner George H.
here Sunday.
Fred Hap worth, of Bar Harbor, has
H.
rented the tenement over E. S. Carpenter’s

Ames.

May

Haskell ia

where she

husband

her

H. H. Havey is in Boston on business.
Miss Florence Hysorn and Miss Carrier
spent the week-end in Bar Harbor.

Nancy

York,

New

at

WEST SULLIVAN.

Montford

Mrs.

Lawrence Brewer has been ill
and unable to attend school.

day

one

Karl K.

the

presented in the Sunday school. There
John Jones, of Beverly, Mass., ia visitwill be special music at both services.
ing at E. W. Hardy’s, and calling on
This is to be rally-day for the school, and friends.
it is hoped there will be a good attendMrs. Nancy Whitmore and granddaughance.
ter, Miaa Niauia Whitmore, of Camden,
The Woman’s Baptist foreign mission- are
visiting relatives here.

mother, Mrs.

her

Trenton, are visiting
NVillard Got*.

fectionery

week to

went to Castine last

building

are

being tried every day for weak

_

her
past week in Stonington with
daughter, Mrs. P. W. Small.
Mrs. F. A. Gross, Mrs. E. A. Greene, F.
A, Spoddard, Maurice Gross and Merle
Greene spent Saturday in Rockland.

Jury

Page baa moved.to Brook lin, where
employment in the factory.
plaint.”
Ed. Nevella and family arc at the mill- j
For sale by
Rena

B.

WEST THE MONT.

Are The

Mrs. Delia Lally, who had been ill of —personal experiences of Ellsworth witerysipelas while on a visit at the homes of nesses. There can be only one verdict
her daughters, Mrs. Higgins and Mrs. a chorus of
approval.
Graves, of Lamoiiie, returned home last
A. M. Pranks, carpenter, HighSt.,
Ellsbetter.
much
Wednesday
worth. Me., says: “About two years
Ail the parties from Bangor and Bar I noticed
back
my
growing lame. As

Miss Mary Silsby, of Amherst, spent
the week-end with Mrs. H. P. Burrill.

—

of Ocean rille,

Mrs. H. P. Hatch’s Sunday.

at

were

few

a

S-sekins, who has been ill

Bertie

on

spending

is

Uobbina

North Deer Isle.

week, at

O. Gross has gone to Portland
business.
Miss Hazel

Murphy

Charles Whitcomb and son Kben, of
ElLsworth Falls, were tbs guests Sunday
of A. 3, Edgocomb.
Adalbert Crosby, wife and daughter
Minnie, of Waltham, came over Sunday
to see her mother Mrs. Delia Lally.

on

with (umber for New

SOUTH DEER ISLE.

B.

A.

George F.

~Yon

OTIS.

D. W. Joy spent several days this week
bis farm at tbe Pond district, where hr
is basing a barn built.

Tailing

_

Lola Dyer as clerk.
Mrs. Lena Clark and daughter Gladys
are spending a few’ days at the Parsons J
I
cottage, Shady Nook.
Rev. W. H. Dunham, who was assigned
i
to the pastorate of the Methodist churches
here, tilled the Sunday appointments.
The afternoon sermon at First church is
highly spoken of.

May

the

York, was towed in Fellows day, by special services at tbe
Baptist church he;e. conducted by Kev.
Mrs. I. N. Salisbury, jr., and family
here Sunday, leaking badly.
Mr Wood, of Sullivan. A large and apin Ellsworth visiting her sister, Mrs.
Mrs. R. S. Fanning
and
daughter
of tbe members of
Fred MoCariy.
Ellen are taking a trip abroad, and their preciative delegation
Harbor who visited Beech Hill lake to
Grindstone lodge was present. Two selecMrs. A. L. Holt, who has spent the cottage here will not be open until late in
their luck for the big trout and saltions appropriate for tbe occasion were try
winter with her son, Dr. Holt, at \^est the season.
The
mon
last week were successful.
rendered by tbe cboir, and a solo by Dr.
here.
home
her
to
has
returned
Sullivan,
Maurice Thnrston and Joseph Wooater
largest cstch, however, was made by W.
was an enjoyable feature.
Bragg
Boston
Hollis Austin was called to
arrived Wednesday night
from Nova
T. Warren and party, of Eddington and
8.
May 9.
Brewer.
Thursday by the illness of his mother, Beotia with 3,000 lobsters, in Mr. WoosMrs. A. E. Austin, who is in the hospital ter’s boat, the Helen Frances.
DEDHAM.
Frank Parker, of Boston, an artist, who
for surgical treatment. All hope soon to
John Mitchell, the oldest resident, died
Miss Edna Miller is teaching in N'ortb- is living here, has completed s piece of
hear a favorable report.
rosd st the corner running past Evergreen
Friday, May 9, aged nearly eighty*nine port.
April 18 marked the titty-sixth anni- yeanr. Until within two or three years,
H. P. Burrill went to Ellsworth Satur- cemetery snd to the top of Babe's hill,
versary ot the marriage of 1. N. Salisbury he had carried on his farm, doing practi* | day on business.
so-called, that is s delight to the eye,
and wife. Very lew, if any, couples in cally all the work himself. He leaves two
causing much admiration to visitors and
A. A. Colby and wife have returned to
town can produce such a long record of sons—Charles and Will Mitchell, several
others who ride for pleasure.
their borne here for tbe summer.
married life. Congratulations,
Da via.
grandchildren and five great-grande hi I- !
May 12.
and Charles Maynard have gone to
Fred
Y.
12.
dren. His wife died some years ago. The
May

Mr. and Mrs.

Havey left Tuesday

is

George W. Billings
triends in Rockland.
Mrs.

doom laments.

COUNTY NEWS.

of Sand cove, owned

Pendleton, during

summer.

BASS HARBOR.

with relatives.

spent the

wife

Stella

are

Mrs. Charles Williams, of Waterville
her parents, Robert Phillips anci

where she

and

Holt

A. B.

week-end at the Elms.

*

visited

Mrs. Cassie

by Mrs.

Mrs.

cold which has many victims here

children.

cottage at the bead

D. G. Benson left Thursday for
weeks
Massachusetts to spend several

served.

The sewing clnb meets with Mrs. Hattu
Bragdon Tuesday, to sew for motherlea

NEWS,

COUNTY

Barron

wife.

Visitor in town last week.

severe

where she hai

employment.

FRANKLIN.

wife,

Poland Springs,

gone to

craves

enjoys as a cure. Iu early use has illustrated
the wisdom of the old saying that “a stitch in
time saves nine”. Take Hood’s for
appetite,
strength and endurance.

SOLD AND

GUARANTEED BY

G. A. PAKCHEK.

CHILDREN’S HAIR
Keep It Clean and Free from Disease
by Using PARISIAN SAGE.
If you want your children to grow
up with strong, sturdy and vigorous
hair, teach them to use PARISIAN
Sage; the world-renowned Hair Tonic.
PARISIAN Sage is guaranteed by
G. A. Parcher to cure dandruff and
It
stop falling hair in two weeks.
grows new hair quickly in cases where
the hair is “thinning out”.
It is positively the most delightful,
invigorating, hair dressing on the market. It is not sticky or greasy, ana
will make the coarsest hair soft,
lustrous and luxuriant. Get a 50-cent
bottle and watch how rapid its action.
Giroux Mfg. Co., American Makers,
Buffalo, N. Y.
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COUNTY

Saturday, after (pending a week in PortPRKH15TOKIC MAN
land attending the meeting* of the
grand chapter, R. A. M.
He alao visited Evidence That Mound Builders Wera
relative* in
Ramford, Lewiston and
Skilled In Various Arts.

W iyT BKOOICB VII.l.K.
h*" »'d h‘» n,otor-b(*' *°

Anburn.
May 18.

B.lph Tapley

Stover.
of Horry,
Scott Treworgy and wife,
visiting their ion Roy.

Co,

There can be little doubt that there existed on this continent centuries ago a

q,

Crt

race

NORTH CASTINE.

WW been
and daughter Gladys
«« John Farobam
to V»ro»« tor the summer.
gone
Hove
Faro bam has returned
Mrt Oersharo
to her old home in Bangor.
(pon , Visit
Farrow haa bought a fournr Franklin
L*uchUn
dn5,n* bonM!

Urey eon Webster

has none

Frank

employment

people

who

attained

a

at

Perkins,
Bucksport, visited
nephew, Jamee Hatch, last week.
Frank Webster, who has been employed
who haa been quite
Ur, Samuel Jonee,
on the steamer Anna Belle, is at home.
in strange shapes, such as dragons, buffatwo week., haa oomewhat lmRalph Snow, of Belfast, has been the loes, lizards, crocodiles, turtles and other
urtived.
of
W.
E. Ordway and wife a few animal forms. Some were
of Brewer, who gneat
shaped like
giw Annie Baundera,
days.
forts, and still others were in geometrical
her alater, Mra. William
^ (*,n visiting
Aury Hutchins and wife, of West Penob- patterns. One single mound in Ohio is
to her borne Saturday.
Sevens, returned
scot, were recent visitors at Mrs. Alma shaped in a circle, and is more than 6,000
of marriage of Corneliua
of

his

fold

iUthe'peat

rue intentiona
Miae Chrlatlna E. Ormy, of
j, cr.v and
filed in the clerk’a
town, hare been

Perkins'.
Mrs.

mil

left thia

Mr*.

May 12.

in

Clara Spurting has
bronchitis, but la out again.
Mm.

!

Mr*. Scott T re w orgy,

Hoy

non

who

in

brought her

turn

been

land.

Mm.

Phillips
Saturday

Her nice

Friday.

went

to

expected

is

home

An invitation has been extended

|

to-day.

no one

She

so near.

realised that death
here

came

April

in

Odd

relatives at
met

i

end

came

until
Her

memorial

those of

Orono

his

who

when

accident,

viaiting

was

her

husband

returned

nothing

or

|

brittle

tie

of

more or

bread,
ptema give

air

the

less than
or

steam

same

thing,

evidence of the

Dora and Alberta
at their home here.

b

Jtonbar apeut Sunday

wbo

baa

•ome time with her

0.

Dunbar,; has

ctke
he

wiU be sold.

floor-manager,

g:

Ice-cream and
Mrs. Alice Oibbs will

orchestra.

assisted

by

One ol the meet widespread fallacies is
the notioo that cbeeste ia hard to digest.

the follow-

Mrs. E. G. Wiley, Mr*. A. G. DunH. A. Snow, Mrs. F. M. Stanley,
Gertrude Mason, Grace Gibbs and

JV* Mrs.

experiraenta
proved conclusively
Recent

flisses

u*ace Moores.
May 12.

by experu
that any ol the com-

oondacted

of cheese ia as digestible
flail. It has been shown
beef, pork
that, weight for weight, cheese ia more
nutritious than beef, egg* or ttsh, and that
the same money will buy more nutrition

M.

moner

varieties

or

as

CA8TINE.
®*v- llwiinr McKnon is
(pending the
w«k in Massachusetts.
Mrs. Fred Sparling end son
Kudolpb, of
“‘•lord, ere guestt of lira. William

form of cheese than in any other
form, possibly excepting dried beans. A
pound of cheese has nearly the same food

C. B. Williams
occupied the pulpit
*t the
Congregational church Sunday

any
other fresh meat aB food. Housekeepers
ought to learn the versatility of this appetizing viand, whether as a component

in the

Mayo.

value

morning.
^»pt. R. B. Brown and wife returned to
io®
Saturday, after spending the week
m Portland.
Dee. A. F. Adams and wife returned
Destine Friday, after spending three
aonthsin Boston.
Mrs. Myra Burr left last week for Michi
Wher<5 *he wilt spend the summer
*>th her
daughter.
Eugene Gray left Monday for New
or'c’ wl>ere he has employment on the
f*cbt Vitesse,
Uapt. William Blake.
Mrs. Charles Gott moved
last week from
r

home

on

_^»rren Hooper

,,Ve®
6

and

on

children

to

beef

was
a

pestilence

great

by

or

property.”
disposing
sympathetic. “There, there;
of my

The

was

he said

soothingly.
“Oh, well,” said

and

serve on

hot buttered toast.

Wonderful Shin Salve.

!

Bucklsn't Arnica Salve is known everywhere as the best remedy made lor alt disbraises
uses of the skin, and also for burnt,
Hedaces Inflammation and is
ind boils.
T.
Soaaaman,
J.
pubtoothing and healing.
isher of .Vews. ol Coroellua, N. C.. writes that
after
me box helped his serious skin ailment
Only Jflc. Recomilber remedies failed.
mended by all druggists.

Just as good for
cake and biscuits and
pastry and all the rest
of the good things
to eat that good
flour makes.
Allextranutritious, too, be-
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Daily except Sunday.

Daily except Monday.
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.14
p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.06 am, 10 62
p m connect with Washington County trains,
f Stops on signal to conductor.
r Stops only to leave passengers from points
east of Washington Junction.
Sundays only.
Passengers are earnestly requested

$

to protickets before entering the trains, and
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls tc

especially

Ellsworth.

H. D. WALDRON.
General Passenger
■ger JAgent.
MORRIS MCDONALD,
V4oe-President & General Manager.
Portland. Maine.

Eastern Steamship
Spring? Schedule.
Boston, £4.75, one
way; $8.50 Round Trip. Bluehill
Boston. $4.50 ome way;
$8.00 Round Trip. Sedgwick and Boston, $4.00
one way; $7.00 Round

FREE
down pains in the back—worn out

be tore

the day begins—do not think you have to
etay in that condition.

Be »tr«>ug, well and vigorous, with no
{mins from stiff joints, sore muscles,
rheumatic suffering, aching back or kiddisease.
ney
For any form of bladder trouble or
weakness, its action is really wonderful.
Those sufferers who are in and out of bed
half a dcMQ times a »ight will
the rest, comfort and strength the treatment gives.
To prove The Williams Treatment courheuquers kidney and bladder diseases,
matism and all uric acid troubles, no matter how chrome or stubborn, if you have
never aaed The W'llliams Treatment, we
will give one 50c bottle (32 doses) free if
and send it
you will cut out this notice
with your name and address, w ith 19c to
help pay distribution expenses, to The
l>r. D. A. Williams Company, Dept. L38,
East Hampton, Conn. Send at once and
a regular
you will receive by parcel post
50c bottle, without charge and without
more

Harbor am!

and

(32 Doses)

Trip.

\

Steamer J. T. Moree leaves Bar Harbor
week days only at 2 pm for Seal Harbor.
Northeast Harbor. Southwest Harbor, 8tonJngton, North Haven and Rockland, connect.
Ins with steamer for Boston.
Steamer Booth bay leaves Bluehill week days
only at 2pm for South Bluehill, BrooklinSedgwick, l>eer 4sle, Sargeutvllle, South
Brooksvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland, con*
nectlng with steamer for Boston.
Sedgwick line service will be resumed about
RETURNING

appreciate

Turbine Steel

Steiuiiships Belfast and

Leaves Boston 5pm week days only for
Rockland, ceonoctlng with steamer leaving
Rockland 5.15 a m, daily except Mondays for
Bar Harbor, Bluehill, Sedgwick and Intermediate

landings.
K. L. Smith. Agent. Bar Harbor.
A. M. HkKKlCJt, Agent. Bluehill.
E. J. Raton, Agent, Sedgwick.

Ictirr'i3nii£ttl&

incurring any obligations.
is what your u»uney will earn if
invested lu shame of the

WEAK STOMACHS
Ellsworth Loan and BtiiMinfi Ass’n.
MADE STRONG
A NEW SERIES
monthly
IN ONE WEEK
if

now

open. Shares, 81 each;
merits, 81 par share,

pay

If your stomach is so weak that
WHY FAY RENT7
food won't stay down or fermentawhen you can borrow t»n your
tion takas place, causing gas, heavishares, give a first mortgage and
and general misery, you need
reduce it every month? Monthly
ness
and Interest together
payments
MI-O-NA Stomach Tablets, and the
will amouut to but little more
sooner you get them the better for
than you are now paying for
rent, and in about
will

OWN YOUR OWN

ofTers to return the cost if you aren't

For

splendidly benefitted.

Don’t be timid about trying this
It has
great Stomach prescription.
cared thousands of cases of chronic

indigestion, gastritis, dyspepsia and
catarrh of the Stomach. There is no
reason on earth why MI-O-NA Stomach Tablets won’t make you healthy
and happy.

ten

A. W.

years you

HOME.

particulars Inquire of
a W. Tapikt, Sec’y
Tapley Biog

Kino.

W. C. Stubbs of Bucksport. Maine, writes “1
pleased to say GLYDONA proved to bead
they said of it.” O. HABLET of Campohello.
"I HAD RHEUMATISM SO BAD I
says
COULDN’T WALK, and my friends all know U
am

was

—

■

GLYDONA that cured me.” C. F. Tay lor,

Wtnthrop, Maine, writes: ‘‘The Doctor could not
help me, and GLYDONA CURED ME.” Mrs.
Hattif. M. Davis, Augusta, Me., writes: “it
is impossible to say enough in PRAISE of
GLYDONA.” Geo. A. Lambert of Deer island,
N. 11., says: ‘‘Had Rheumatism, GLYDONA
cured me’and I RECOMMEND it to others."
Mrs. Sarah Black, of Whiting, writes that she

HAD RHEUMATISM FoR30 YEARS and ONE
BOTTLE of GLYDONA CURED HER.
Mrs.
Bek.su k Larrahkb of Lnrabee, Me., says she
had Rheumatism in her breast,arms and shoulders, and ONE BOTTLE CURED HER. Ralph
McKeows.of Machias, Me., wasconflned to the
house for six weeks with Rheumatism, and after
using only one bottle THREW AWAY HIS
CRUTCH and CANE
Susan J. David of
Watervllle, Me., 74 rears of age, says she had
Rheumatism 40 YEARS, and could not go up or
down stairs, and that since the use of GLYPOJfA
she is RESTORED to HEALTH. .James F.
Emery of Great Pond, Me., who was sick and
lame and helpless, writes; “Not only myself but
a number of my friends have DERIV ED GREAT
BENEFIT from the use of GLYDONA.
It
is a valuable medicine.” Jefferson Smith of
Loomis, Wash., writes: ‘‘Please send me another
dollar’s worth of GLYDONA, as It Is helping
ine.
I ain taking It for DIABETES and GOUT
of 16 years standing.” John C. Campbell of
Steuben, writes: ‘‘Had severe attark of Rheumatism, and Two bottles of GLYDONA CURED
ME.” Price 50 cents per package. Sold by all
druggists. Send postal for pamphlet of testimonials. The Marion Co., Machias, Maine.

NOTICK

You

Vigor.

Segal Naucts.
NOTICE

OF FORECLOSURE.
Robie M. Rumill and Eliza
C. Rumill, both of Tremont, Hancock
countv. State of Maine, by their mortgage
deed dated December 23, a. d
1893. and recorded in the Hancock county registry of
deeds book 278, page 155. conveyed to Eliza A.
1
Rumill, of said Tremont, wife of J. H. Rumill
four-fifths (4 5) of a certain lot or parcel of!
land situated m said Treinoni bounded and
described as follows, to wit: Beginning at a
large white rock at the shore on the western
side of Dodge’s Point, thence running easterly
through the site of the old Dodge house to the j
southwest corner of tbe lot. formerly owned by
John Brown; thence following the old brown
line southerly to the land known as the “Ezra
Dodge wood-lot"; thence following said
Dodge lot westerly to the shore and con- i
tinuing in same direction to the sea; thence !
following the sea northerly to an intersection of the first named line extending westerly to the sea; thence running
easterly to tbe first mentioned bound, containing one hundred acres more or less, towith four-fifths (4 5) of the homestead
uildings thereon lately occupied by the late
Joseph B. Rumill. The following named par- i
cels are
excepted from the lot above de- |
scribed, namely: One parcel of sixteen (16) I
acres and buildings thereon, and another tot
of five (5) acres owned or occupied by Calvin
L. Rumill, also a parcel of five acres conveyed
to L. W. Rumill, and a parcel of six (6) acres
conveyed to E. B. Rumill and L. W. Rumill
and another parcel of three (3) acres conveyed to Fannie A. Clark with a right of way
to the same, and one other lot of three (3)
acres conveyed to Louisa Kennedy with right
of way to the same; and whereas the condition
of
said mortgage has been broken, now
therefore, by reason of the breach of the
condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
Dated May 5, a d. 1913.
Eliza A. Rumill,
by Geo. R. Fuller, her attorney.

WHEREAS.

President.

AMERICAN ADS
PAY BEST

Eether

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
^11^ HE REAS, John E. Judkins, of Stoningv?
ton, in tbe county of Hancock, and
State of Maine, by his deed of mortgage dated
the twelft day of December, a. d 1912, and
recorded in the registry of deeds, Hancock
county, Maine, book 494, page 553, conveyed
to the undersigned. Sarah Judkins, of said
Stonington, the following described real estate with all buildings thereon and situated In
said Stonington, bounded and described as
follows, U> wit:
Beginning at the northeast corner of land
formerly owned by Elisha Dunham, late of
Deer Isle, Maine, deceased; thence running
east-northeast by land occupied by George
W. Redman, one hundred and sixty rods to
land of Matilda S. Knowles; thence southsoutheast by said Knowles land forty-six rods
to land of Margaret Judxins;
thence westsouthwest by said Judkins land forty nine
rods; thence south-southeast bv said Judkins
land to land of heirs of William Small;
thence west-southwest by said Small’s land
thirty-four rods; thence west by said Small’s
land seventy-two rods to the Gordon lot, socalled; thence north sixty rods to bound began at. containing seventy-five acres, more or
less. It being the same premises conveyed to
Rotancah Jndkins by Joseph C. Judkins by
deed dated April 20, 1870, and recorded Hancock county, Maine, registry of deeds, book
243, page 871, to which deed and the ecord
thereof reference is hereby
made
And
whereas the condition of said moitgage has
been broken, now, therefore, by reason of
tbe break of the condition thereof I claim
a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Sabah Judkins.
Dated April 29,1913.
subscriber

hereby gives notice
he has been duly appointed
THE
of the last will and
of

that

executor

testament

CLARA J. M’KENNBY. late of SURRY,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against tne estate of said deceased are desired to
present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imHabby L. Cbabtbbb.
mediately.
May 8, 1913.

FOKKCLONUKK.

described as follows in said mortgage:
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
Franklin aforesaid, and bounded and described and follows, to wit: Beginning at a
stake and stones on the northerly shore of
Hog Bay where the line between the estate of
the late Emerson Uraun and the Ship Yard
Point lot (so-called) strikes said bay: thence
southeasterly by the bay thirty-two rods;
thence uortn fifty-three degrees east by the
shore of the bay fifteen rods; thence south
fifty-two degrees east following said shore
thirty-niLe rods to a stake and stones: thence
north thirty degrees east seventeen rods to a
slake and stones; thence north fifty-six and
one-half degrees west seventy-nine rods and
six links to a cedar fence on the line of said
Ship Yard Point lot; thence south eight degrees west following said Ship Yard Point lot;
thence south eight degrees
west
following
said Ship Yard Point lot line eighteenjrods to
the place of beginning, containing nine and
one-fourth acres, more or less.
Being the fame premises conveyed to the
said Ivory F. Butler by deed from < harlotte
E. Whitaker et als
dated the twenty-fifth
dvy of August a. d. 1904, and recorded in the
registry of deeds for Hancock county, Maine;

Hair Falling?
Then stop it! Stop it now!
can do it with Ayer’s Hair
Does not color the hair.
Ask Your Doctor.

OF

WHEREAS, Ivory F. Butler, of Franklin,
Hancock county, Maine, by his mortry
gage deed dated October 29,1904, recorded in
Hancock county. Maine, registry of deeds,
book 423, pag*j 447. conveyed to John F. Pherson, of said Franklin, certain real estate being:

1

Corporation.
Bar

CO.

f8 17

°

cure

JS

of ihe United States of America, located
Camden in our county of Knox, against Andrew 8. Grindle, of Bluehill. in said county of
Hancock, for three huudred twenty-five dollars and fifty-two cents (93*26.82), debt or damage and eighteen dollars and twenty-seven
cents ($18.27), costs of suit, and will be sold at
public auction at the jail office in the city of
Ellsworth to the highest bidder on the 10th
day of June. 1913, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, the following described real estate and
all the right, title and interest which the said
Andrew 8. Grindle has aDd had in and to the
same on the 1st day of April, 1912 at eight
o’clock in the forenoon, the time when the
same was attached on the writ in the same
suit, to wit:
First lot—A certain lot or parcel of land
lying in Bedgwick situated on the road leading from E. P. Stanley t<* Benjnmin river
bridge, bounded as follows; to wit Beginning at the southeast corner of lot formerly
owned by Richard Curiler: thence northeasterly eight rods on line of said Currier’s lot
to stake and stones; thence southeasterly
said road about three and onealf rods to a cedar stake; thence southwesterly eight rods to a cedar stake; thence northwesterly .four rods on line of above mentiored road to first bounds, with all buildings
thereon standing.
Second lot—A certain lot or parcel of land
described as follows, viz: Beginning at the
road on the south line of land formerly owned
by the late B. W. Hinckley; thence westerly
by land of said of said Hinckley to land of
John R. Grindle; thence southerly by said
Grindle's land to land of Alvah P. Soper:
thence easterly by said Soper land to the road
leading by Samuel Billing's house; thence on
the line of said lot to the first mentioned
bound. Containing thirty acres more or less,
with the buildings thereon.
Third lot—A certain lot or parcel of land
situated in Bluehill aforesaid and bounded
and described as follows; to wit: It being a
part of the meadow of which Daniel Faulkner
died seized and is bounded southerly by the
mill stream, so called, westerly and northerly
by land formerly owned by J. T. Norton, deceased, and easterly by land formerly owned
by Wm. Hinckley and said mill stream. Containing five acres more or less. It being the
same premises conveyed
to Augustus N.
Osgood by John 8. Tracy by deed dated June
29, 1K8U and recorded in Hancock ss, Registry
of Deeds, Book 248, Page 667.
Fourth lot
A certain lot or parcel of land
situated in said Bluehill and bounded and
described as follows, to wit: Bounded southerly by the highway leading from the Norton
house by the mill, now owned by P. J. Gott
and known as Mill street; easterly by road
leadingfrom said Mill street to the town pound
a id the Osgood Grist mill and westerly and
northerly by the mill stream.
Fifth lot—A certain lot or parcel of land
lying in Bluehill and bounded as follows,
viz: Northerly by land of Nahum H. Ingalls;
easterly by land of Bushrod W. Hinckley;
southerly by land of Newell Osgood; westerly
by land of Dauiel Treworgy, ccfetaimng eight
acres more or less.
Forrest O. Silsbv.
Sheriff.

Earallelwitb

William
Tell is milled byi
our special process
from Ohio Red Winter
Wheat—the richest
and finest grown,
cause

RHEUMATISM

BANGOR.
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or

companion for warmed-up

when you
order flour.

tVHITCUMIt, H.WNKS
C. W. (SKIM)AL.

March 31, 1913.
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as

yolks of three eggs and
one cupful of grated American cheese, one
tablespoon of butter, salt, pepper and a
cupful of boiled macaroni which has been you.
cut into small pieces. Stir the mixture
G. A. Parcher knows what one 50melted ceut
box will do, for he honorably
over the Are until the cheese has

be

agee’s Emulsion to strengthen
Never falls. All druggists

“ody.

or

of fresh

been beaten the

Castlne

should

omelets,

pounds

cake

Main street.

returned

two

potatoes, or flavoring for salads,
and pastries.
Lovers of macaroni always appreciate a
Put on the
new method of preparing it.
Are one cupful of milk, into which have

Perkins street to the Coo-

stegstional parsonage

•hvalida

of

as

liam Tell

In Effect

Bangor.lv
Brewer Juuc...
Holden.
Kgery’s Mill-

a

Just because you Btart tbe day worried
and tired, stiff leg's and arsne and muscles,
an; aching head, burning and beariag-

|

before—yours if
you will only
specify Wil-

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

great race lived,
suddenly wiped from

cannot

59 Cent Bottle

are

'you have evermade

Eailroabs anb Steamboats.

Portland.lv

is that

by

origin

URIC ACID SOLVENT

drain off the

74 onions 199, parsnips, 238, fresh peas, 4&4,
potatoes, 303, spinach 106, squash 104
tomatoes 103, turnips 124, potatoes figuring leas than one-fifth as valuable as

give

Whitney’*

soaked,

"and each a
’"better loaf than

—

aUfarrtiBtmnrtB.

stance, as against 1,666 units of foci value
in macaroni, string beans have 126, cabbage 121, celery 66, green corn 458, lettuce

The many friends of Mrs. A. E. Abrams,
Hartford, will be sorry to learn that
she had the misfortune
to fail on the
street and fracture her right wrist.
The Biliiken club will
a ball May

21

macaroni

many foods that crowd into
the dietary to the exclusion of macaroni
For inthat cannot compete with it.

of

know

many

their

Soothes itching skin. Heals cuts or burns,
Cares piles, eczema, salt
without a scar.
Doan’s Ointment.
itching.
rheum,
any
Your druggist sells it.—Advt.

is done.

daughter, Mrs. Arthur
returned to her home.

we

but

led

“1 suppose I
lady, resignedly,
wall. You’ll get it anyway.”
If silver is to be stored away for some
time, pack it with dry flour and it will
remain untarnished.

place at once in a capacious pot
rapidly boiling water, and in ten or
fifteen minutes' cooking U is complete.
When a stem can be gently separated by
pressure of thumb and forefinger, then it
There

has

the old

water and

spent

All

might

If anyone should know the worth
of a medicine. It Is the retail druggist
who Bells It over his counter every
(lay In the week, and Is in a position
to know what remedy gives the best
satisfaction.
Mts. Frank H. Uline, of West Sand
Lake, N, Y., says: ‘‘For a number of
years I was a great sufferer from
bronchitis. Last July I had an attack
which was more severe than any, and
my friends thought 1 could not recover
from it Then 1 was advised by my
druggist to try Vinol, which I did,
with wonderful results.
My cough
has left me; I have gained In weight
and appetite, and I am as strong aa
ever I was.
I advise all who have
bronchitis, chronic coughs, or who are
down
run
to try Vinol.”
It Is the combined action of the
medicinal curative elements of the
cod’s liver, without the greasy oil,
aided
the
by
blood-making and
strength-creating properties of tonla
Iron that makes Vinol so efficient
Remember, we guarantee Vinol
to do Just
what
we
we
say
pay back your money If it does not
P. 8.
Stop scratching, our Saxo
Salve stops Itching.
We guarantee it
Geo. A. Parcher, Druggist, Ellsworth,
Me.

BAR HARBOR TO

of

TAKEN

Splendid Result.

MAINE
Central

iXoticra.

Hancock, ss.
Ellsworth, Me., May 8, 1918.
thin 8th day of May on execution
dated April 24, 1918, issued on a judgment rendered by the supreme judicial oourt
of the county of Knox at the term thereof begun and held on the first Tuesday of April,
1913. to wit, on the 14th day of April, I9l£ in
favor of Megunticook National bank, a national banking association and corporation
organized and existing by virtue of the laws
CotTMrr

Advice With

Druggist’s

be certain.

we

don’t worry about it,”
“Just leave it to roe.

of

in Buck a port, the
T. HUI and wile.

Mrs. Aurilla Higgins,

in it holds the

When

macaroni.

Emily

Egypt,

lawyer

form, and the genuine article does not
cloud the water when soaked, nor will the
macaroni when boiled run together in a
soft, mushy white mass.
Much signs are indicative of worthless

Muw Hei« n Atkina returned Tuesday
from Brewer, where she baa been the
o' Mrs. A. F. Chase.
T. F. Mason and wife and Mias

in

“about

in

Mrs F P. Mason and Mrs. E. O. Wiley
returned Sunday from a trip to Boston.
Mr*. Cants Jordan, wbo has been in
Caatine several weeks has returned home.

turns of W id her

gluten

tenacious

Dunbar spent

races

of Israel.
resembled

Z The wealthy old lady w as very ill and
sent for her lawyer to make her will. “I
wish to explain to you,” she said, w eakly,

was

Mrs.
Fred
macaroni
should
be
No
Jelliaon, of Bar ! produced.
Harbor, and Lyman, of Mtlbridge, and I bought unless put up in packages and
h*r grarut'on, Fred Jelliaon, jr., arrived
properly labeled, as this is a guaranty in a
Tu «Jay and cared for her until the end.
| measure, at least more so than the bulk,
Jordan waa a woman of aterling barrel and box goods.
Character, and waa loved by both old and
It is the easiest of all foods to digest
A sure test for
young. I ue remains were taken to Bar when properly cooked.
HartK>r Friday tor interment.
macaroni ia to immerse in cool water,
Hay 12.
AXOir.
soak just as dry beaus or peas might be
soaked, for fully two and a half to three
HAST OKLAM).
If the macaroni
hours before cooking.
Alvah Piefcerin? is very poorly.
is
geuuine it will stand this ordeal
Hr* W. L. Wentworth waa in Belfast
nor
up
perfectly, neither splitting
tfcturdav.
ruoning into a starchy mush, for the
Mi»-

closely

esting.

glutten

children

Sunday

tribes

Mississippi

unleavened,
dried. Gray,

present in the flour from which it

two

lost

hordes of savages or some other cause.
Tho mounds which form such an interesting source of study to the antiquarian
are scattered from the Atlantic to the Pathe Great
cific and from the Gulf to
lAkes. Those in the
valley,
Kansas
and
Arkansas,
especially through
are by far the most numerous and inter-

Macaroni.

spaghetti,

unbaked

the

was

flourished and

home

_Rooney.

Food Y »I

been advanced

even

the

Egyptian

the continent

Macaroni
is

were

scientists to conclode that

a

dangerous until Tuesday,

rapidly grew worse
Thursday night.

»tw

with

May 12.

fnmdson. Fountain Jelliaon.
On May 2
she waa laken ill, but her condition waa
•hen

their

they

The fact that the skulls

to the

this week.

Bitch-needed rest, before going to BurHngton, Yu to make her home with a

not ownre

have

to

Harvey Stanley,

Mrs.

waa

for

Follows

that

Takes

The work-

foundation to be convinc-

idea has

The

ing.

Hfgal

STATE OF MAINK.

the

with sufficient

service here in June.

The sudden death of Mrs. Hannah Jordan. of Bar Harbor, at the home of Mr*.
H. K. Btllington, was a sad shock to
friends and relative*. Mrs. Jordan had
been in poor health for the pant three
years, but

Charles

Several from here attended the Rebekah
meeting at Southwest Harbor Saturday
! evening.

Bar

she eutered the

hospital and had her tonaila and two Urge
adenoids removed.
She is doing well*
and

their construction.
on

Sparling is visiting her
they and where did they go?
rlaughter-in-iaw, Mrs. Edna Spurling, at
This probably we shall never know.
Calais.
Many explanations are offered, but none

town

Mm.

of

Schooner Kate Pray wa* at the wbarf
Monday morning with trieght from Port-

Mr*. Grace Herron, o! Ellsworth, w*» in
several days lent week, called here
by the illness and death of her aunt, Mrs.
Hannah Jordan.

monuments

metgKi&strumentB shows
considerable skill at the forge.
The fact that the American Indians were
a roving race, making
their living by
hunting and ifiahing and never dwelling
long in one place, seems ample proof that
they could never have constructed these
strange mounds, some of which are of
such great extent as to indicate that they
served for tome time as the burial place of
a community.
The skulls, too, are cot
shaped like the Indian skull.
There have been round in the Lake
Superior region prehistoric mines, in one
of which was a great mass of copper,
weighing tons, raised on a platform and
ready for lifting out of the mine.
Who, then, were these warlike, industrious people, who evidently possessed a
fair degree of civilization? Whence came

indcftnate time.

an

these

highly intelligent one.
implements of war and
them show great inge-

a

utensils found in

Mr.

ill

been

left

that

and bronze

nuity in
manship

Rice is with bis grandmother at

Char lea

Sutton (or

Hrookavillc, in
little grandson

Scott with her.

Harbor

employed by

race

Copper

D.

William Duran la
Dare Hay at Islesford.

tires.
veiling her
She
home.

The

must have been

Mm. Am I). Stanley left Saturday for
Sorrento.

days in town with rela-

few

years ago.

CRANBERRY ISLES.

SURRY.

n

Marv

school two years ago.

missed.
pars, and will be greatly
Tosiaos.
Mar li

bones and

may be judged of the age of
mounds by the fact that some of
them are covered with trees centuries old.
The bones taken from them crumble on
exposure to the air, and as bones twenty
centuries old have been found intact and
strong, scientists have placed the age of
the construction of the mounds over 2,000

Emma C. Wardwell spent Sunday
with her parents, Fred F. Wardwell and
wife. Mias Wardwell, who will give the
class history at the normal school graduation in June, is receiving the congratulation of friends.
Miss Wardwell was
the valedictorian of her class in the high

Uachlin Davis, who waa to leave town
Wednesday morning for her new home In
y,* Hampshire. Delicious refreshments
Mra. Darla baa been a faithacre served.
ful member and officer of the circle several

human

Something

Mias

The ladies’ circle held an informal reception at the home of the Jones sisters
Tuesday afternoon, in honor of Mra.

and

these

Weacott and daughter
Josephine, who spent the winter in Portland, are at home for the summer.

Mrs. Franklin Farrow and eon Robert,
,nd Mo. MarionC. Stevens were In Oaathe gueat. of Mra.
IIM several days,
Farrow a sister, Mra. laaac Dunbar.

Ipending

utensils, pottery
skulls.

her

Saturday.

Ellsworth,

is

Helen

Mrs. Evelyn Wood, of New York, with
daughter Pauline, visited her aunt,
Mrs. Daniel Webster, recently.

unuingbam, of Brockton, Mesa.,
called here by the aerioua li ineaa
Keaiah Jones, left for
other aunt, Mra.
t

Mr*. Charles Clark U ill.
Mia* Nellie Sinclair, ol

Mrs.

Mrs. Uustine Wardwel! is visiting her
Hutchins and wife, in

wa»

per home

Portland,

parents, Albert
Penobscot.

employed
g„.

Peterson, of

Conner.

for

morning
gra. Lillian Darla
where .he will be
South Brookerllle,
at the Bay View houae for the

*ho

Solon

visiting her sister-in-law,

office.

feet in circumference. On investigation
they proved to contain strange copper

SDrfuttteamaft,

BRONCHITIS SUFFERER

state of

civilization far in advance of that of the
Indians who inhabited the country when
the white man first came.
The first evidence of such a race was
the discovery in various sections of the
country of thousands of oddly formed
mounds or hillocks.
These nad long
passed as ordinary formation of the soil,
until it was noticed that they were molded

to. I e lee boro

to work.

Jaraee Redman has
Bouth Rrookaviile.

of

2Grbfrttgniunt&

Whereas, the said mortgage was assigned by
Frank E. Blaisdell, administrator of the said
John F. Pherson, to the undersigned, Mary J.
Ciossley. of said Franklin, by instrument of
assignment dated July 18, 1908, recorded in
said registry, book 497, page 471; and
Whereas, the condition of said mortgage
has been broken, now therefore, by reason of
the breach of the condition hereof I claim a.
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Mart J. Crosslev,
May 8, 1913.
by her attorneys,
Peters & Knowltos.
NOTICE

OK

FORECLOSURE.

TITE, Melville L. Allen and John W. Somes,

W

Mount
both of
Desert,
Hancock
county. Maine, hereby give public notice that
we have a claim by mortgage upon a certain
lot or parcel of land situated in Bar Harbor,
in the town of Eden, conniy and State afore**
said, bounded and described as follow, to wit:
Easterly by School street; southerly by a private way leading to lot now or formerly of
George Rodick; westerly by land of Fred’k
Moses; northerly by land now or formerly of
Howard Emery and others, containing onehalf acre, more or less, together with the
buildings thereon, being the Hotel Hamilton
lot.
Together with a right of way in common
with others over said private way from the
westerly line of the lot herein conveyed to
School street. This conveyance is made expressly subject to the rights of others in said
private way.
Being the same premises described in a
certain deed from the Mount Desert Island
Real Estate Company to Eva E. Linscott and
Charles C. Linscott, dated August 17, 1898, and
recorded March 18, 1885, in book 280. page 186 of
the Hancock county registry of deeds.
And it is expressly agreed by the grantors
herein, j.hat they will keep the buildings described in and conveyed by this instrument
in proper re pair so long as any portion of the
mortgage debt herein secured remains unSaid mortgage is from Eva E. Linscott and
Charles C. Linscott to ns, the said Melville L.
Allen and John W. Somes, is dated May 17,
1898, and recorded May 18, 1898, in the registry
of deeds for Hancock county, Maine, in book
324, page 469.
The conditions of said mortgage have been
and are broken, and by reason of such breach
we
claim foreclosure of said
of condition
mortgage and give this novice for that purpose as by law provided.
Melville L. Allen.
John W. Somes.
Mount Desert, Maine, April 28, 1813.
subscribers residing out of the 8tate
of Maine, to wit, in Philadelphia, in the
state of Pennsylvania, hereby give notice that
they have been duly appointed executors of
the last will and testament and codicil thereto of
RICHARD A. F. PENROSE, late of PHILA-

THE

DELPHIA,
in
the
county of Philadelphia, state
of
Pennsylvania,
deceased,
and
given
bonds as the law directs. Said subscribers
not being residents of the State of
Maine,
have appointed Harry L. Crabtree, of Ellsworth. in the county of Hancock, as their
agent and attorney, for the purposes specified
in sec. 43, chap. 66 of the revised statutes
of
Maine. All persons having demands against
the estate of said deceased are desired to
the same for settlement, and all inebted thereto are requested to matte pay-

Sresent
ment

immediately.

May 14. 1913.

Boies Pen hose.
Charles B. Penrose.
R- A. F. Penrose, jr.
J

nereDy gives notice that
has been duly appointed adminisTHEheofsubscriber
the

estate of
EDWIN J. CARTER, late of
in the connty of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs.
All persons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted tteieto
are requested to make payment
immediately.
Marcellos Coogan. Admr.,
Bluehill, Maine.
4
^ w
Sedgwick,
1918.
February 4,
trator

SEDGWICK*

Subscribe for Thk Amkrjcan
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HO UME PHOSPHATE

DEAR OLD NO. 2.
[Written for The America* by Martin Van
Buren Babbidge, of Gott'a Island.]
When Swan’s Island was first incorinto

it

plantation,

a

Nos. 1

as

somewhere about 1S33
2.
This
2 was on the eastern part of the island,

and
No.

was

known as Atlantic.
The people of this district were nearly
all descendents of two families—Staples
and Joyce. Moses Staples, sr., and James
now

The next winter

lies.

1 think,

name,
docks.

back to

us

had

we

He

married John Stock bridge, also of

Deer Isle.

weeks

by Rev.

school—all the others

Stinson, who,
officiating at the funeral of Dea. James
Joyce spoke of him as a sweet singer.
The above named were large families—
ten

B. F.

the

ingdale;

bad

Gardiner.

first

the

the custom then to

was

to

came

the

me

of

It

Van

Martin

The teacher always called me
Van Boren, which 1 liked much better

Buren.

He
dren

homes
;

the

then

pens

with

used

all

as

the

the goose wing.
One day I cut my finger quite badly.
The teacher took her handkerchief and

which my first teacher did for
me.
I remember hearing her say to my
mother one time: “1 do love little Van
Buren.”

Such

that

as

juat

father lived

My father had made me a pair of shoes
legs of his old cow-hide boots,
and I was proud enough to have even
shoes made of boot legs. The first time 1
a

good

easy.
given

voice#

was

were

so

was

the front.

loads

of

day.

w

ho would

we

inougm we would go
wood-road instead of the highWe

beiore 1 started for school there had fallen

eight inches of light snow, which
covered the open places in the ice. 1 was
walking off as big as life, when I poked

about

family
pened

and

1

I liked him,

There

were

as

went to.

ever

large boys who had

some

arrived at what is known

was

from recess, that

they might

be out

whose

done

a

thing.

fine

The teacher told them

j
j

they would have no recess the next day.
But the next day, when recess-time came,
these

fellows went out with the

same

they came in they
for going out. One wuo
When

rest*

reproved

were

not there

was

day before took up the talk, and it being the teacher’s first term, he dismissed

the

the school without
Bo

committee.
term of

about

even

calling

ended

my
three weekB.

in the

first winter

twenty years later I was working
in Massachusetts, and boarding at the
About

home of
set at

one

of the young men
the teacher's

defiance

He had been successful, and
ness

for

himself.

His

who had i

authority. j

was

in

education

busiwas

limited, and his penmanship was so poor
one could hardly read his writing.
One day he came home to hia dinner,
and while at the table, he said: “1 have
got to find

a

book-keeper,

for 1 cannot

keep my books in any Kind of shape. I
might have had better learning if 1 had
behaved myself better when I went to
school. Only think, 1 helped to break up
Nathaniel Tucker’s school, and he was one
of the best little fellows that ever lived.

one

seashore for

in

came

out colonel.
later
in

He

was

was

ap-

Rockland,

chosen school

agent for No. 2

one

our

a

summer

^ow tne

1

body

soout

urn

by

Indians than

by

Indiana killed

the

tribal

and

alain

m

the Penobacot and
thousands

fierce

a

is here

Quite

later

more

at

King Philip's

sented
I
;

vist

can say without flattery that
at No. 2 was certainly tbe best I

green

build

the

rheir

hap-

[ heard

load

But

as

Atlanta

sung once, 1 could sing myself.
“The Old Hymns”, taken from the

Constitution,

says:

We had no blaring trumpets;
No organs built for show;
We only mdr to praise the Lord.
From whom all blessings flow.

each from the other

The people all
service and the
s

while

boro,

attended

the

Sunday
Sunday school. Once in
Pendleton, of Isle-

Kev. Joshua

would call at

the

island

when

on

wsy to Gouldiboro to visit his son
Solomon
Pendleton. I remember him
well. We children all called him “Grandbis

cataracts

teemed

turned

with

the dense

the

up the

rivers

to

men

woods

into

the

Lobe smr chapter, ot falrsboro, and hn
wife, were present; alaoj. A. Moore end
wile, ot Harbor View chapter. Dee.’ Isle.
Tbe degrees were conferred on two candidates, K. J. Bridges and wife. Kefresh-

pupils

of

tbe

mente

were

served

and

a

social time

en-

Stetson grammar

12.

H.
NORTH BLUE HILL.

Uillla Brothers have purchased

“Hi*

comedy,

act

three

•

new

S. Bowden end wife spent * few dsy*
with friends in Prospect.

Chance,”

was

borhood

house dramatic club

made Umoiu

last »«k

Last

Mm. Louisa Gray, of Cepe Rosier,
a few days at P. 8. Hinckley's.

by the Neighwhen pre-

and w ell-pleased
a Large
List Wednesday evening. The

tie (ore

was as

play

Mabel Webster and son Feruald,
Kilt worth, spent a few days recently

Mrs.
of

follows:

was

is

spending

with relatives here.

successfully repeated

Mrs. Clara I>. Urindtc is in Seal Harbor
daughter, Mrs. Herman Bracev,
who is receiving congratulations on the
of
arrival
a daughter.
with her

May

12.

D.
_

WEST 8TONTNUTON.
Mrs. Malcolm Williams ia ill.

Sylvia Pitietd

has been

D. W. Pi field and
Rockland Saturday.

at

quite

ill

of iicr-

measles.

man

Alvin

son

were

in

Bernice Hamblen, who in teaching at
North Haven, is at home for a short vacation.

BLUE HILL.
Nellie ti. Towne is in Boston

MIm

Lyman Stinson and Floyd Colby vtsiud
grange at North Haven Saturday.
They report a pleasant time.
Muss.
May 12.
the

on

business.

Prank Maddox Is visiting his parents,
Levi Maddox and wife.

1

CAST1NE.

Mrs. Annie Veazie has returned home,
after an«extended visit in Stomngton.

to at-

Expe-

Mn. Clara M. Bowden died Monday »t
tbe borne ol W. B. Bertram, in tbe teventieth year of her age. Mrs. Bowden «i
born in Or land, tbe daughter of John
Dunham. She leavee one eon
Frank H.
Bowden, of Monroe, and a brother—Sam-

Charles A. Snow was in Portland the
last week to attend the masonic convention.

—

Maynard Qrindls is at home, after
spending the past winter in Massachu-

uel

Dunham,

ZZZUB

of Or land.

setts.

Pernald

spending

a

Webster,
few days

of
in

S&bnrttarnwnU

Ellsworth, is
town visiting

friends.

George 8. Hatch, of Medford, Mass.,
William D. T. Toefry, of Marblehead,
Maas., spent Bonday here.

WHEN IN PORTLAND

Dr. E. C. Barrett and wife and Ralph
Townsend attended the Bowdoin-Maine

“The Hornlike House for Maine Folks"

and

ball game at Orono

9TOP AX

Saturday.

£& CHASE HOUSE

I. E. Stanley attended the masonic convention in Portland last week, and has
gone to Boston for a brief business visit.

Pasaama-

with these enduring treaties
Pendleton”. No doubt he has deof pease
had been made.
Though beat
Gou'dsboro.
scendants
boys would
would not in the Revolutiont leave to go out, and the
One thing I remember about the old sought, they
teacher, knowthe
war
aid
British, but remained
ary
ing our ioteut, always gave his consent. gentleman was the advice he gave to %pe
faithful to the Americans. A letter from
In the vicinity of the schoolhouse were a late Kev. B. F. Stinson, then a young nan
is
still
cherished among
uu inner of large, old pine
Ha said: Washington
stumps. With just entering the ministry.
them.
an axe we would cleave off
large slabs of “Now, Brother Stinson, I want to give
men
when
the
of
Admiral Collier’s
Never disappoint a | And
pine and pine roots, carry them into the you some advice.
fleet of ten vessels sttseked the “little
I heard
schoolhouse, and soon would have a roar- congregation, dead or alive.”
rebel town” of Machiss in eastern Maine,
Sometimes two Joints of the Kev. B. F. Stinson tell of the advice one
ing Are.
in 1777, to punish them for the capture of
stove-pipe would be red, and pupils who time when he had an appointment at No. i
the Margaretta, it is tradition that it wss
had sought the seat next the stove would 2, and was belated.
,
the keen shooting and the blood-curdling
be glad to retreat.
Everyone who ever visited No. 2 in
of the Paseamaquoddy Indians
was
will
that
it
certainly whoops
say
We in the grammar class did love to bygone days
that was a prime factor in the repulse of
in the world.
analyze and parse, such selections as one of the best communities
the British.
“Thanatopeis", from Bryant “Life, Death I taught several winter terms of school
In 1820, by the census, there were 37V
and Immortality,” from Young Kienzi’s with good success. Like “Dell”, of the
Indians; in 1888 there
Fassamaquoddy
of
into
one
M.
B’s.
1
took
my large pupils
address to the Romans, and a great
many
wrere 528; and the last year there were
partnership. She wss a native of Gott?s 446. In
more of tbe hardest kind of blank
verse,
1820 there were 300 Penobscot*;
which we would transpose, and have it island, and thought there could be no
now, more than ninety years later, there
read like prose. Let one follow the sea a place like it, but she says she never saw a
place during her life where there was so are 397.
few years, and his grammatical
phrases much harmony and friendliness among the
Both maintain their tribal conditions,
are soon changed for nautical terms.
people as in district No. 2.
and the Penobecots, at least, still dwell
old
an
but
be
to
I am
man,
Our next teacher, after Mr.
quite
on the same village site that their foreMarcyes, intend getting
to visit dear old No. 2 at least once
was Edwin Manson, of South Montviile.
the place where the fathers did before ever the white man set
a year and view
He came highly recommended, and was schoolhouse stood and as I look around
;
foot on the soil of Maine.
an expert teacher of vocal music.
There : on those large boulders, where we boys
most
I
the
where
used
to
spent
pla>.
were
over
sixty pupils, and when Mr,
A lady was looking for her husband,
happy days of my life, then will come to
Manson came to the
Bchoolhouse, he my mind tender and pleasant memories of and inquired anxiously of the housemaid:
“l)o you happen to know- anything of
found every scholar, large and
small, in the past, and my thoughts will wander to
Rose Hill cemetery. There, in the “silent your master's whereabouts?” “I am not
his Beat. The discipline of Mr.
Marcyes city”, are most of my youthful friends, sure, mum,” replied the careful domestic,
was instilled into the
pupils.
sleeping “where the wicked cease from “but4 think they are in the wash.’*—BarIn addition to the day school, a singing troubling; where the weary are at rest”.
per’« Magazine.
sir

“Who Killed Cock

cantata
a

tbe

The

made their way
head-water, and

Penobeoots and

U.

Mansct
Friday evening. A “Kelley”
dance followed each performance.
T. U. V.
May 13.

hornets’

entirely
quoddies, and
most

hell

Wednesday evening Columbia chapter,
E. S., entertained Lookout chapter,
of Brooklin.
Mr. Pendleton, W. p. of

primary school pro-

the

John fttevenson. from India--B Wallace Dyer
Robert Jay (alias Lightheart), bis nephew,
Parker Pennelly
Dr Paul Potter, of New York.
Albert O Jacobson
Sara Buttons, the Irrepressible. Hay L Poster
Barney, the gardener.Fred A Foster
Alice, the doctor's wife.
Miss Henrietta F OtJpatrick
Kate, her sister.Miss Msrioa C ftmaliidge
Msry, the maid.Mrs Georgia A Tracy
The Baby, a gem in pottery.By Herself

nests’*. And when a
heavy force from Massachusetts Bay,
aided by a band of Mohawk Indians
brought from New York, wiped out
Norridgewock, the great village of the
Kennebec Indiana, the whole tribe largely
emigrated from Maine to the Bt. Francis
river in Quebec among their friends, the
French.
Loveweli’a fight in 1725 at Pequaket,
their village, broke the power of the Baco
valley Indians, and by 1750 not one of the
Soknkis was left in the region, and most
of the Androecoggins were gone.
In fact, in 1750 not more than 1,000 Indians remained in Maine. These were al“burned

the

the

cast

Slowly the settlers learned that the best

200

at

Wednesday

from

son led

plenty, while
the dashing

way to cope with the ssvagee was
tack them in their own villages.
or

dance

last

winter.

audience

marketable lumber.

ditions ot 100

and

bouae

NEIGHBORHOOD HOURS PLAT.

began in 1675,

beside

saw*

Riverside

at

present.
O. 8. Bridges, foremen of tbe Twitched,
Cbnmplln Co. factories, left to-day for
Portland. He will go later to Wolcott,
N. Y.

large audience in the Netghborbood house Saturday.
Loren K. Kimball and family are home

The

fields, they woke in the silent hours of
the night to find their buildings in flames,
and the hatchets of the savages breaking
down the doors of their dwellings. None
could tell where or when the prowling
foe would strike.
Consequently many
families spent weeks together in the garrison, daring to cultivate only the nearest
fields. But in the brief intervals of peace
soon

dances

tlve-passuiger automobile.

settlements almost to the New

ringing

were

for tbe

Wescott's orchestra will furnish music for
dance to follow.

more

the

There

the

left

the (arms

Mrs. Alfred Chatto has returned fronr
West Sedgwick.

joyed.
May
school will present the burlesque operetta,
“Pocahontas," atflbe Neighborhood bouae.

ever

came

the

Robin?” to

Tbe

were

than 12,000 Maine Indians were
alive, but this was twice the white
population and sufficient to wipe out the
not

Sadie.

SEDGWICK.

of out-of-town people

play

the

Bangor, where they pasaed
Mr. Kimball is getting
Kimball bouse ready lor tbe summer.

who

war

Wednesday.

_

between

on

North Deer late

May IX

He is located in
Main street.

on

number

a

pupils of

The

laid waste
their towns clear to the tit. John river.
When

her home at

evening.

Sbeepacot tribes; then
in the pestilence of

Mohawks,

hands of the

George Coolea is visiting bla mother,
M. Coolen, while tbe steamer
Minrola la being overhauled.
Josephine Eaton, who been spending
tbe winter at P. J. Eaton's, returned to
Mrs.

season.

Neighborhood

s

perished

1619, and thousands

for tke

attended

These Inin inter-

war

Ethel Darla ha* baen
visiting her
grandmother, Mrs. R. H. Marshall, of
Mouotatnritla, tbe past week.

have been in

8. B. Brown's store

3h,000 of these centuries, hun-

were

last week.

em-

wife

epenttbe winter.
Friday and Saturday evening*.
Mrs. Eva Weed, who epenl tbe winter
Quite a number of Northeast Harbor
people went to Manset Friday evening to In Massachusetts, arrived home Tue«day
attend the play and dance.
George Cooper name from Charleston
Mr. Mullens, the upholsterer, of Boston, last weeK, and will make hia home here,

wars.

Of the
dreds

settlers.

plague

diana died of the

there

days

few

D. J. Manchester and wife are home
from 8t. Petersburg, Fla., where they

38,000 Indians is that they were
not in any degree killed off by the white
man.
Probably there were more settlers
the

a

recently.

of

killed

Sterling Stinson, who has been
ployed at Fsrmington. is home; hi*
and daughter accompanied him.

Mr*. Varna Perry, of Prospect Harbor,
William Jordan
was the guest of Mrs.

nation.
peculiar mtng

near

week.

group, and those along that river and to
the east of it into New Brunswick called
themselves Etecbemina. All were of the

|

Swan'a

Bangor for several days.
Lydia Kennedy has returned from
the Bar Harbor hospital greatly Improved.
Capt. Joseph Whitmore and Herbert
Smallidge were in town for a few days last

change of diet to fish and clams. Those
west of the Penobscot were of the Abnaki

Algonquin

Willard Mat hers, who it stnployed at
island, came borne Saturday on a
abort viait with hi* family.

near

Mr*.

the

and

vacation

W bile W. H. and
Ray Small »onj
ploughing Saturday, there came a anowsquall.
Bina May Small was tbe week-end
gueat
of her cousin, Sadie Richardson, at
StunIngton.

Mrs. Charles Small and daughter Doro-

thy

Hampshire
boundary.
Then, after a dozen years of peace, came
taught.
the period from 1690 to 1724, outbreak
It would be a great injustice to No. 2 if I
after outbreak in which the Maine people
should say nothing of the people of this
were most terribly scourged by the savThe
community.
people, as already
The settlers were shot down in the
ages.
stated, all descended from two families,
one

The teacher would

name

and two in the other.
If it
to be a snowstorm, and a

in Their --sts.

witti

When they came in they
girls.
laughed, thinking, of course, that they nail

He

and I

by

with

age. Borne of these thought it would be
fun to stop out when they were called in
the

tbe

Somesville, and could not come.
talk about schoola, he said:
“I have taught over sixty different schools,

During

Sometimes when it was stinging cold,
nothing to burn except green spruce
wood, tbe pupils would be nearly frozen

the “hateful''

as

correspondence during
organised a company

He

brother at

two, would
be sure to crawl in under the quilt, when,
if the girls were not there, it would have
been fun enough tor us to tramp home
through the snow.

The next

day I went without meeting with any
mishap. Our teacher was a young man—
about nineteen years old.
I had all the teachers 1

friends, and

year, and I desired to employ the beat
I went to see Mr.
teacher possible.
Hamor, bat be was in trade with his

of wood was to be haulded from either of
a hole about a foot deep, into
mud, and when 1 pulled it out, it was these houses, one of the fathers would
larger than a man's head, my shoe full of yoke up his oxen and roll up a quilt to
mud and water and covered with the spread over the girls during the ride
home. We boys, three from one family
light snow' up to my knee.
I went back home.

of

teach.

where he died.

foot into

course

best

a

soft

Of

a

the

to

as

Seal

school in

in town for

bu«it>*«*

J. !>■ Brown and wife are at their cottage, tbe Brownie, for the summer.

Miss Florence Oott is home from Bangor, and is employed at C. A. Kimball's.

large rivers. Well up these rivers were
their villages, where they mainly lived
save when they went to the bead-waters
to hunt moose, deer or beaver, or to the

dis-

—

very

springy and seldom frose solid all over,
leaving holes in some places. The night

one

were

lawyer by profession, and
pointed judge. He resided

a

limited that

contributed

kept up
war.

recommendation

a

He and 1
we

Marcyes

The

governing of the school
He bsd
He taught two terms.

names

at

a

on

William S. Grant, ]r., of Philadelphia,

a

same

Boston

Mrs. Gideon Scull is at her cottage
the swimming pool tor the summer.
Horace Lamson has sold bis house
the Catholic church to Ernest Swan.

land-hungry pioneer

Indian tribes had the

He

Belfast, and went to Headtield, where he
was commissioned captain and went to

feature of most
He

be, if not older.

as

ntade the
me

Civil

Marcyes taught four

succession.

old

were as

children, roamed hack and forth,
next on
pupil
rearing ten or twelve children each, so it
the list, if he could build the fire in tbe
not long before there was quite
was
morning, and if it was impossible for him a large community. They were all cburcbdo
to
so, he would ask the one whose ( going people. There were two organizaname
came
next.
The answers were tions—a Methodist society at No. 1 and a
usually in tbe affirmative.
Baptist society at No. 2. These were orThe teachers all “boarded ’round”, reguganized about tbe time Swan's Island was
lating the length of the time with each incorporated into a plantation.
family according to the number of pupils.
James, the too of James Joyce, ar., was
I well remember how pleased 1 used to be appointed deacon, and was always known
when it came our turn to board the
as Dea. James Joyce.
In after years anteacher.
The teacher was my chum, al- [>tner son, Ebenezer Joyce, was also appointed deacon. Dea. James conducted
The method oi teaching then »u vastly ! religions meetings as long ago as I can
diOerent from what It is now. There j remember. He would read a sermon every
were no athletics, and if there was any
He bad plenty of helpers
Sunday.
haling to be done, it was uanally done by more than our pastors
have
to-day.
the teacher. There were two families on
j rhere were ten, at least, to sing, and 1
the road leading sooth by my father’s remember standing on the seat to look
house.
There were three girls in one on the book with my father. Every tune

from the

way, as it would he much warmer.
had to cross a slough which was

Mr.

Tbe wood

the fire the next

went to school in winter.

through

was

showed him that many of bia

to order while there.

parents of all tbe families economized

ask the

thought best to keep me at home winters.
There was so little traveling, the road was
seldom fit for children to walk in winter;
therefore 1 was tea years old when 1 first

out

had

enjoyable

teacher would ascertain

schoolhouse, which had been built only a
few years before my first term, and he

starred

Himor

come

went to

Miss Mary Oilpalrick la home from
where she spent the winter.

was

are

cottage, Craignair.
U. W, and K. P. l)avl* made
trip to Kockland Tuesday.

B<ieton

Boston,

treaty of peace, and
would return, rebuild hit house and bam, and start life
over again.
Going back to the days before the white
man came to Maine, in a general way the
the

roe

cipline

The large boys
from a fire list,
posted up in tbe school-room, and the

mile from the

one

the

individuals, furnishing

re-

are

succeeding Mr.

Then would

visiting

Brown, who has been atBoston, Is home.

Miss Leonice

than

more

are

preached
Sunday morning.

tending

once

afterward that it almost frightened him. He never had to call tbe school

spruce wood, in turns.
took turns building lire

j

fondly in after years.

membered

My

sayings

were

evenings.

er’s wages.

up the cut hand, and 1
remembered it as one of the little

kindnesses

pupils

in every possible way to save tbe money,
that it might be expended only for teach-

kindly wrapped
always

of the

as

room

told

sing, and social sings at tbe

Tbe school funds

sharp knife, from the feathers of

a

the

tuition.

made

were

to

Maine

In

Rev. Charles F. loe

populous Bay colony.

But the Indiana of

Tbe Dims toad* expect to arrive at
their
cottage, Foisted, toon.
John Hoamer, wife and ton George

brief stay.

Harbor

conflict.

continuous

a

Ralph Hamor, who
the Uesper, Is borne.

in six

within the

Fogler, of North Appleton.
us highly recommended by

The

monarch of all he surveyed, and the good
pupils all loved and respected him, and
made rapid advancement while under his

take

me

pen-knife,

came

almost

an

Mias Flora Colby ie visiting her
mother
Mr*. E. H. Colby.

at their

Harvy Whiten and wife
for

D|g*
F

Mr*. A. T. Smalt ha* sprained her
foot
^

few day*.

ere

litter of

a

quite badly.

relatives here.

1976 and 1790, Maine waa a battleIndian wars, each one lasting from three to ten years. It was no
place for those who were looking fora
quiet life on the farm.
In Massachusetts there was never onefourth as many Indians as in Maine; and
save during King Philip’s twelve months’
war, they never made serious trouble

was

everyone en- j
parents and chil-

families

winter terms in

that time of the year went bare-footed.
After I had read for the last time in the
a

He

a

great baud to play with his large boys out
of school, but in school he certainly was

all the children at

her knife—then called

as

ana

round

of all tbe

and liked to

seats and 1 on the seat in front of them
with my feet five or six inches from the
floor. Of course I could not make much
noise with my feet, even if they had

afternoon, the teacher used to let

“boarded

joyed hi# company,

I went to school with my two older
one of the middle

as

fame

school.

brothers, they sitting in

touched the floor,

knowledge.

day, several pupils about my age got
their ears warmed a few times, and by the
third or fourth day they were warm
enough for the whole term. Mr. Marcyes
was s noted teacher of vocal music; but
be could not be induced to have a singing
school. He said it might injure the day

thus

presidents;

name

the

H.

Dciancey Tinker and wife

now.

destroyed nearly every settlement
clear ta the New Hampshire line, and at
was
address
one time the entire population, some 9,000
people, fled in terror to Massachusetts Bay.
was Eben M.

the

William

was

ground

and

Hamor, Eden’s “grand old man”. He was
truly a veteran teacher. He taught two
terms in succession, was a good disciplinarian, and an excellent hand to impart

be

first

of the

name some

for

children of families

spring.

next

the

was

whose

morning,

that

Between

me

to her

first j our former teacher, Mr. Manson.
He
should not
nineteen years of age. The Aral day of
school he came to the house about ten
come to the school until 9 o’clock and that
when he stepped into the room he wanted minutes before nine. Every pupil was
every pupil in his or her seat. During the seated when be entered. One glance over

taught by Miss Keturah Stinson,
of the late Rev. B. F. Stinson, above mentioned. She was kind and good, and 1
think all the children really loved her; at
least, I did. I was four years old' in October, and this

Marcyes, of Eden,

P.

poetofBee

his

Tbe teacher

Our next winter teacher

sister

a

to

read every

Our next winter teacher

Dan forth

was

disciplinarian preceded him.
he told the pupils that be
attended, day

I

school

to

measles.

remember

I

twelve children each.

or

well

a

In two

down with

were

It

teacher would make a abort prayer.
We all loved him for his influence for our
good. He was a Free Baptist preacher for
thirty-five years. The last I knsw of him
he had settled on a small farm in Farm-

got excused and went

It proved to be measles.
only three scholars went

home.

All the members of the families bad fine
singing. WTell do I remember a

voices for

remark made

sick that he

was so

were

nearly

8. Small bu received
from Freedom.

day.

scot, for almost 100 years lived in terror of
the torch and tomahawk, to say nothing
of incursion# from Canada by the French.

our

My
in

and

scriptures

ended, 160 years
1,000 then; there

peace curl less frequently than in
ibe present State of Maine.
For this district was the “dark and
bloody ground” of New England. The
thin settlements from Dover to the Penob-

as

of

war

about

a

PortUnd, going

in

tlienor

The Heeper railed for Boston last week.
A. O. Jsoobson was at Ml. Desert (ion-

smoke of

1 learned all the altos, snd many of them
I can sing now—one anthem in particular,
called “Great is the Lord.” Mr. Manson
was studying for the ministry, and the

Mad-

from

came

Joyce’s daughter Mercy married Cortney cold, and was almost sick, but he went
Babbidge, of Deer Isle, and her sister school the next day. In the afternoon
Ruth

I
sat

were

Brooks la In town for

Dealer

when the last

were

gives the Indian population about 1912 as
38,000.
And was it the rifle of the early settler
that cut them down from 38,000 to 1,000?
it was not, although nowhere in this
country in the colonial days, did the

dwelling-houses.

enjoyable.
sang bass, and directly in front
our best alto, and by listening

There

in

go back another

the most

teacher whose

a

Washington

was

Ellsworth.
oldest brother had been to New York
He got home
Kockland schooner.
He bad a
first day of the school.

sr., were the heads of the two famiMr.
Both came from Deer Isle.

Joyce,

sent

school.”
It seemed to me, a* be said it, that be
was fairly
disgusted with himaelf for
I
taking any part in the disturbance.
could not suppress the feeling of gratification which came over me, for 1 remember
very well how I, then a boy of ten, cried
to think the school was broken up.

divided

was

school districts, known

and

good spanking

a

there

now as

Indians

many

But it one were to
150 years, he would And
number, for
nearly forty times that
Williamson, Maine’s greatest historian,

are

reading

our evening schools were the
before—four evenings a week,
Of all the
when the weather permitted.
Miserable scamps! If our mothers had ; schools I ever attended, 1 think the two
done their duty, they would have given as terms tsugbt by Mr. Manson were to me

teacher,

same

into two

to meet at the

us

as

French and Indian
ago.

Oliver L. Joyce and myself were to lead by
turn, and we were to meet two evenings
each week, be leading one evening and 1
the next. In this manner we were gaining in music all the time.
The next winter Mr. Manson was our

only Baking Powder made
from Royal Grape Cream of Tartar
The

porated

Maine

about

are

nud lodge
to Horton.

Iiooic

SOUTHEAST HARBOR.
1* E. William* vinitad schools Friday.
Mrs. Lucy Bala left to-day for Boston.

[From Main* B’oodi.
There

the notes and in heating the time. Our
instructions were: If you cannot beat the
time and sing, just beat the time. At the
close of the school term, our teacher appointed two from the class as leaders, and
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Historian Says There Are ns Many
Now as 150 Years Ago.
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We made rapid advancement in
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INDIANS IN MAINE.

writing school were organevening except two being
taken up. Nearly all who took part had
fine voices. My father had an excellent
tenor, and 1 felt that my baas waa hard to
beat, as do most young fellows, when a
beautiful soprano and a tine alto are near
them. We were given a thorough drilling
in the rudiments of music. We did just
enjoy our evening schools, especially go-

school and

New City Hall
Monument Square
Only Fireproof Hotel in the State
Conveniently Located for
people Attending: Conventions.
Every courtesy and attention shown

Midway
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winter
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The basket-ball team will give
hall

the town

May

a

ball in

Monaghan's

21.

chestra. Refreshments will be served.
will be
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of the events

of the

or-

This

season.

Ballier, of New York, is in town
weeks, having charge of the
at
the
electric plant being installed
Davidson cottage by Fairbanks, Morse
Co., of New York.
J. N. Davidson and wife, of Pittsburg
Pa., Mrs. W. DeC. Topiey, of Ottawa,
Ont., and Charles E. Cutler, of New York,
were in town last week looking at the
A. E.

tor several

work

on

their

Bar Harbor

academy in

cottages.
high

lost to the Bluebill

exciting twelve-inning ball
score of 8 to 7.
The academy

an

game by the
team made the

winrnng run when the
full and no one out. Tovnc,
Kane and Grindle were the stars for the
bases

were

local team.

May

H.

12.
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SUNSET.
Not much is doing yet in the weirs.
Mrs. Miller Colby returned from Belfast

|

Saturday.
Dr. H. W. Small and C.
I

were

E. Wasgatt
among those who attended the ma-

between

and

Miss Charlotte E. Morton is visiting her
Harriett
E.
aunt, Mrs.
Morton, at
“Orchard Lodge", after spending the

Ladies

!

travelling

alone

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES
TRANSIENT KATKK
MOMS :MHV JI M PH DAY AMO UP
I00M AMO B0A1S 12.00 PCI DAY AND OP

R. F. HIMMELCiM,

H. t THURSTON,
PD0PRIE7MS

Munjoy Hill Cara

pasa the door

DONT HURRY OR WORRY
At Meala—Dyapepala Follows.
A serene mental condition and time
to thoroughly chew you food is more
important, if anything, than the kind
or quality of food.
Sufferers from indigestion should
use “L. F.’’ Atwood's Medicine.
‘‘My husband, in years back, always
had a very bad stomach, but in the
four years that he has taken “L. F.'
Atwood's Medicine he is able to eat
anything that he wants without any
bad effects. 1 give it to my children
also."
Mrs. Fred Mcf'omb, Foxcroft, Me.
35 cents for large bottle at the store.
A sample free by mail if you have
never used it.

“L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland,
Me.

